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Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely
Fine		
Outstanding
and exceptional quality
Collection Lots and Condition
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and or cover in sound condition; if a stamp; it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
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late
for purchases,Imperfect
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(stamps)
or poor general
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Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.
Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2016 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.
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Lots 501-1141
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

British Commonwealth
Country Collections
501

HH
Aden & South Arabia, Mint NH Collection, 1942-70. Presented in a Scott album, includes Winston Churchill inverted
overprint, John F Kennedy blocks of four, Aden Kathiri State 2-11, 29-38, 1966 5 shilling with inverted overprint, Olympic & Football
World Championship overprints, 1967 Astronauts overprints blocks of four, 1967 Famous
Personalities overprints blocks of four, with many sets of overprints and souvenir sheets, a great lot for the topical dealer, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

502

HH
Aitutaki, Penrhyn and Samoa Islands, Collections, 2010-14. 44 complete sets and souvenir sheets averaging over
$41.30 Scott per set, times 10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and
wholesale. Loaded with popular topicals, including Year of the Snake, Pope, JFK, Royal Wedding, Peony and many more. Actual
face value in excess of $6,500+, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $12,363+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

503

HH
Aitutaki, Island Views Souvenir Sheet, 2010 (561a). Wholesale group of 200 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

504

H/m

505

H

506

H/m
Australian States: New South Wales, Primarily Used Collection, 1852-1907. A couple hundred stamps, including lots
of shades and perf varieties, nearly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; loaded with $50-and-up singles stamps
with highlights including (all used) #15, 16, 27, 29, 31, 44, 76, 79a, 87, 88a, O32, O32 and much more; condition is just about all clean
and F-VF. An excellent lot. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

507

H/m

508

H/m

509

H/m

510

HH/H/m Australia, Collection, 1913-98. Nice collection on Scott International pages (with interleaves) in Scott International blue
binder (with dustcase); early pages are mainly used; mint never-hinged in black Showguard mounts begin appearing in 1960s, and
from about 1974 (#590) through mid-1995 (#1428) is apparently complete, with continued strength through 1998 (#1689); like-new
pages continue through 2004; also includes a number of sets from Australian Antarctic Territory; very useful for either filling in areas
or retail sales; a lot of catalogue value from the always popular land “Down Under”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Antigua, Mainly Mint Collection, 1863-1967. A solid collection balance neatly mounted and blank pages; highlights
include #2, 6 (no gum), 8b (no gum), 9 (used), 17 (used), 19, 21-30, 31-38 (1d & 2s used), 41 (2), 42-57 and 1932-67 issues complete;
apparently all o.g., F-VF. Scott $2,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ascension, Excellent Mint Collection, 1922-66. Nearly complete for the period, missing only #6 & 15 and including
most perf varieties of the 1938-53 George VI definitives; 3s #21 part o.g., otherwise all o.g., clean and F-VF. Scott $1,700 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Australian States: South Australia, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1906. Semi-specialized collection, including
shade varieties and duplication, neatly mounted and identified by Scott number; highlights include used #2, 6, 10, 12, 14a, 85, and
mint #23 (no gum), 44 (2, no gum/regummed), 130, 156, 157 (small tear), etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $4,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australian States: Western Australia, Mint and Used Collection, 1854-1912. Small, mostly used collection neatly
mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights include used #1, 5, 25, 41, 47, 48, 88, and mint 32, 80a, 82, 85,
86, etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Australia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1913-67. Solid collection neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #9, 11, 12 (used), 21c, 37, 38, 40-42, 43 (used), 49 with “broken leg” (SG £75), 54-55
(used), 57 (light crease), 76, 124, 129 (used, creases), 139-426 (99% mint, hinged in NH period counted at 50%), M1-7, O1-14 (O1-2
used), etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $7,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australia - Bermuda
511

H/m/)

512

H/m

513

H/m

514

H/m

515

H/m

516

H/m
Australia and States, Collection, 1860-2011. A decent intermediate collection, strongest before 1970, organized neatly
in glassine envelopes and hinged to Scott International pages after 1963, containing over 1,350 different stamps, starting with states
as early as the Victoria issues up through modern mint issues with a decent amount of face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, viewing recommended. Scott $4,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

517

HH/H

518

H/m

519

H/m

520

H/m
Bermuda, Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-1966. Solid collection neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3-4 (used), 6, 7 (used), 15 (used), 20, 31-39, 42-52, 54 (regummed), 93-95, 96 (2) and
1935-66 issues virtually complete (hinged in NH period counted at 50%) plus several KGVI perf varieties; condition is just about all
clean and F-VF. Scott $3,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

521

H

2

Australia, Horn-of-Plenty Collection, 20th Century. Housed in 25 volumes, 10 are vintage Elbe springback binders
with stamps and covers, 15 are cover albums of mostly the modern period, formed by a disciplined European who collected the “old
school” way; often there will be parallel mint and used single, block and a FDC., which have all been neatly mounted and arranged.
After about 1960, any specialty products sold by Australia Post found its way into this collection. maximum cards, special cancels,
you- name-it and if it was available you will find it within, we noted a few ‘Roos and Georges, couple interesting flight covers, booklets,
coils, etc., a gamey holding that would be good carved at the Thanksgiving table, but by no means a turkey! Viewing will enable one to
value easily, much face value present- its deceiving, do have a peak, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australia, Collection, 1913-81. In Palo hingeless album with slip case, containing partial 95 Melbourne Exhibition
sheetlet, 100, 147-49, 150-51, 177-79, 218-21 mint, better than usual condition, cumulative decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Australia & Dependencies, Mint & Used Collection, 1854-2014. Mounted in eighteen albums, Australia mint includes
34, 95a, 141, 150-151, 152-154, 184-187, 218-221, 314-331, C4, then virtually complete mint to 2014, scattered Australian States
issues, Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5, L8-L18, mint Papua New Guinea includes 1-3, 6, 19-22, 50-57, 59, 60-70, 94-106,
122-136, then virtually complete mint to 2000, with airmails complete, O1-O10, also includes Christmas Island, Cocos Islands,
Norfolk Island, enormous amount of stamps & souvenir sheets present, condition a little mixed, a lot that will keep you busy for a few
weekends, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Australia & States, Collection, 1850-1977. Tremendous collection (also with 45 different used Australian Antarctic
Territory) on Scott Specialty pages in green binder; built 30 years ago by a very quality-conscious collector with an eye for special
stamps; no junk or stamps with faults (the couple that wandered in are not counted); this is not your normal Australia and States
collection that is filled with early Queens’ heads with thins or faults or space-fillers; the 1,000-or-so different stamps are ones you’ll be
proud to put in your collection; overall, most are used; there are many perforation, shade, color, paper, watermark, die and plate
varieties; with just a quick flip-through, we noted (mint unless noted): New South Wales #93 top margin block-of-four MNH ($84++);
#B1 XF used 1897 CSD ($75+); J9 Specimen (est. $150); Tasmania #8693 ($240), 82-3 ($140); Victoria #2 four margins with
beautiful cancel ($200), J7 ($140); Australia #8a ($125), #10 ($130), 36-7 ($180); 127 Specimen (est. $200), J81-90 ($180), M7 MNH
($250), M1-7 on registered covered ($280+); but the real value here is the many, many many choice $20-30 stamps in great and fresh
condition; this collection is for the quality-conscious philatelist! generally F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $10,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australia & States, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1990. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in a binder, starts
with nice coverage of mint and used Roos & KGV, with many mint & used blocks, also used postage dues, Australian States include
used New South Wales 28, 31, 39, 41, Queensland, South Australia used 27, mint 57, 121-123, Tasmania, Victoria and Western
Australia, doesn’t appear to be any great rarities, just loads of sale able stamps, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Australia and New Zealand, Collection, 1938-79. George VI and Early Elizabethan issues on handmade pages in two
Elbe Daisy springback binders with dustcases, all mint, better items are in mounts and appear NH; appears largely complete in sets;
includes booklets panes, souvenir sheets, varieties, etcs.; also NZ Health sheetlets NH complete from 1957-79, which are key
topicals; very fresh and bright! F.-V.F. 1990 Scott $3,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Bahamas, Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1967. Solid collection neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on
blank pages; highlights include used #10, 14, 17 (lightened pen cancel), 18, 21, 25, and mint #11 (regummed), 33-42 and 44-266
(99% mint, hinged in NH period counted at 50%); condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Barbados, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1966. Solid collection neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on
blank pages; highlights include used #2, 6, 8, 9, 25, 27, 30, 36, 40 (thin), 43, 48, and mint #15a, 44, 62, 66, 69-280 (99% mint, hinged
in NH period counted at 50%) & B1a; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $4,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Bermuda, Terrific Mint & Used Collection, 1882-1969. Housed in a Scott springback album, with many parallel mint &
used set runs and studies of individual stamps, includes mint 17 block of four, loads of mint & used 19th century material, then mint
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unless noted 40-48, 49-54, 55-69, 71-79, covers throughout, 100-103, 109 (2), 118-128, 133-134, unchecked for shade, perf
varieties, perfect lot for the Bermuda specialist, some mixed condition but overall, F.-V.F., a true joy to examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
522

H/m
Bermuda, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2013. Mounted in a Scott album, better mint includes 55-69, 71-79, 105-114,
127a, 133-134, 143-162, 255-271, with long runs of mint sets, a sweet collection for the British Commonwealth dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

523

HH/H

524

HH
British Antarctic Territory, Mint Collection, 1963-2014. Mounted in two Lindner hingeless albums, includes 1-15,
16-19, 24, 25-38, 39-42, and appears complete to 2014, a premium lot of this popular area, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

525

H/m

526

H/m
British Honduras, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1966. Solid collection neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; highlights include used #3, 17, 20 and mint #1, 2 (no gum), 4, 6 (no gum), 9 (no gum), 21 (part o.g.), 70 (part
o.g.) and 1888-1966 issues nearly complete mint (hinged in NH period counted at 50%); condition nearly all clean and F-VF. Scott
$3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

527

H/m
British Honduras, Lovely Collection to 1972. Clean mint or used collection on Scott Specialty pages, offering a wealth
of premium items like mint #2, 11, 18, plus used #1, 4-7, 8-10, 20, 22-24, 48a & mostly complete mint from KGVI on. Solid collection
with a good range of seldom offered earlier issues, generally F.-V.F., well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

528

H/m
British Offices in Africa & The Turkish Empire, 1885-1956. Fairly complete collection, much of it mixed mint & used,
neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; the Morocco, in particular, is nearly all here, including mint #55-57,
201-208 & 217-19; the World War II Forces issues and the Turkish Empire issues are a little less complete but are, nonetheless
loaded with $25-$75 sets and singles; and condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. A marvelous starter collection. Scott $2,500 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

529

H/m

530

H/m

531

H/m/)

532

H/m

533

H/m

British Antarctic Territory, Mint Collection, 1980’s-2000’s. Containing a group of hundreds of sets and singles from
British Antarctic Territory, Australian Antarctic Territory and Ross Island Dependency in mind duplication that added up to $100’s
worth of new issue cost, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

British Guiana, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1966. Solid collection neatly mounted and identified by Scott number
on blank pages; highlights include used #20, 32, 66, 98, O3 and mint #95, 97, 123, 145, 147 and 1882-1966 issues nearly complete
and just about all mint (hinged in NH period counted at 50%); condition generally clean and F-VF. Scott $3,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

British Offices in China, 1917-27. Small collection of 28 mostly mint stamps comprising #1-11, 11a, 12-15 (used), 15
(mint, faded), 17-27 (4c & 10c used); F-VF, mint o.g. Scott $1,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Canadian Provinces, The Lovely, Predominately Mint “William John” Collection. The significant, mostly mint
collection on lighthouse hingeless pages, whose premiere values were featured on our September Flagship sale, offering an
excellent range of premium items such as (mint unless noted) Newfoundland Scott 34, 11, 25, 26, nice 1865-95 issues, 61-74, 78-85,
104-114, 131-144, and complete from there for regular issues, plus postage dues, some air mails including reference copies of C1
and C4 etc., Nova Scotia #2b, 5, 6 (all used), plus 8-13 mint with shade and paper types, New Brunswick used #1, 2, British Columbia
#2, 7 (2), 8, 9, 14-16, Prince Edward Island complete less three major stamps from #1 on with paper and perf types etc. Condition
varies, as nearly always fresh and attractive appearance, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site). Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Canadian Provinces, Great Grandpa’s Collection, 1857-1947. A meaty collection, mint with #3 (2), 12A (2), 18, 20, 23,
24, 29, 31, 56-59, 61-74, 7-75, 115-126, 131-144, 147-159, 163-171, 233-243 (2), used 3, 18, 27 (2), with many mint & used
duplicates and interesting covers throughout, New Brunswick has mint 6-11 wit mint & used duplicates, Nova Scotia has used 1, 2, 4,
5, mint or used 8-13, Prince Edward Island has mint 8, the total catalog value is huge, there are enough better items that would lot
individually, some condition issues, a genuine lot from an old time collector that will be appreciated by collector & dealer alike, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canadian Provinces, Mainly Used Collection, 1851-72. Small collection (no Newfoundland) neatly mounted and
identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights include (all used) British Columbia & Vancouver Island #2, 5, 6, 7 (nibbed
corner), 9, New Brunswick 1-2 (faults), 6-9, 11, Nova Scotia 1 (2), 2 (2), 4 and 5; the British Columbia is all Fine, the rest is somewhat
mixed with several Fine. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mainly Mint Collection. 1857-1947. An outstanding totally intact collection
neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 (no gum), 25 (used, crease),
26 (used), 27, 30, 32, 32A, 55, 61-74, 76, 79-270, C3 and C6-19; condition is slightly mixed on the early perforated issues, but is
otherwise virtually all clean and F-VF. A great starter collection. Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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534

H/m

535

H/)
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint Collection, 1857-1949. Housed in Scott Specialty album mounted on
Newfoundland Specialized catalog pages along with duplicates on stock pages, generally lightly filled but useful collection containing
singles pairs and blocks such as Scott # 1, 22, 23, 24, 32A, 37, 55, 59 with parts set after that, air mails include C9-C11 and C13-C17
with a few revenue stamps, as small group of unused postal stationery is included, also included is a stock sheet of mint New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island (24 items), F.-V.F., a clean lot, worth a quick inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

536

HH/H

537

H/m

538

H/m

539

H/(H)

540

H/m

541

HH/H

4

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Dealer Stock, 1880-1946. On Scott Specialty pages. Better stamps include
(mostly mint): 1, 11A, 18-22, 24, 26, 37, 28-31, 32-32A, 34, 36, 37-40, 56-58, 41, 47, 48, 61-74, 78-85, 87-97, 98-103, 104-14,
115-26, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, 183-99, 212-25, C2-3, C6-11, C12, C13-17 and C18, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
approximately $8,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Full Sheet Collection, 1937-48. Consists of 233, 234 (3), 252 (2), 267, 268 (3),
270, J1-J2, J6, J7, showing minor varieties, occasional splitting, otherwise fresh & clean, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Canada, Dealer Stock, 1868-1997. In seven stockbooks with mint on one side and used on the other, mint adding up to
substantial face value. Better stamps include used: 14 (6), 15 (7), 16 (2), 18 (3), 19, 21 (6), 24 (5), 25 (11), 26, 27 (5), 29 (4), 40 (3), 45
(2), 46 (6), 47 (6), 51 (10), 52 (8), 54 (4), 56, 62, 73, 74-84, 84 (2), 94 (8), 95 (3), 96-103, 99 (6), 100 (3), 101 (3), 102, 103, 158 (4), 159
(2), 162-77, mint: 34 (8), 35, 36, 51 (9), 52 (5), 53 (3), 54 (6), 55 (2), 59, 57, 60, 69, 70 (2), 72, 73, 76 (5), 77 (5), 78 (3), 79 (3), 81, 82, 85
(6), 86 (5), 89 (11), 90 (8), 91 (2), 93 (2), 98 (4), 99 (3), 100 (2), 101 (2), 102 (3), 103, 110 (2), 111, 112 (6), 113 (2), 116, 117 (2), 119,
122, 124, 127 (3), 128 (3), 133 (6), 135 (5), 149-58, 158, 176 (2), 177 (2), 198 (4), 200 (6), 201, 203 (4), 217-27, 244 (2), 245 (3), C1
(11), C2 (3), C3 (12), C4 (14), E1 (3), E2 (2), E3 (8), E4 (4), E5, F2, J10 (2), O10, O25, O27, Newfoundland: 94, 95, 97 and 125. Usual
mixed condition, high Scott value that should reach into six figures and high face value here, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Canada, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1960s. High catalog collection in a K. Bileski album with lots of
shade varieties; 19th century, through the Small Queens is mixed mint & used, while the issues from the Queen Victoria Jubilees
onward are 99% mint; 19th century includes (used unless noted) (2 (5), 7, 8 (unused without gum + four plate proofs), 14 (9 unused
without gum, 10 used), 15 (8), 17 (7), 18 (4), 19, 20, 21 (3 unused, one with o.g., 2 used), 22 (3), 23 (2), 24 (5), 25 (5), 26 (2), 27 (3), 28
(4), 10¢ Small Queen (5), 41-42; from there on mint highlights include Jubilees to 50¢ (5¢, 8¢, 10¢ NH) Maple Leafs to 8¢, 87-88 NH
blocks of 4, Quebec complete (problems), 110d (NH), 111 (2), 116 (NH, tiny gum skip), 117 (NH), 118b (NH), 119, 119a, 120, 120a,
122 (NH), 136 (NH block of 4), 149-159 (50¢ perf stains, $1 LH), 162-177 (2x 50¢, 217-227 (2x 50¢, one NH), 241-245 (2x 50¢, one
NH), War Effort complete (NH), Airs complete & O1-27 (O9-10 NH); condition of the 19th century issues is spotty, thought there are
plenty of F-VF stamps; from the Jubilees on, with only few exceptions, just about everything is Fine or better. Take some time to
examine this one—it’ll be well worth your while. Scott $32,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,499
Canada, Extensive Mint Queen Victoria Collection From the “William John” Collection. A useful, all mint/unused
collection of Victoria issues from the pence issues through the 1899 2¢ surcharges, all neatly assembled on Lighthouse hingeless
pages, includes a wealth of premium items such as Scott #4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 22a, 24 (2), 25 (2), 26, 27 (2), 28-30, Small
Queens complete #34-45, 50-52, 55-61, 66-70, 72, 73, 74-84, etc., some no gum or regummed with many attractive and scarce items
noted, Scott catalog value $50,000!, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Canada, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1967. A virtually intact collection neatly mounted and identified by
Scott number on blank pages; highlights include used #4, 4a, 5, 7 (repaired), 14, 17-22, 24-28, 40, 45a, 95 and mint 23 (no gum),
29-36, 46-47, key value Jubilees complete (high values with thins), 69-73, 79-94, Quebec complete, and complete from Admirals
onward ($1 Parliament no gum); both is also nearly complete including Airs, Special Deliveries and Officials; F3 is part o.g. and War
Tax includes MR7a; condition is just a bit mixed through the Large Queens, but is otherwise just about all clean and F-VF. An
excellent lot. Scott $31,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Canada, Major Specialized Collection, 1851-1978. On Lindner hingeless pages to 1952, then on Hagner visi-grip
pages to 1978, in two White Ace binders; all mint except for some early issuers; some NH in early issues, gradually by 1930s seem to
be all or mostly NH; there are some absolutely stunning stamps like #46 XF Ottawa CDS ($125); several dozen Small Queens,
#50-61 with #51, 56 and 59 MNH, and #62 & #65 with roller cancels; this one page with the Jubilees catalogues $5,000+; it is complete
mint and/or NH from then on except for about a dozen stamps; there are Admirals all over the place—-apparently #126c block-of-four
imperf horizontally ($500); you really have to examine this to appreciate it; we have kept it intact; some of the early issues have fine
centering, but just as many seem to be VF; after 1952 there are dozens of viso-grip pages full of singles, pairs, blocks, booklet panes
(booklet panes begin with the Admirals, and contain the attractive “chewing gum”-size booklet panes), booklets, multiples, miniature
sheets—-you name it! All the different printings, die varieties, tagging, gum and paper varieties; this collection was formed in the
1970s and there must be hundreds of dollars of face value in the different Elizabethan definitives; PVA and Winnipeg and
tagging/pre-cancel heaven! There is much room to study, expand and put this in order; George VI and Early Elizabethan material is
here for extensive research and an exhibition-builder; one could easily retail a few parts of this online and come out ahead with much
left for pure philatelic joy! The Maple-Leaf forever! generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott approximately $20,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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H

543

H/m/)

544

H
Canada, Impressive Mint Stock, 1927-50s. An old Elbe Expandable stockbook with metal cover containing such
highlights as (NH unless noted) #148 (5), 152 (5), 160-161 pairs (2 sets, one LH)), 171 (18 including 4 blocks of 4), 173 (13), 174 block
of 4, 175 (3, two LH), 176 (2 LH), 177, 198 (6, 3 LH), 199 (22 including 5 blocks of 4), 200 (7), 201 (7), 203 block of 4, 209 (12 including
2 blocks of 4), 211-216 (9), 217-227 (3, 2 LH), 227 (6), 245 (2, one LH), 216-262 (single & block each), C2 block of 4, and C4 (10
including 2 blocks of 4); also includes #192-194 & C4 on a legal size commercial FDC. As for condition, it is all clean and F-VF. A great
lot. Scott $13,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

545

H

546

HH/H/m Canada, Collection, 1859-2014. In five clean Davo albums with slip cases, containing good quality singles in the early
era and much face value postage in the modern era. Highlights include used: 14, 28, 46, mint: 47, 51-62, 72, 85-86, 96-103, 110,
112-13, 122, 149-59 (158 is exceptionally fresh and never hinged), 162-77, 203, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, C1-4, J1-4, E1-10,
O1-10, O16-25, O26-27 and F1-3, mostly mint o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., A lovely collection with good quality singles and
much face value postage. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

547

HH/H
Canada, Lovely Mint ex-"William John" Collection, King Edward VII to King George VI. A splendid, all mint
collection neatly presented on Lighthouse hingeless pages, offering a wealth of premium items such as Scott #89-95, 96-103,
149-159, 162-177, 217-227 and complete from there to 1051,we also note C1-C8, MR1-MR7a etc. Fresh, Very Fine with lots better,
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

548

HH
Canada, Mint Collection, 1973-2014. Mounted in four Scott albums, values mostly from 8¢ up to $5.00, includes singles,
blocks, panes, coils and souvenir sheets, total face value $1,700.00, a very nice lot for cheap money, what we examined was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

549

H/m

550

H/m/)

551

HH

552

H/m
Canada, Collection, 1852-1897. On Palo hingeless pages, consisting of 7, 14, 17, 18, 19, 23, 26, 27, 28, some small
Queens, 46-47, 50-56 mint, 58 mint, better than usual condition with some duplicates of 1859 issue, cumulative decent Scott value,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Canada, Valuable Mint Stock, 1940-50s. Small stockbook packed with several hundred stamps, 90% of the value in
Officials; highlights include (NH unless noted) O9 (nine, two NH), O10 (22, all but 4 NH including four blocks of 4), O11 (30, all but
43NH including six blocks of 4), O25 (12 including two NH blocks of 4), O27 (9, three NH), O249-262, CO1 (20), CO2 (block of 4), EO1
(10), EO2 (4); a few of the non-Officials include #265 (800 in pairs & strips), 278-281 (nine sets of pairs), matched sets of plate blocks
of the 8¢-$1 Centennial and more than 80 plate blocks of the 5¢ Seaway in matched sets. A great lot. Scott $12,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Canada, Marvelous Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1960. Housed in a binder, includes mint unless noted C1-C5, E1 (2),
E2, E3, F3 mint & used, four margin example of #4, 18 (2), 19 (2), excellent run of used Large Queens, 39-40, 42-43, 50-60 with
duplicates, 66-73, 82 (2), 84 (2), 96-103, 123-124 pairs, 125-130 pairs, 217-227, unchecked for varieties and shades, with cover and
multiples, a fabulous collection for the specialist, some condition issues, however generally F.-V.F. a tremendous holding.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Canada, Valuable Mint Stock, 1927-50s. A terrific lot in a large stockbook; highlights include (NH unless noted) #156
(10), 157 (3), 160 pair, 161 pair (2), 171 (3 blocks of 4), 173 (14), 174-175 (one LH, one NH of each), 178-183 pairs, 199 (29 including
6 blocks of 4), 201 block of 4, 203 block of 4, 209 (2 blocks of 4), 226 (5), 227 (9), 261 block of 4, 261 (1) and 278-281 (4 sets of pairs);
also includes some 1950s plate blocks in matched sets; condition is all clean and F-VF. Scott $10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canada, Mint and Used Collection, 1869-1950. A rather scattered collection on pages—the balance of what was left
after the owner moved his collection to a better album; that being said, there is still plenty of useful material here including the follow
mint: ½¢-$1 Jubilees (8¢-15¢ NH, $1 regummed), 71-72, 110d N.H., 114b N.H., 116 N.H., 117, 129 (NH pair), 155b, 227 N.H., O9-10;
condition is just about all Fine of better. A great little lot. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Small Specialized Collection of “Admirals”. Comprises 4¢ olive bister and shades: seven singles and a
block of 4 including a golden yellow (110c) XLH, three singles and the bottom two stamps in the block are NH; also three used singles
and two covers: a single franking and one used with an 8¢ “Scroll” registered to the U.S.; 7¢ red brown: dry printing NH, wet printing
LH plus a used block of 4 and two covers; 8¢ bister brown & yellow brown: two singles, two blocks of 4 (one yellow brown, NH, other
no gum), an NH block of 12 (one stained, centering F-VF to mostly Fine) and five covers; 20¢ olive green and shades: three singles,
one wet (NH), two dry (one sheet margin with split arrow (straight edge) and an LH block of 4 of the wet printing in gray green (119d). A
great lot for the specialist. Scott $3,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1952-2014. Assembled in 4 pristine Lighthouse hingeless albums complete with
the occasional premium item such as Scott #522pi, 525pi and 1972, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a face value of over $1,775
CDN.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
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H
Canada & Worldwide, Miscellaneous Assortment. An old Elbe Expandable stockbook with a metal cover containing
primarily Canada including better Revenues like used FB 14 (Van Dam $200), FB14 (75), FB24 (13 @ $40), and MNH FSC2 ($150),
FSC18 ($45) & FSC26s ($250); we also note Canada mint $1 Fisheries (2 NH), C2 (6, two NH) & C4 (3 NH blocks of 4, three with
natural paper wrinkles); also lots of Centennial issue plate blocks, some tagging vars and a good bit of “face”; the non-Canada
includes New Zealand 131d (1d Victoria Land, NH) and a good bit of mint U.S., most of it “face” but we also note three NH line pairs of
the 6¢ Prexie. An interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

554

HH/H

555

HH/H/m

556

HH/H/m Canada, Collection, 1859-2014. In fix clean High Seas albums with slip cases, containing good quality singles in the
early era and much face value postage in the modern era. Highlights include 95a, 147-49, 508 block of 25, mostly mint o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., a lovely collection with good quality singles and much face value postage. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

557

HH/H

558

H

559

H/m

Canada, Balance of Consignment, 1859-1982. Two albums with highly scattered collections; one a Scott Specialty
album of Canada & Provinces, nearly all used with decent Large & Small Queens, mint ½¢ & 8¢ Jubilees and a VF unused
Newfoundland #1; the second is a very nice Lighthouse hingeless album of Canada to 1982, but again, without a whole lot of
substance, though we do note unused Jubilees to the $1 (only the $1 with gum) and a nice LH 50¢ Bluenose; also the early 1970s to
1982 is just about complete mint; additionally, there are several stocksheets with some used duplicates of modest value. Still a useful
lot, especially if you’re looking for a nice hingeless album to move your collection into. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

560

)

561

HH/H
Canada, Mint Collection, 1868-1978. Housed in a Scott Specialty album, mounted on album pages, strength is in the
20th century period and starts with a Large Queen ½¢ and lightly filled until 1931, also included are air mail, special delivery, O.H.M.S.
and G officials, along with the album is a small full box containing glassines of plate blocks starting at Scott 274 and continues up to
1202 including some semi-postals and air mails, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., a useful collection.
Estimate $400 - 600

562

m

563

H/)

564

HH/H
Canada, Plate Block Collection, 1963-81. Mounted in a Scott album, values from 12¢ to $2.00, total face $625.00,
mostly four corners, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

565

HH/)
Canada, Useful Accumulation. Composed of over $575 in face value in useful, generally higher value sheets, a clean
array of very modern First Day Covers. Fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a clean group, examine.
Estimate $250 - 350

566

m

567

s

6

Canada, Premium Mint Accumulation, 1897-1946. Lovely well centered and fresh appearing singles, consisting of: 51
(2 blocks of 4), 158 (4), 159 (2), 177 block of 4, 209 block of 4, 226 block of 4, 227, 245 plate block of 4, 249-62, 268-73, 279 strip of 4,
302 (2), J1 (2), J2-J3 blocks of 4, J4-5, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1980. Residing in a Scott book and on pages, mint includes 54, 67-68, 112-115,
122, 141-145, 195-201, 203, 205-207, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273, C1-C6, E2, E3, used 158, with mint & used postage
dues and some Newfoundland issues, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $6,700 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Canada, Lovely ex-"William John" Back-of-the-Book Mint Collection. A lovely collection assembled on Lighthouse
hingeless pages including Scott #F1-F3plus F1b and F2d, complete Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, “O.H.M.S” and “G” officials,
airs etc. Fresh, o.g., much never hinged, F.-V.F. or better, a lovely lot, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Canada, Mint Sheet Accumulation, 1953-60’s. Containing over $750 worth of face value postage consisting of mostly
5¢ commemorative sheets, F.-V.F. Unitrade C$5,000+ ($3,850) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada, Ad Cover Lot, 1895-1910. Over ninety covers in a small box, with 1895 Toronto Industrial Fair, 1899 Shurly &
Dietrine Saw Manufacturers, pair of 34 on cover to Lowell MA, over forty of Gerhard Heintzman Piano ad covers with triple ring
cancels, squared circle cancels and involute flag cancels, includes other piano ad covers, fresh & clean lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Canada, Collection/Accumulation of Small Queens. About 700 Small Queens, mostly ½¢ (32), 1¢ (230), 2¢ (125) and
3¢ (200), but a few 5¢, 6¢ & 8¢; also a few Registered Letter Stamps, 1¢ Jubilees (18) and Special Deliveries; includes some very nice
cancellations and multiples (we note a 37b strip of 4, 37e (14 in pairs or strips of 3 and a 41a strip of 4), but the bulk is simply
duplication; still should be useful lot for a Small Queen collector. Scott $3,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Canada, Face Value & First Day Cover Lot, 1950-2000. Large box with $550.00 total face value, mostly 25¢ to 50¢
values, and a few hundred first day covers, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, British Columbia Law Stamp Accumulation, 1879-1958. Contained within 2 red boxes with each stamp in its
own small envelope with much duplication found within, well over 1,500 stamps contained, F.-V.F., a neat lot. Van Dam
BCL1//BCL50.
Estimate $250 - 350
Canada, Yukon Territory Law Stamps Exhibit Collection, 1902. A wonderful collection of over 35 pages housed in a
binder containing examples from the 1902 Territorial Court issues (YL7-YL12) on piece from documents, contained are singles,
multiples and blocks with some blocks as the largest known examples, meticulously annotated describing the various punch
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cancellations and guidelines for use etc., a wonderful exhibit collection, F.-V.F., worth a good examination. Van Dam C$3,750+
($2,890) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
568

H/m

569

H

570

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1852-1984. Neatly mounted in two Lighthouse albums, with better items including
New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 46, 56-59, 61-74, 84-85, 104-14, 88-91, 92A-96, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 131-44, 145-59,
163-71, 172-82, 212-25, C6-11, C12, C13-17, Nova Scotia 8-13 with various shades, 11 imprint block of 10, Prince Edward Island 5
block of 6, Canada 4, 14-19, 25-30, 46-47, 50-60, 60, 64 specimen, 66-73, 74-84, 96-103, 104-22, 123-34, 149-59, 162-77, 217-27,
241-45, 249-62, 268-73, E1-6, O1-10, O16-25 and J1-5, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great opportunity to complete or build up
this attractive collection, that has great Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

571

H
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1861-1951. In two small stockbooks, neatly organized and in Scott number order,
containing better sets / singles including: New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 15A, 18-23, 29, 41-42, 46-47, 49, 51-52, 55, 56-59,
61-74, 78-85, 87-97, 98-100, 102-3, 111-14, 115-26, 128-30, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, 212-25, C3, C6-11, Canada 21-22,
42, 44, 46-47, 50-57, 50-60, 66-73, 79, 80-82, 84, 89-94, 96-103 (2), 104-22, 123-34, 149-59, 162-77, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45,
249-62, C2, E1-9, J11-14, MR1-7, MR2Bi, MR2Ci, MR2D, O1-11, O16-25 and O26-27. Light duplication with plenty of long complete
sets and some difficult back of book issues, be sure to investigate, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

572

H/m

573

H/m

574

H/m

575

H/m

Canada & Provinces, Dealer Stock, 1852-1951. Mounted on 102 cards, a good selection of Canada including the
regular issues such a Pence, Large Queens, Small Queens, Jubilees, Maple Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, Tercentenary, Admirals,
Airmails, Special Deliveries Postage Dues, War Tax and Officials, a good representation of the Provinces as well especially
Newfoundland, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, estimated catalog value is $70,000, inspection is invited, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1859-1943. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly mint with many better singles and
complete long sets, containing better items including: 15, 17, 20, 21-24, 27-30, 41-47, 50-61, 66-73, 74-84, 85-86, 89-95, 96-103,
104-22, 123-24, 125-34, 139-40, 149-59, 162-77, 178-83, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, C1-9, E1-11, F1-F3, J1-J20, MR1-7,
British Columbia and Vancouver Island 2, 7, 8, New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 1, 3, 5, 11, 11A, 12A, 15A, 17-23, 24, 27-31,
32-36, 37-40, 41-51, 53-55, 56-59, 61-74, 75, 78-85, 86, 87-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 128-30, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82,
183-99, 212-25, C2-C3, C6-11, C12, C13-17, C18, Nova Scotia 8-13 and Prince Edward Island 4-16. Condition is somewhat mixed,
with a few faults, some regumming and no gum among early classic issues, high Scott value, mostly o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Canada & Provinces, Mint Collection, 1851-1947. High catalog, mostly mint collection on old Thorp & Martin pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) #5, 11A (2), 12A, 15A, 18-23, 25 (part o.g. + used + a trial color plate proof on bond in brown
violet), 26 (no gum), 33 (used), 36, 38, 47, 49, 54, 55, 56-59, 61-74 (8¢ used), 78-270 & C13-17; Provinces include used Prince
Edward Island #1 (pulled perf), a plate proof of the New Brunswick 5¢ Connell and Nova Scotia #3-5; 19th century condition is
somewhat mixed, with some centering and gum problems, but 20th is just about all F-VF. Overall, a very nice lot. Scott $11,500 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock, 1852-1950s. Many hundreds of mostly used stamps, neatly
arranged on black stocksheets with better stamps scattered throughout; highlights include (used unless noted) a couple of 1852 3d
Beavers, a 2-margin 1859 ½d, an attractive 1858 perforated ½d and several reasonably good looking “First Cents”; these are
followed by similar groups of Large & Small Queens, Jubilees (including nice mint 6¢ & 10¢), Maple Leafs, Numerals, Edwards (two
used 50¢), Quebecs (nice mint 10¢ & 20¢), etc., etc., etc. There’s also plenty of back-of-the-book including four mint C2 (2 NH), a nice
section of used O.H.M.S. 4-hole perfins (including O241-245) and other Officials (e.g. O10 & O25 mint and O27 used), and small
groups of Revenues & Precancels. The Provinces are primarily Newfoundland, again, mostly used, but with very few high values or
complete sets. As for condition, it is generally F-VF, but with most of the best stamps (other than the few noted above) typically having
flaws. Still, overall, quite and impressive lot, especially catalog value-wise. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada & Provinces, Collection to 2006. On Scott Specialty pages, with a good selection of the usual older issues and
also containing some difficult modern issues including: British Columbia 5, 7, 8, New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 15A, 17-23, 25,
26, 28-29, 32-35, 37-40, 43, 47, 53, 56-59, 61-74, 78-85, 87-97 (without 92A), 115-26, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, 212-25,
C6-C8, C12, Nova Scotia 1, 2, 8-13, Prince Edward Island 4-8, Canada: 14, 17, 18-19, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28, 41-47, 50-60, 71, 72-73,
96-103, 122, 149-59, high values and Millennium pane of 4 set of 17, O1-10, O16-25, O26-27, plus a small box of Parliament
booklets. Condition is mixed among the early classic issues. A decent collection that is mostly complete, with some used sets where
mint stamps were financially out of reach. Much face value and catalog value to be found here, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada & Provinces, Accumulation. Containing hundreds of stamps in stock books and loose albums pages, mixed
mint and used. Highlights include: British Columbia 11, New Brunswick 6-10, 9 (2), 10, Newfoundland 27, 32, 34, 57, 59, 61-74 (3), 72
& 73 used, 78-85 (3), 87-97 (missing 92), 104-14 (114 is used), 115-26 (2), 125, 131-43, 145-59 (2), 145-59 (missing 158), 163-71 (3),
212-25, 253-66, C6-11, C17, Nova Scotia 2 (2), 13 block of 4, Canada 15 (7), 24, 25 (2), 29, 47, 57 (4 o.g.), 51-53 (3 o.g.), 54 (2), 57 (2
o.g.), 58-59 no gum, 65 used, 76 NH, 89-95, 90 NH, 94 (3), 101 o.g., 101-3, 111 o.g., 141-48, 148 o.g., lightly hinged, 158 (2 o.g.),
201-4, 209 NH, 211-16 NH, 217-27, 227 o.g., lightly hinged, 244 NH, 272 (4 NH), C1-8, C2 (3 o.g.) and E4 o.g., lightly hinged. Usual
mixed condition, with many better sound sets and a good mix of better sets and singles that can easily be broken down, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, a good view is recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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576

HH/H

577

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1859-1946. Neatly laid out in old quadrille album with old leather cover. Highlights
include: 14, 17 (2), 18 (2), 19, 28-30, 47, 241-45, 249-62, C1-9, E1-5, British Columbia and Vancouver Island 2, 5, 6, 7, New
Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 15A-23, 25, 34, 41//55 (mostly complete set), 59, 61-74, 104-14, 115-26, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71,
172-82, 183-99, 212-25, Nova Scotia 2, 8-13 and Prince Edward Island 11-16. Some condition issues mixed with some great
complete sets, a lovely old time collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

578

H/m

579

H/m

580

H/m

581

H/m/)
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1860-1998. Housed in two albums, six cover albums and year sets, better includes
used 18, 84, mint 50-53, 135, 158, 203, C1-C4, E3, plus postage dues and officials, Newfoundland includes 23, 226-229, 233-243,
covers are mostly newer first day covers, delightful collection with many sale able stamps, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

582

H/m

583

m

584

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1859-1995. Mid-level collection on Scott Specialty pages with mounts in green binder,
early material is mixed condition as often, most is mint, from 1930s and 1940s becomes NH, from 1950s fairly complete modern
except for highest values, great collection to build upon; a good deal of cancels and especially nice railroad and Canadian Railways
cancellations and perfins not counted, also a very enticing page of revenues, again not counted; concludes with some scattered
Newfoundland ($286), Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island ($85); lower-value modern stamps not counted, definitely worth a look!
generally Fine. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

585

H/m

586

H/m

587

H

8

Canada & Provinces, Mint Collection. Mounted on Scott pages, Canada includes 21, 30, 34, 36, 50-54, 56-57, 71,
87-88, 96-103, 104-122, 123-124, 125-130, 131-134, 149-159, 162-177, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, Newfoundland has scattered
coverage after 1930, fresh & clean, a great lot to serve as a foundation for a more comprehensive collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1870-2010. A decent intermediate collection, organized neatly in glassine envelopes
and hinged to Scott International pages, containing over 2,350 different stamps, consisting of: 14 (3), 21, 22, 23, 29, 95, 100, 101,
159, 162-77 and modern issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,700+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Canada & Provinces, Small Collection. Small stockbook containing a couple hundred stamps; most of the value in
Newfoundland with lots of $25-and-up stamps include used #30 and (mint) 11A (2), the lithographed Guy Issue complete less the 6¢
die I and #109 & 111-114; condition is a little mixed but mostly F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Canada & Provinces, Collection of Revenues, 1864-1940s. An excellent collection in a K. Bileski album; there are no
Federal Bill stamps, for some reason, but otherwise plenty of stamps cataloging $20-and-up in Van Dam’s Canadian Revenue Stamp
Catalogue, including FWM8 and SL18. A great lot, condition being above average for this material. Van Dam C$2,700 ($2,080)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Canada & Provinces, Collection of Revenues, 1864-1940s. About 350 mostly used stamps, including minor
duplication, neatly mounted in a blank album; includes both Federal and Provincial issues from a nice range of categories with lots of
stamps having Van Dam values in the range of $20-$95. A vey nice starter collection. Also includes a small miscellaneous assortment
of 100 or so unmounted, mostly low-priced stamps, virtually all duplicating the material in the main collection. Total Van Dam value is
well ovrer $3,000, the main collection being about $2,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada & Provinces, Revenues on Documents Collection, 1868-1965. A delightful collection over 35 Federal and
Provincial revenues used on documents, housed in a binder, vast majority are Quebec Provincial revenues and Law stamp along with
Newfoundland, also included are Federal Unemployment Insurance, Inspection, as well as other stampless documents and single
stamps etc. A fascinating group, F.-V.F., most revenues found on documents are scarce to rare (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Stock, 1859-1985. Housed in four counter books and an album, includes mint
97-103, 156 (2), 176, 203, 211-216, plate blocks 465A-465B, with many mint panes and blocks, in an album 1956-1985 complete
mint, then Newfoundland mint & used in a counter book, nothing scarce or expensive, just loads of useful material, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1860-1988. Housed in a Scott specialized album, mint is mostly light hinged, and
include a good run of Canada regular issues from the 1930’s to 1987, which also includes airmails, special deliveries, postage dues,
officials and some revenue issues, also present are the Provinces with the strength in later Newfoundland issues, o.g., mostly lightly
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

Cayman Islands, Mint Collection, 1900-66. Nearly complete for the period, neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; includes #1-17 (1907 1/- used), 21-29, 31-66, 68 & 81-191; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,250 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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588

Ceylon, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1963. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
highlights include used #4, 98, 100, 104, 106, 109a, 112, 113, 115, 120 (light crease), 130, 214 and mint 45, 50b (no gum), 53 (no
gum), 177, 196, 213 & MR16; condition is generally clean and F-VF. Scott $4,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

589

HH

590

HH
Cook Islands, Highlands, 2013 (1482-90). Wholesale group of 2,500 sets with a face value of $14,750, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $29,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

591

HH
Cook Islands, Collections, 2010-14. 33 different complete sets and souvenir sheets including the popular Flower
Definitive issue 1305 - 1322, times 10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail auctions,
retail and wholesale. Average Scott catalog value is in excess of $38.75 per set loaded with popular topicals including Royal
Wedding, Olympics, Year of the Snake, Christmas, Insects and more. Fill in your missing sets at a fraction of retail! Actual face value
in excess of $6,450, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $12,795+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

592

H/m

593

H/m

594

H/m

595

)

596

H/m

597

H/m

598

H/m
Ghana, Collection, 1957-78. Hundreds of stamps on neatly laid out on stock pages, F.-V.F. Scott $2,566 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

599

HH
Gibraltar, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton, 2010 (1266). 2000 examples in PO sealed pack,
Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

600

H/m

H/m

Cook Islands, Insects, 2014. Wholesale group of 2,000 sets with a face value of $76,100, there is not a current Scott
catalog value for this set yet, so we estimated the Scott value at face (x2), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $152,200.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Cyprus, Excellent Mainly Mint Collection, 1880-1960. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number, including
several different plate numbers on the early issues, on blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 (plate 12 used, plate
15), 4 (used), 7 (plate 201 used, plate 200 part o.g.), 8 (plate 201 part o.g., plate 205 used), 10 (plate 215, 218), 11, 16-17 (used), 18,
22a, 24a, 25a, 26a (used), 37, 46, 47, 59, 83-84 (used), 108, and 114-200 (few used); condition is just about all clean and F-VF
(hinged in NH period counted at 50%). An outstanding lot. Scott $5,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Cyprus, Collection, 1880-1982. Nearly complete from 1935-1982 and neatly mounted in a Lighthouse album, including
143-55, 158-59, 168-82 used, 183-97, 206-18, 219-21, 226a and 229-31, F.-V.F., a lovely fresh collection with great looking sets.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Dominica, Mainly Mint Collection, 1874-1966. Intact coll, nearly complete for the period neatly mounted and identified
by Scott number on blank pages; missing only #14, 24 & 34, with just 12 stamps being used: #2-4, 6-12, 20 & 36; condition is just
about all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $1,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Falkland Islands, Covers and Post Cards Exhibit Collection of the British and German Warships Involved in the
Battle of the Falklands, 1914. A 38 page, beautifully mounted and well annotated collection containing 36 items with covers and
post cards mailed from the British and German ship involved in this classic sea battle, included are 7 stampless covers and 4 picture
post cards along with 4 franked picture post cards from the various German warships, of particular note is a New York picture post
card addressed to a sailor on the S.M.S Gneisenau which was redirected bearing a Scott #372, as well, 3 Prisoner of War stampless
cover from interned seamen from the S.M.S. Dresden postmarked from Talcahuano, Chile, there are 7 picture used post cards
showing the different British warship involved, 4 post cards are mailed from the H.M.S. Kent with 3 of them stamped “Passed Censor
H.M.S. Kent” and one card from the H.M.S. Glasgow, a cover likely cancelled at Port Stanley and taken aboard the H.M.S. Kent with
its censor mark, finally a cover mailed from Ashton-Under, England to the H.M.S Good Hope, the cover was returned 3½ month later
due to the ship being lost in the battle, there is also collateral material of photos and maps included, an extraordinary collection worthy
of review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Falkland Islands, Excellent, Mainly Mint Collection Balance, 1878-1966. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #2 (used), 3-5, 7, 8 (used), 11, 21 (used), 22-29, 30-36, 37 (used),
41-48, 78 block of 8, 97-161 and Dependencies issues complete, also includes a bisected 1d tied on piece by 5 Sep 1889 c.d.s., more
than a year before the use of the bisect was authorized (not counted); condition is virtually all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period
counted at 50%). Scott $3,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Gambia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1880-1965. An excellent collection, neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on
blank pages; complete from #5 through 209, nearly all mint from #20 (153-167 and a few other low values are used); virtually all clean
and F-VF. Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Gibraltar, Outstanding Mainly Mint Collection, 1886-1966. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3, 5-6 (no gum), 16 (used), 18, 20 (used), 26 (used), 27, 28, 31A, 36A, 45, 46, 56 var.
(SG 70a), 74 (used), 75, 88 (used), 90 (used, small tear), 92 and 94-202 less 191A and including many KGVI perf varieties; virtually all
clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $5,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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601

HH

602

H/m

Gold Coast, Intact, Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1954. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
highlights include used #10, 12, 79, 80 and mint 23, 40-48, 54-55, 63-65, 94 & 94a; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,450 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

603

HH/H
Great Britain, The Superb Mint “William John” Collection, 1840-2014. A wonderful, clean and valuable specialized
collection of thousands keenly assembled in 4 pristine Lighthouse hingeless albums, back in our September Flagship Series sale, the
“William John” collections highlighted the auction with the exceptional collections offered here within, to produce a “wall of catalog
numbers” to emphasize the value would be fruitless, as in its entirety the collection catalogs over $125,000, for those familiar with the
Lighthouse pages, they include scores of varieties not provided for on most general printed album pages, the key point here is that
nearly every space is filled for the various definitive issues from King Edward VII on, with remarkable overage by shade, type, perf,
paper and phosphor types etc, this not to say the Victoria issues are lacking, as many scarce, unused earlies are noted as well, the
Queen Elizabeth II is apparently complete, with Machins, booklets and a generally very substantial aggregate face value as well, a
remarkable lot not often encountered as such, which should be examined for full appreciation, some earlies are no gum or
regummed, later are never hinged, o.g., hinged, never hinged or without gum (some early’s), F.-V.F., a great lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

604

H/m

605

HH/H/m Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1977. Very nice collection on Scott Specialty pages through mid-1970s, some Machins
into early 1980s; Great Britain is almost exclusively postally used, British Offices (Middle East, Morocco, Turkey) are mostly mint, with
some better items in mounts; quality is generally high, for example:: #1-2 with/ Maltese crosses ($1,020), #7 XF ($1,000), #20b red
brown, re-engraved, #27a VF+ ($140), # 29, plate 7-9, 12 ($250), #48 ($225), #78-86 ($565), #96 ($165), #98-107 ($1690), #108-9
($800), #111-21 ($200), #124 VF strong CDS ($800), #127-38 ($330), #140 ($225), #179-81 ($360); there are a lot of plate numbers,
shades, hairline, and paper varieties; ideal for filling in spaces of specialized collection and selling online retail items; intact collection
built in 1970s and 1980s; great value! generally F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $14,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

606

H/m/)

607

H/m

608

)

609

)

10

Gibraltar, £3 Royal Wedding Prince William & Catherine Middleton, 2011 (1283). 500 examples in PO sealed pack,
Face Value £1,500 = $1,950, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Great Britain, Valuable Collection Balance, 1840-1960s. Loaded, highly complete collection, neatly mounted and
identified by Scott number on blank pages; Victorian issues are just about all used and include most plate numbers, where applicable;
used highlights include #1-2, 5, 5a, 6-14, 22, 26-28, 33 (all plates except 77; 225 with slightly clipped perfs), 34-42, 43 (all plates), 57,
57a (both plates), 65, 70 (plates 15, 16), 71, 73, 74, 75, 90a (sound but somewhat soiled), 96 (x12), 108 (x10), 109 (x3), 110, 123, 124,
175a & 181; better mint include #61 (plate 16, part o.g.), 111-122, 173, 180, 209 (Fine, LH), 249-251 and virtually complete through
1967; Postage Dues are also nearly complete, mostly mint; additionally, there are several pages of cancellations, revenues, etc. at
the end. As for condition, it is typical as far as centering and cancellations are concerned, and the Victorian high values often have
some kind of flaw(s)— though most appear quite presentable; but otherwise most is sound and Fine, especially the post-Victorian
issues.Truly an exceptional collection. Scott $60,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Great Britain, Imperforate Penny Reds. 3500 of them on stockpages in a binder, completely unchecked for varieties:
platings, re-entries, cancels, double transfers, etc., includes a few covers and unused appearing, a page with n umbered Maltese
crosses, black plates, very worthwhile old-time holding that hasn’t seen the light of day since England had a King.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Great Britain, Collection, 1840-2009. Strong collection on Scott Specialty pages in two green albums from 1865 to 2009
including back of book, mixed mint and used (mostly mint) to about mid-1930s then apparently complete mint including souvenir
sheets with a good selection of booklets and with new issue postage thru 2009; one album has Offices and Prestige booklets! o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. 2012 Scott $21,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Great Britain, Splendid Edwardian Political Hand Illustrated Correspondence Cover Collection of the British
Labour Party. A wonderful, extraordinarily insightful & skillfully executed correspondence collection comprised of approximately 30
covers and postcards relating to the early years of the Labour Party, and in particular to the Leeds Fabian Society. This archive is of
great interest from the artistic point of view, as the majority boast contemporary beautifully executed political caricatures with splendid
designs surrounding them. Most items centered between the 1904-1909 years from a correspondence from a Mr. Albert Allen to a Mr.
Frederick Mather & some of the wonderfully produced illustrations deal with contested political issues of the time, including the use of
Chinese labor in South Africa, while another takes a pointed shot at the two major parties, mocking the likeness between them plus a
magnificent, highly detailed example of Women’s Sufferage voting rights, etc. A remarkable, historic assemblage of great beauty &
purpose, which reflect on some of the most significant issues in British politics at the turn of the last century. A rare & delightful holding
bulk, mostly F.-V.F., be sure to see images of the entire collection on the web (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Great Britain, Early Scotland Stampless & Franked Cover Collection, 1802-80. Over two hundred mostly stampless
covers, a few franked covers, includes several styles of the “Addl/½” marking, with destinations to Italy, to Canada, to New York City,
with a nice correspondence of fourteen covers to San Francisco, Newfoundland to Scotland, a hotel marking, some with contents, a
unique opportunity to acquire this amount of material in one lot, a few condition issues, please inspect, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Great Britain, Collection of Officials, 1882-1903. 54 different including (used unless noted) O4 (mint), O12, O17, O21,
GovT. Parcels complete O27-43, O44-46, O49-51, O54a (“OFFICIAI”), O55 (mint), O57, O64 (mint without gum), O69, O74, O75,
O76 (pair on piece), O77 and O79 (mint without gum); usual fading of some of the Victorian “greens” but otherwise just about all Fine
or better. An excellent lot. Scott $7,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)

613

H/m
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)
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H/m/)
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2008. Housed in three albums and a cover album, better used includes 5,
6, 26, 27, 28, plating of 33, 57, 64, 96, 139-141, 179-181, 222-224, mint with 136, 210-220, with Regionals, postage dues, officials,
Offices in Middle East, Somalia, Morocco, and Machin Heads, attempts at a parallel mint & used collection, many fresh bright stamps,
also includes a cover album with cover to Egypt with three #111 on postal envelope, registered postal envelope with 116 to Egypt,
much better than normally seen, some condition issues, examination suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate $600 - 800

616

H/m
Great Britain, Hodge Podge Accumulation. A good stock book of miscellaneous issues including 2 Penny Blacks, 4
(5), mint Jubilee set 111-22, mint Edward VII mint set to 1/- 127-38, a good George V group, and a group of quadrille pages packed
with used perf and imperf penny reds, a page of better denomination Victoria’s, Edward VII issues to 1/- and some Elisabeth II castle
issues., generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

617

m

618

H/m/)

619

H/m

Great Britain, Early Elizabethan Specialized Collection, 1952-92. On Lindner Hingeless specialized pages and
viso-grip stockpages in six black White Ace binders; first volume has singles mint (virtually all NH) from 1952 (#292) through 1982
apparently complete (one stamp appears used, #312, $35); includes perforation, watermark, shade, coils, tagging, phosphor,
graphite varieties; a quick glance shows; #317-33 ($180), #353c-360a ($115), etc., also: #J39-44 ($320); #J45-54 ($550), #J55-67
($80); includes the Regionals; this first volume must catalogues $25 00; and, that is just the warmup; the next five volumes are
“Machin-Mania”—-Machins to the right, Machins to the left, Machins ahead—-with an astounding 220 complete booklet-panes and
235 complete booklets (including Wedgwoods and other scarcer ones); forget catalogue values, there are many hundreds of pounds
of face value in this Machin Heaven, apparently complete through about around 1992; there is tons of retail online value here; there is
also much material for study and specialization in the Machins, F.-V.F. 2015 Scott approximately $10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Great Britain, Delightful Selection of Victoria through KGV Illustrated Cover Collection. A lovely group of (35)
covers or “fronts”, nearly all Victoria through KEVII reigns, including numerous splendid multi-color designs & various
comical/whimsical motifs, etc. An attractive group, demonstrating an interesting insight to the times, mostly F.-V.F., be sure to note
scans on the web (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Great Britain, Used Abroad, 1850s-80s. More than 120 stamps with modest duplication; highlights include (SG
numbers) Akassa (Niger Co. Terr.) Z22, Alexandria Z29, Burutu (Niger Co.) Z47 pair, Callao, Peru Z45, Z50, Constantinopel Z110,
Z111, Gibraltar Z19 (8 different. plate numbers), Z39, Z47, Z49; St. Thomas Z12, Smyrna Z264 (1/- pair), South Africa (Boer War)
Z12, Suez Z75, Valparaiso Z66, Z8 (5/-), and much more; condition has the usual centering problems and some minor faults, but is a
good bit above average for this material, and cancellations are all clear and readable. A great lot. SG £5,600 ($7,250) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Great Britain, Early Stampless Scotland Cover Collection, 1702-1808. An award winning collection of over sixty
stampless covers, includes 1702 Bishop’s Mark, straight line red “Aberdeen”, 1759 “Perth” arc, 1766 “Fal/kirk”, 1764 “Dun/dee”,
scarce 1768 brown straight line “Hauick”, 1792 “Jedburgh”, 1793 “Newtown/Douglas”, 1804 “Burnt/Island”, 1807 double circle “Leith
Penny Post Un Paid”, some with contents, please examine, a bonanza for the specialist, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Great Britain, Small Group of 1d - 2d Victoria Issues. With three Penny Blacks (#1) and a group of 5 perf and imperf 1p
reds including a strip of 4, some condition issues, a lovely specialist group, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Great Britain & Ireland, Collection of Mint & Used, 1922-23. A tidy little lot, used Great Britain includes #1 (3), 108 (2),
mint with 127-138, Ireland mint has 1-8, 12-14, with a few covers, worth checking closely for possible sleepers, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Collection, 1840-2010. A decent intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1
glassine envelopes and on Scott International pages, containing over 1,950 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well
represented throughout with decent Victoria period including: 1 (2), 2, 26, 27, 42 (10), 44 (9), 45 (4), 44 no gum, 51 (3), 53 (2), 57, 60
(2), 64 (2), 70 (3), 87, 95, 96 (2), 102 (2), 104, 105 (4), 107 (4), 108 (2), 122 (17), 126 (2), 138 (28), 139 (4), 140 (2), 141, Sea Horses,
some offices in China, Morocco and Turkey, Channel Islands including Alderney, Isle of Man, Jersey, North Ireland, Wales, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $65,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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HH/H/m Great Britain & Channel Islands, Collection, 1840-1992. In a fairly new large Scott International Blue binder (with
dustcase) on fresh and well filled Scott International pages with glassine interleaves, from #1 through 1992, used until 1959, unused
until 1964 (#437), and afterwards appear to be all mint never-hinged in black Showguard mounts; better used items are in mounts,
and include: #1, 4, 17, 21, 32, 39, 43, 49, 50, 54, 61-2, 67-8, 78-81, 96, 92//105, 114-22, 127-38, 139-41. etc; some of Alderney (first
few sets); Guernsey complete mint never hinged through 1985, with a number of sets through 1992; Isle of Man and Jersey, complete
mint never-hinged through 1992; several dozen used British Offices in back, also mint postage dues, some souvenir sheets and
additional items, such as mint never-hinged gutter blocks of high-value definitives (#773-75, 1445-8); like-new pages are included
through 2005; this is a carefully-selected, quality collection, suitable for expansion or retail sale; includes all the difficult early issues of
Channels Islands, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

621
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H/m

Grenada, Fairly Complete Mint Collection, 1861-1967. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
missing only #29, 33, 35, 59-61, 65-67, 78 & 87; #1-7A & 9-13 are used, virtually everything else is mint; just about all clean and F-VF.
Scott $2,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2014. Presented in fifteen volumes eleven of which
are Lindner hingeless albums, includes mint unless noted #1 used, 78, 79, 235-248, 286-289, 292-308, 312, 317-333, 371-374, and
appears complete mint to 2013, with Channel Island mint & used, a tons of extras, a dynamite collection just waiting for the intrepid
bidder to take it home, viewing suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Collection, 1840-2005. Over well approximately 1,500 different stamps on mostly
Scott pages, containing: good selection of early Victoria with many filled spaces with a few better (but certainly not comprehensive)
including: 1 (3), 4, 7 (2), 98-105, 107, 111-22, several Victoria and Edward shilling values, £1 green Victoria and £1 green Edward,
some early Sea Horses, shilling to pound George VI, some Phosphor issues, and a massive amount of different used
commemoratives, mostly mint Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, some better officials, O39-43, early cut squares and revenues,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely bread and butter collection with surprisingly high Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hong Kong, Hefty Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1985. Many hundreds of stamps mounted on pages, with many
parallel mint & used sets, mint includes 37, 38, 39, 41, 45, 74, 78, 86-87, 109-112, 114-115, 117-119, 129-142, 147-150, 154-162,
163-163B, 164A, 165-165A, 166A, 168-173, 178-179, 185-198, 203-217, 225-228, 234-235, 253-254, used includes 60A, 60C, 66,
121, 145, 146, also used high value singles and blocks, mint & used revenues, catalog value is enormous, if you collect or deal in
Hong Kong, this is your lot, some mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Hong Kong, Mint Collection, 1937-2010. Housed in two Scott albums with year sets and extra stock pages, mint
includes 147-150, 234-235, 239-244, 275-288, 308a, 388-403, with many long runs of complete sets and souvenir sheets, a
wonderful collection of this popular country, viewing suggested as this is one not to be overlooked, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

India, Mostly Mint Collection, 1840-2008. Presented in two albums, mint includes 19 (2), 26B, 27, 28, 50-52, 60-75,
80-99, 106-125, 168-179, 203-206, 207-222, with mint sets up to 2008, with loads of souvenir sheets, C1-C6, Military Stamp sets,
International Commission on Indo China, Officials, cut squares, States, a fresh bright collection, well worth our low estimate, be sure
and take sufficient time to ascertain this lot true value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
India, Primarily Used Collection, 1854-1966. Fairly complete for the period, though just about all used including the
1948 Gandhi set; mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; includes #2-5 used and a mint strip of 3 of #11; condition is
generally F-VF, the modern mint hinged in NH period counted at 50%. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Indian Convention States, Collection, 1885-1944. 670 different Indian Convention States on Scott Specialty pages in
green binder; condition is very high quality, many very fine and nice nice cancels; no faulty or flaws; about half mint and half used;
some better items are MNH; highlights include (mint unless noted): Chamba #5 MNH ($50), 25 used ($35), O14 used ($55), O68
($80); Faridkot #9 ($25); Gwalior #10 used ($30), #25-8 used ($25), #35-48 ($160), #51-63 ($70); #100//110 MNH ($50), #112-3
MNH ($80), #122-3 used ($50), #O50 MNH ($35); Jhind #133-46 ($80), #155 used ($35); Nabha #2 mint no gum ($85), #10 mint no
gum ($70), #11-8 ($45), #16 var. (SG #22) used ($35), #89 used ($30), #O9 ($40), #O14 ($25), #O15 ($35); Patiala #O74-6 MNH
($145); there are many color and shade varieties, as well as some overprint varieties and die flaws; with the growth of the economy in
Southeast Asia, you know that it is difficult to find this material in prime condition! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $3,200 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Ireland, Collection. Sinn Fein! An extraordinary collection of highest quality on White Ace pages in three White Aces
binders (with dustcases), this is almost the complete nation since Independence through 1993, missing only #10A, 11A, 22, and with
six stamps mint original gum (#36-38, 86-88); this includes the postage dues, as well as the experimental coils, the 1971-77 multiple
coil strips AND a number of the highly sought-after Christmas and other sheetlets; this is as good as it gets! Highly desirable and
attractive! Up the Republic! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Ireland, Massive Guinness Brewery Picture Post Card Collection. Within a bulging binder contain over 150 picture
post cards showing the brewery and operations along with wonderful advertising postal cards from all different eras including 8 tin
cards, coasters and other ephemera, a highlight of the collection is a signed half folded sheet of Arthur Guinness from 1768, truly an
incredible assemblage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

631

H/m
Ireland, Collection, 1922-2010. A decent intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes and some
modern issues from 2008-10 on Scott International pages, containing over 575 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well
represented throughout with some early 1922 overprints, some early 1930’s commemoratives and a good modern section, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $8,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Ireland, Mint and Used Collection, 1922-66. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights
include mint #13, 23-35 (4d & 9d used) 76b, 78, 79, 93 and used 10, 11, 22, 56, 87, 96-98, etc.; virtually complete from 1925 onward,
much of it used and with the hinged mint in the NH period counted at 50%. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

635

H/m
Jamaica, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1966. Virtually complete for the period, some sets mixed mint & used, neatly
mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights include used #1-10, 14, 15, 45, 54 and mint 11, 17 (2 small thins),
22-24, 33b, 36b; condition is just about all F-VF (modern mint hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $2,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Malaya and Singapore, Collection, 1867-1968. On Scott Specialty pages in large green binder; once the Great Lion and
one of the great jewels in the British Empire, the economy (and stamp-collecting) has exploded in the last decade-and-a-half;
philatelically, the growth in value rivals that of Chinas and Hong Kong; words beggar our ability to adequately describe this
extraordinary collection, formed when such choice material was more available than now; beginning with 400-different stamps and a
$7,000+ catalogue value in the Straits Settlements; we instantly notice the high quality of this collection of mint (a few highest values
are in mounts) and used stamps; a quick glance at some highlights include (mint unless noted): Straits Settlements #1 ($130), #2
used ($100), #3 used with no company chop mark ($100+);# 8-9 used ($230), #26 used ($100), #30 ($700), #35 used ($100), #41-57
($510), #58 ($175), SG #54 used (£130), #61 ($100); #62 ($425), #93-101 ($110), #109-26 ($330); #134A-44 ($665), #201 MNH
($100+), N15 ($150), N27-42 ($110), 9#217-33 ($105), #238-52 ($210); Singapore #1-20 ($280), #21-2 ($130), #1a-20a ($300);
Federated Malay States #1-7 ($250), #15 ($170), #18-25 ($460), #26-34 ($540), #59-67, 69-70 ($250); Johore #76-83 ($125), #J1-5
($220); Kedah #33-45 ($200); Malaya-Borneo Exhibition ($180), #46-54 ($200), 46-54 used ($310); Kelantan #1-12 ($230), #29-41
($150), #50-70 ($315); Malacca #1-21 ($170), #3//21 used ($130); Negri Semblian #1-7, 9-10 ($200), #21-37 ($125), #38-63 ($150);
Pahang #11-17 ($230); Penang #10-26 ($190); Perak #14-15 ($140), #36 used ($210), #47//53 ($135), #84-96 ($250); Selangor
#29-34 ($250), #80-100 ($120); Trengganu #42-4 ($300), #20-37 ($240); no faulty or second-rate stamps here; many, many
items/sets in the $50-100+ range; there is also a great bank of philatelic knowledge and reference material, such as 23 different
stamps with settings of the 1892 issue, difficult Japanese and Siamese Occupation stamps, Specimen overprints and many
examples of Mayaya-Borneo Exhibition overprints; also many examples and sections of shade, color, perforation, postmark and
cancellation varieties, including regular and inverted overprints, different spacings, different dies, plate and types, chop mark
varieties, even a few cylinder-number blocks; This one will truly dazzle you! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $23,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Ireland, Dealer Stock of Booklets & Souvenir Sheets, 1922-2010. Over one hundred booklets and souvenir sheets,
includes 550b, 550c, 748a-d, 804b (2), 1093a, 1104b, 111A (5), 1304a, 1439-1442 (5), a keen selection for the internet dealer, please
investigate, Very Fine. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Ireland, Used Back Up Dealer Stock, 1922-2000. Housed in two stock books, includes #1 (10), 2 (10), 83 (10), C1-C7
(10), an exceptional back up stock, many better items, this lot needs a long detailed examination, F.-V.F. Scott $19,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Jordan, Better Mint & Used Selection, 1922. Small stockbook containing more than 200 stamps neatly arranged and
identified by Gibbons number and value; no rarities but lots of £25-£75 stamps with plenty of errors & varieties; a few highlights
include (mint unless noted) SG 24 (used), 73 (used), 79, 198b, 201a, 307/33 complete, 311a, 328a, 393, 541b (2) plus used 50 copies
of the 1936 5m coil SG 198a (£18 each); condition is just about all clean and F-VF, the mint being 99.9% NH. A very useful lot. SG
£4,800 ($6,220) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Leeward Islands, Mint Collection, 1907-94. Mounted in Scott albums and on Scott pages, with Anguilla, Dominica
122-136, 142-156, Leeward Islands 46-57, 59, 103-115, 133-147, Montserrat 43-53, 54-74 less 71, 75-84, 92-103, 114-126, Saint
Kitts Nevis 37-51, 79-90, 120-134, Saint Lucia 64-72, 95-106, dozens of Disney complete mint sets, loads of souvenir sheets and
long runs of complete mint sets, a bonanza for any British Commonwealth or topical dealer, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Leeward Islands & Barbuda, Mainly Mint Collection, 1890-1954. Very nearly complete for the period (missing only
#16 & 76 including Barbuda #1-11) neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; #3 and a few low values in sets are
used, everything else is mint with virtually all being clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $2,350 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Malaysia: Straits Settlements, Penang To Singapore Marine Sorter Cancel Collection of Over 200 Covers,
1880-1914. Most are mounted on exhibition pages with a brief description of the route and the name of the ship with an illustration of
the receiving handstamp. The earliest item is a postal card from Switzerland with a “Penang and Singapore / Paid NO.5.1915"
receiving (Proud Type PD1) and the latest is a picture postcard from Great Britain to Singapore arriving in November 1914. the
intervening 34 years are represented by dozens of covers from Great Britain, India, Ceylon, several European countries and a few
others. Most would retail in the $20 to $50 range with a few higher. A couple of the better items include an 1884 uprated 5c postal card
from the Netherlands and 1883 Great Britain 5c (Scott 85) on cover. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, Primarily Used Collection, 1867-1948. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number
on blank pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #2, 3, 8, 38, 39, 61, 68, 88 (toned), 103, 103 (mint), 104, 127 (mint, faded);
generally F-VF. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Maldive Islands, Mint Collection, 1906-2009. Extremely extensive collection on Scott Specialty (and later blank) pages
in three green binders; this appears to be complete for the period except for 6 early stamps (before 1933); this tropical nation of
hundreds of islands and 26 coral atolls have many issues devoted to their diverse natural habitat: fish, shells, flowers, orchids, plants,
birds, cats, tropical fruit, butterflies, sailing ships, native handicrafts and arts, dances, turtles, mushrooms and trees; from 1979 there
are many beautiful and creative Disney characters’ stamps; there are also sets and/or souvenir sheets dedicated to the most popular
topical themes, such as: JFK, Churchill, Royal Weddings and Anniversaries, QEII, Diana, Olympics, UN and UNESCO, World Cup,
soccer and sports, space achievements and exploration, inventors and scientists, air flights, paintings, dinosaurs, US Bicentennial,
Beethoven, Mozart, Verdi, Picasso, Rubens, Norman Rockwell, Captain Cook, Lindbergh, WW II, Einstein, Babe Ruth, Elvis,
Marilyn, US Presidents, Reagan; this collection has great appeal with its dazzling stamps that are often difficult to locate in complete
sets/themes; These will sell like hot-cakes! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $9,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Malta, Marvelous Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1990. Presented in a stock book, used includes 6, 14, 18 (4), 41, 61 (2),
64, 126, mint 9 (5), 11 (5), 13, 14, 16, 18 (2), 39, 41 (3), 60 (2), 61 (2), 64, 84, 85, 93 (2), 114, 114a, 122a, 126, 224 (4), with
semi-postal, airmails and postage dues, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500. SG £8,000 ($10,360) (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Malta, Mint & Used First Design Collection, 1860-82. Mounted on quadrille pages, includes thirty nine mint, block of
four, pair, and thirty six used, with thirty four Sismondo certificates, all from the first design, mint includes Scott #1 (2), 1b, 3 (2), 3a, 3c
(2), 3f (3), 3g, 4 (4), 5 (3), an exciting collection for the Malta or British Commonwealth specialist, examination is strongly urged,
F.-V.F. SG £11,000 ($14,240) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Malta, Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-1966. Fairly complete for the period neatly mounted and identified by Scott number
on blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3, 9a, 14 (used), 60, 61, 64 (used), 82, 84 and 86-365 less #182 with several
lower values in sets being used. condition is virtually all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $3,100 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Montserrat, Mint Collection, 1876-2008. In Scott Specialty album from 1876 to 2008 including. back of book, only small
number missing to about mid 1930s then apparently complete mint including. souvenir sheets thru 2008 with many varied topical
issues, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. 2011 Scott $4,100+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Montserrat, Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1966. Fairly complete for the period neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3 & 7 used, 11, 21, 31A-44 and 843-198 plus several KGVI perf
varieties; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $1,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Natal, Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1990. About 70 different including used #10-12, 31, 32, 33, 47, 108 and mint 15,
16, 57, 81-92 & 107; just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

New Zealand, Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1966. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
highlights include used #12, 13, 37, 59, 79 and mint 67, 78-80, 82, 83, 119, 122-125, B1-7 and virtually complete, mainly mint, from
1925 onward (hinged in NH period counted at 50%); condition is just about all F-VF. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
New Zealand, Collection, 1913-2014. In six clean Davo albums with slip cases, a little sparse, with plenty of room for
expansion, containing good quality singles in the early era and much face value postage in the modern era. Highlights include:
130e-31e, 203-16, 298B-301, 333-52, B3-4, much face value postage and Ross Dependency, F.-V.F., a lovely collection with good
quality singles. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
New Zealand, Collection of Numbered Counter Coils. Over 250 numbered pairs, with ten different issues, #226 has 19
numbers, 226B has 19 numbers of rubber stamped and large printed numbers, 17 of the small printed numbers, 228c has 10 rubber
stamped numbers and 19 large printed numbers, 260 has 19 large & small printed numbers, 261 has 17 rubber stamped numbers
and 19 large printed, with many more, a perfect lot for the specialist, please review, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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652

HH

653

HH
New Zealand, King George VI Sheet Collection, 1938-42. Over one hundred fifteen sheets, with value up to 3 shilling,
highlights include 9p and 1/- Peace, 3/ Mt Egmont perf 14x13½, semi-postals with 1939, 1941 and 1944 surcharges, Life Insurance
and Express low values, some occasional splitting or broken pieces a few duplicate sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

654

H/m/)

655

H/m/)

656

H

657

H/m

658

H/m

659

H/m

660

H/m

661

H/m

662

H/m

St. Kitts-Nevis, Mint and Used Collection, 1867-1966. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) Nevis, 9 & 15 (used), 17-19, 24, 26 (used), 30, St. Christopher #1 (used), 2 (part o.g.), 10-11
(used), 15, 16, 19-21, St. Kitts-Nevis (few used) 1-20, 22-35, 37-51, 52-61, 63, etc.; condition is just about all F-VF (hinged in NH
period counted at 50%). Scott $2,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

663

H/m

664

H/m
St. Vincent, Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1966. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
mostly used to 1880 and mainly mint from there on; highlights include used #6, 7, 22, 23 and mint 90-115 & 117-251; just about all
clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

665

H/m
Samoa, Collection, 1877-1935. On Palo hingeless pages, with decent level of completion, consisting of early Express,
Palms perf 11 to 2 1/2c, 31-38, 51-56, 57-68, a few G.R.I. overprints, 127-41, 175-79, better than usual condition, cumulative decent
Scott value, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

666

H/m

New Zealand, Life Insurance Complete Sheets, 1946-47. Two sheets, OY24 & OY28, some separation and minimal
tone spots, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

New Zealand & Dependencies, Collection, 1855-2014. Residing in nineteen volumes and some yearbooks, better mint
has 70-82, 165-170, 179-181, 182, B1-B2, B3-B4, B5, airmails complete used, then Ross Dependencies mint with many first day
covers, loads of semipostal complete sheets, nice coverage of back of the book, a few condition issues, examination will aid in
ascertaining its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
New Zealand & Dependencies, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1970. Mounted on pages, used includes 33, 37, 80, Life
Insurance issues, mint C6-C8, mint & used Officials, also includes Christmas Island mint 1-10, Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice
Islands, Labuan 99A-108, Niue, Norfolk Island mint 1-12, Pitcairn Islands mint 1-8, Solomon Islands mint 67-79, 60-63, with some
better items throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
New Zealand Dependancies, Mint Collections 1903-1994. Includes mint Niue collection with airmails and officials,
mint Penrhyn Island collection with 10-12, 25-30, 50-63, and mint Cook Islands with 112-114, 116-124, 131-140, 179-191,
199-220, all appear complete after 1950, Cook Islands with many sheets of six, an excellent collection of this popular area, o.g.,
mostly lightly hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Nigeria, Mainly Mint Collection, 1914-61. nearly complete for the period, neatly mounted and identified by Scott number
on blank pages; including mint#1-17 (4d & 6d used), 17a and 38-49 (6d-2/6 used); all F-VF. Scott $1,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
North West Pacific Islands, Selection, 1915-22. 15 different singles (8 are used) and six mint blocks of 4; highlights
include used #33 & 36; the mint blocks are #13, 19, 30, 32a, 35 & 36; all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,050 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Northern & Southern Rhodesia, Collection, 1925-53. Fairly complete collections including (mint unless noted) N.
Rhodesia #8-13, 14 (used)), 44-45 (used), 61-74 and S. Rhodesia #9-14, 29-30 & 81-108; all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period
counted at 50%). Scott $950 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Pitcairn Islands, Mostly Mint Collection, 1940-2014. Mounted in three albums, the two later are Lindner hingeless
albums, better mint with 1-8, 11-12 mint & used, 13-16, 20-30, 39-51, appears complete after 1963, please examine, a easy
inexpensive way to restock, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
St. Helena, Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1966. Fairly complete for the period neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; highlights include used #1, 4, 13, 15-17, 23-26, 30-32 and mint !2, 14 (no gum), 29, 47-93 (2/- script
watermark used), 95-98 & 101-109; nearly all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $2,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

St. Lucia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1863-1966. Fairly complete for the period neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #4-6, 7-10 (used), 15, 17, 32a, 34 (small thin), 36 (no gum), 37a, 38-40
and 50-225; just about all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Seychelles, Mainly Mint Collection, 1890-1966. Nearly complete for the period, neatly mounted and identified by Scott
number on blank pages; includes (mint unless noted) #12a, 17, 18 (used), 19-21 and 22-232 (few low values used); pretty much all
clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $2,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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667

Sierra Leone, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1966. Fairly complete for the period, neatly mounted and identified by
Scott number on blank pages; includes used #1, 1a, 5-8, 9a, 10a and mint 20, 33b, 34-45 (1d & 6d used), 53, 76, 116-119, 137,
140-152 (10/- & £1 used), 153-164 and complete from there; pretty much all F-VF (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $3,900
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

668

H/m

669

HH
Tonga, Collections, 2011-14. 46 different complete sets and souvenir sheets from these popular Pacific Islands.
Average Scott catalog per set is in excess of $33.60, times 10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets online, stamp
shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale, Dozens of popular topicals including, Christmas, Birds, Titanic, Olympics, Year of the
Snake, Giant Panda and much more. Actual face value in excess of $8,400, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $15,500+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

670

HH

671

HH
Tonga, Personalized Sheets, 2012 (290). Wholesale group of 100 sheets of 20, a great little lot if you have ever wanted
to print your design on a legal stamp. Here you will find enough stamps to add to invitations, personal letters or just have fun with, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

672

HH

673

H/m

674

H/m

675

H/m
Virgin Islands, Mint Collection, 1865-1966. Nearly complete collection (missing only #5, 7 & 46) neatly mounted and
identified by Scott number on blank pages; most of the earlies are without gum (#2 & 8 have o.g.); condition is just about all F-VF (#5 is
thinned) (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). Scott $1,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

H/m

Swaziland / Lesotho / Basutoland, Collection, 1889-2009. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder, mostly mint to
about mid-1930s then apparently complete mint through 2009, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. 2010 Scott $5,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Tonga, Personalized Sheets, 2012 (1188). Wholesale group of 100 sheets of 20, a great little lot if you have ever wanted
to print your design on a legal stamp. Here you will find enough stamps to add to invitations, personal letters or just have fun with, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Tonga, Giant Panda, 2013 (1225). Wholesale group of 200 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

Trinidad & Tobago, Collection, 1851-1966. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights
include Trinidad used #1, 2 (2), 3, 3a, 4, 27, mint 87, 90, 101 and J1-17 (mixed mint & used); Tobago (mint unless noted) 3, 8 (no
gum), 12, 13 (used), 19 (used), 31a (used) & 63; Trinidad & Tobago 10 (used), 12-19 and 1922-66 issues complete; condition is
virtually all F-VF. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Turks & Caicos, Mainly Mint Collection, 1867-1967. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages;
includes Turks Island used #3-4 (used) and mint 5, 9 & 11 (last slightly toned) and Turks & Caicos #1-174 complete mint (hinged in
NH period counted at 50%); virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
676

HH/H/m

677

H/m

16

British Africa, Collection, 1853-1969. On Scott Specialty pages in two green binders; very clean and fresh old-time
collection that will take you into the heart of deepest Africa; thousands of stamps from three-dozen different colonies/countries
roughly half-mint (some better items are in mounts) and half-used; strength is in solid, choice, quality material, no damaged or faulty;
very large retail value or collection-builder, with many $50 stamps; strongest areas are: Bechuanaland, British Central Africa, British
East Africa, Cape of Good Hope, Gambia, Gold Coast, Mauritius, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Rhodesia, St. Helena, Somaliland
Protectorate, Southern Rhodesia, South-West Africa (many bi-lingual pairs, mint and/or used), Transvaal, South Africa; this is a
really beautiful and carefully-selected collection, with emphasis on Late Victoria, Edward VII and George V, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $20,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
British Africa, Collection, 1850-1980. Over 5,500 different stamps, mostly on Scott pages, in 6 binders, consisting of
Biafra, British Bechuanaland, British East Africa, 72-83, Cape of Good Hope group of 9 triangles, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika
103-17, Gambia, Gold Coast / Ghana, Lesotho, Niger Coast, Nigeria, Orange River Colony 61-68, Rhodesia 82-95, 110, 119-32,
Seychelles mostly complete Victoria set, good surcharges, strong Edward and George V issues, 125-48, 157-71, 173-90, South
Africa and South West Africa - a decent selection of early English Afrikaans se-tenant pairs, Sierra Leone 118, 173-85, Somaliland
Protectorate 37, Swaziland, Tanganyika, Transvaal 268-80, Uganda 75-76, some good early Zanzibar 90-91, 201-13, Zululand 1-9,
15-20, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good strong collection with a good representation of Victoria, Edward, George V, George VI
and early Elisabeth. A good solid collection with plenty of sets from the mid-point price range to some better items. Viewing should be
considered. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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678

H/m/)

679

H/m

680

H/m/)

681

H/m
British Atlantic and British South America, Collection, 1863-1981. Approximately 2,500 different stamps on mixed
Minkus, Scott and home-made pages, with a good range of issues, starting with the early Victoria issues, George V, George VI and
Elisabeth, some short definitive sets, a few stray better values, including Ascension 40-49, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 16-19, 24,
25-38, Falkland Island 36, L9-33, British Guiana decent ships, 230-41, British Honduras 102, 115-26, Guyana, St. Helena some good
early Victoria’s, South Georgia 1-15, 17-30, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion of your existing
collection or great for breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

682

H/m

683

H/m

British Africa, Brilliant Collection, 1860-1960. Mounted on pages, many hundreds of mint & used stamps, countries
include Ascension, Basutoland 39-40, Bechuanaland, Bechuanaland Protectorate 154-165, Cape of Good Hope, East Africa &
Uganda, Gambia, Gold Coast 17-18, Kenya Uganda Tanganyika, Mauritius, Natal, Nigeria, Northern Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia,
Nyasaland Protectorate 63-67, Orange River Colony, Rhodesia, Saint Helena, Seychelles, Sierra Leone 1, Somaliland Protectorate,
South Africa, Southern Nigeria, Southern Rhodesia, Swaziland, Togo, Transvaal, Zambia, Zanzibar 214-217, Zululand 1-3, 12, a
valuable property worth checking closely for possible sleepers, some mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British America, Collection, 1859-1966. On Scott Specialty pages in one large green binder and manila folder and on
five black Hagner stock pages; choice and high-quality material, with strength in smaller colonies; highlights include (mint unless
noted): Antigua #20 ($65), #55 ($50); Bahamas #24 ($60), #27-30 ($50), #42a used ($50), #44-6 ($70), #48-55 ($75), #90//91a m/u
($70); Barbados #27 used ($90), #33-4 ($95), # 61a// 65a ($120), #70-9 ($140), #81//97 ($125), #102-8 ($100), #109-12 ($70),
#116//24 ($65), #140-51 ($180), 212-27 used ($110); Bermuda #18-25 ($200), #31-9 ($180), #40-52 ($285), #55-68 ($100), #96
($160); British Guiana #130-41 ($75), #179a-88 ($170), J1-4a ($75); Dominica #16//23 ($50), 65//84 ($180); Falkland Islands #11
($150), #12//16 ($125), #30-4 ($80), #36 ($100), #54-60 ($85), #55 used ($55), #65-72 ($225), #84-96 used ($280), #107-21 used
($90), #1L1-18 used ($65); Grenada #20a, 24a, 34a MNH tete-beche pairs ($50+), m#39//46 ($110), #68-73 (#73 is MNH, $50+),
#80-7 ($50), #114-23 with perf varieties ($85); Jamaica #14-5 ($95), #46//51 ($80), 88-99 ($125), #99a ($80), #102-12 ($135);
Leeward Islands #1-7 ($80), #18-18a in pair ($70+), #40 ($50), #46-57 ($150), #61-7 ($110); Montserrat #54//74 ($125);
Newfoundland #27a used ($60), #29-30 ($125), #34-5 used ($90), #52 used ($90), #92-92a ($125), #94-7 ($290), #J1-7 with
varieities ($90); Nova Scotia #8-13 m/u ($100); Prince Edward Island #4//8 ($155), #11//6 ($85), Nevis #9 ($65), #23//27 ($90); St.
Kitts & Nevis #24//35 ($65); St. Lucia #85-9 ($90); #J1-4 ($85); St. Vincent #46 used ($85); Trinidad #88 ($60); Trinidad & Tobago #20
($170), #21//33 ($55), #34-42 ($80), MR1-13 ($50), #J1-5 ($70), #J9//24 ($50); and British Virgin Islands #21-7 ($60), 36, 46 ($80);
about half-mint (better items are in mounts) and half-used; Canada Specialty pages are in a manilla folder, mainly used with $3,400+
catalogue, including (all used): #50-60 ($960), #89-95 ($25), #96-100 ($185), #123-4 ($130), #149-59 ($200), and with pages with
many stamps through 1975; there is also a Newfoundland mint collection on five Hagner stock pages that include all the key values
mint in complete sets: #61-74 ($370), #104-14 ($375), #115-26 ($275), #131-44 ($170), #145-59 ($140), #163-71 ($160), #172-82
($230), #183-99, 208-10 ($100), #212-25 ($140), #C13-17 ($185), #98-103 ($430); there are many special items such as booklet
panes (and Canadian “chewing-gum” booklet panes), difficult town cancels, die and/or overprint varieties, color, shade and paper
varieties; no space-fillers or faulty; great range of $30-50+ sets and singles, especially in late Victorian, Edward VII & George V eras;
really fresh and crisp; this was painstakingly put-together by an old-timer in the 1970s; Check this one out! generally F.-V.F. 2015
Scott $23,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
British America, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1960. Hundreds of stamps mounted on pages, includes Antigua 21-25,
77-80, 67-76, Bahamas 92-94, Barbados, British Guiana, British Honduras, Cayman Islands, Dominica 97-110, Grenada, Jamaica,
Leeward Islands, Montserrat 1, Saint Christopher, Saint Kitts-Nevis, Saint Lucia 49, Saint Vincent, Trinidad, Trinidad & Tobago,
Turks & Caicos, Virgin Islands, with many mint blocks of four, covers and War Tax stamps, some mixed condition, viewing suggested
for full appreciation of the depth of coverage and value afforded here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Asia, Collection, 1857-1966. Tremendous and stunning collection on Scott Specialty pages in green binder;
mainly postally used with nice cancellations; there is no junk or faulty stamps here, just bright and fresh items from some of the hottest
collecting areas on the planet, a few top catalogue highlights include (mint unless noted): Burma #1-15 ($120); Burmese Occupations
#1N33//41 ($160), #2N11//14 ($110); Ceylon #109a used inverted surcharge ($150); Hong Kong #31-5 used ($525), #36b//47
($300), #51//55 used ($260), #69-70 used ($320), #46, 48 ($120), #71-80 ($190), #87-107 ($810), #126//8 ($250), #121//45 ($420),
#J1-12 ($100); India #80//98 m/u ($130); Kuwait #102-27 ($105); Iraq #1-14 ($250); Muscat #80-93 ($100); Pakistan #2441, 43-6
($175); Bahawalpur #O1-6 ($110); Oh, did we mention HONG KONG? this contains some of the strongest and highest-quality Hong
Kong stamps we have seen in a long-time, including many “B62" and other cancels along with a mind-boggling sub-collection of ten
pages (10 pages) of Hong Kong stamps cancelled in the different Chinese Treaty Ports ($500+ catalogue for stamps) ! No joke! other
interesting material, such as Bahrain Locals; just over 2,000 different stamps—-you do the math! Caution: you must put on
sun-glasses and fire-proof gloves before you look at or touch this collection! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $21,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
British Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Over 6,500 stamps and souvenir sheets mounted on pages and in
albums in a large carton, mint unless noted British Indian Ocean Territory 16-33, 39-42, Brunei 37a, 43-58, Burma 51-65, Ceylon
used 1 & 2, Great Britain Offices in China, Hong Kong used 26-27, 147-150, 168-173, used 179, 225-228, plus loads of mint
souvenir sheets, India used 29, 203-205, used 206, with excellent States, Labuan 87-95, 99A-109, Lagos, Maldive Islands 11-19,
Malaya & States, Mauritius 136, North Borneo 238-239, Pakistan, Sarawak 3-7, 8-12, 14-16, 28-31, 80-93, Singapore 23-26,
Straits Settlements, Sudan, a marvelous lot with tremendous catalog and break up value, some condition issues, please sure to
review this baby!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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684

H/m/)

685

H/m

686

H/m

687

H/m
British Commonwealth, Accumulation of Better Items. Containing hundreds and hundreds (perhaps thousands) of
stamps in stockbooks and dealer cards, mixed mint and used. Highlights include:
Aden 61A, 66-75, Ascension 23-30, 33-36, 48, 62-74, 74, Australia 147-49 (2), 177-78, 367-73, J70, J81-83, J90, Basutoland 46-56,
105-12, Bahamas 55, British Antarctic Territory 15, 39-42, Bermuda 55-69 (2), 71-79, 143-62 (4), 155-62, 255-71, British Antarctic
Territory 39-42, British Honduras 38-46, 83, 115-26, 144-55, British Central Africa 5-8, Burma O43-55, Cayman Islands 122-34,
153-67, Cocos (Keeling) Islands 1-6 (3), 236, Cook Islands 116-26, Cyprus 20a, 41, 72-86, 206-18, Dominica 65-82, Falkland Islands
22-27, 26-27, 107-16, Fiji 93-106, Gambia 55, 153-66, Gibraltar 147-60, 186-99, Gilbert and Ellice Islands 61-72, Gold Coast 4, 4-8
used, 10-20, 130-41, 148-59, Hong Kong 66, 161, 203-12, 249-50, Qatar 1-15, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 103-17, Malta
98-114, 246-62 (2), 251-65, 235-49, 235-49, 251-65 (3), 276-90, Malaya Kedah 1-11, 13-17, 46-52, Kelantan 1-8, 10, Malacca 1-17,
43-44, 56-66, Pahang 64 mint, 64 used, Trengganu 53-73, New Zealand 165-70, North West Pacific Islands 4, North Borneo 261-75,
280-95, Northern Rhodesia 61-74, New Zealand 333-52, 382-404, Papua New Guinea 122-36, 139-46 (2), Pitcairn Island 1-8 (4),
Rhodesia and Nyasaland 170-71, Saint Helena 50-54, 55 used, 61-68, 70, 91, 92, 140-52, Saint Kitts and Nevis 79-90, Sarawak
26-27, 28-31, 197-209, Seychelles 1-12 (2), 18, 111-14, 151-71, 173-90, Solomon Islands 17, South Africa 2-15, B5-8, J1-7,
Southern Rhodesia 81-94 (3), 158-70, 156-71, South West Africa 13, C5-C6, Singapore 28-40, 28-42, Somaliland 51-60, 128-39,
South Georgia 17-30, Straits Settlements 35, 60, Sudan 79-94, 98-114, J12-15, O62-75, Trinidad and Tobago 72-83, Tristan and
Tobago 14-27, 28-41, Turks and Caicos 78-89, 105-17, Tanganyika 23-26, 43 used and Zanzibar 214-17 (3). Some mixed condition
among the classics, later issues are generally sound, many great George V, George VI and Elizabeth II sets that can easily be broken
down, generally F.-V.F., a good view is recommended. Scott $34,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site). Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

688

H/m/)

689

H/m

690

H/m
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British Asia, Collection, 1880-1990. Well over 5,000 stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, better mint includes Abu
Dhabi 68-70, 71-73, Aden 9, 30-31, Kathiri State 1-11, Bahrain 38-51, 62-63, 78-80, 130-140, Dubai 1-17, C1-C8, Egypt 105-107,
Iraq 317-332, C1-C8, Jordan B2-B11, Kuwait 72-81, Oman 16-24, 79-93, Qatar 69-85, 26-36, volume of mint & used Trucial States
and a mint Israel collection, a great collection of this ever popular area, a few condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1970. Hundreds of mint and used stamps mounted on pages, includes
Aden, British North Borneo, Ceylon, Kuwait, Maldive Islands, Malaya, Sarawak 1, Singapore 1-18, 28-41, 62-69, Straits Settlements,
with many duplicates unchecked and offered as received, a lovely lot with many better items, well worth a careful inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1850-2010. A strong intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine
envelopes and on Scott International pages, containing over 27,600 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented
throughout with a good mix of early issues to modern issues, priced inexpensively for the novice collector to build upon or a great
collection to fill in your existing collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $74,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Commonwealth, Electrifying Intact Collection, 1840-1980s. Barely retained in 17 volumes, many overstuffed
and bulging in mostly vintage Elbe springbacks, formed by a disciplined European who collected the “old school” way; often there will
be mint and used and some covers for various issues. Classics are weaker but some valuable to be found, focused more upon the
20th century mint, lovely sets- many complete until about the 1980s in many cases. We found upon a quick perusal many singles,
sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, specimens, revenues; phosphor taggings, covers etc., all neatly mounted and arranged. Highlights
included items into three figures (hundreds $$) Countries represented include: Aden; AAT; BAT; Antigua; Ascension; Bahamas;
Barbados; Basutoland; Bermuda; British Honduras; BIOT; Canada; Cayman Islands; Dominica; Falklands; Fiji; Gibraltar:
Great Britain (four penny blacks); Grenada, Hong Kong (Nice!); India; Ireland; Malta; Mauritius; Montserrat; New Zealand;
Norfolk; Pakistan; Papua; Pitcairn; Seychelles; Tonga; T & T; Tristan; Virgin Islands. Many complete sets to the high values in
the Elizabethan reign, earlier reigns some completion, many omnibus sets complete throughout, a thorough inspection is mandatory
to unleash the beast in this lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1980. Housed in nine albums in a large carton, mint Aden with
30-31, Ascension 52-53, 62-74, Falkland Islands 84-92, Gambia 146-147, Great Britain 267-268, 286-289, J55-J67, J68-J75,
J79-J91, J92-J103, J104-J112, Solomon Islands 82-83, Zanzibar 224-225, used Great Britain #1 (2), a fantastic range of material,
well worth a first, second & third look, some condition issues as to be expected in a collection this large, F.-V.F. Scott $25,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British Commonwealth, Mostly Used Collection, 1840-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, containing a lot of nice used
Commonwealth with nice quality, strength lies in sets and singles up to three figures. Obviously collector purchased individually with
many partial sets, with strong George V and George VI. Thousands of stamps including: Ascension 8, 32, 33-36, Australia Kangaroo
sets up to 2/- and 5/- denominations, 18, 54, 100, 147-49, 152-54, 166-79, J14-20, O1-2, O6-11, Bahamas 44-47, 62, 83, Bahrain
13-14, Barbados 86-89, 108, 150, 161, Bechuanaland 6-9, 19, 28, 54, 66, 76-79, Bermuda 6, 51, 94, 95, 96, British Central Africa 8,
British East Africa 30, British Guiana 201, Brunei 29, Newfoundland 15A, 19, 27, 121-26, Canada 17, 24-25, 27-28, 30, 45-47, 66-73,
74-84, 89-95, 96-103, Gambia 6-11, 20-27, 39-46, Gibraltar 22-26, 73, Gold Coast 34-35, Great Britain 1, some high catalog Victoria
issues, 94-95, 98-107, 108-9, 111-22, 127-41, Hong Kong 1-5, 22, 31-35, 54, 55, 65, 66, 69, 124, 129-46, 166, India 20-25, 166,
Ireland 32-35, 44-55, Jamaica 70, 88-100, Leeward Islands 1-7, 57, Malta 8-13, 41, 64, Mauritius 124, 125, 136, Natal 95-97, New
South Wales 38-42, 85, J2-J7, New Zealand 122-25, 130-39, 145-64, 165-70, 179-81, B3-4, Niger Coast Protectorate 1-6, Northern
Rhodesia 16, Palestine 1, 63-84, Papua 23, 26, 57, 74-79, Rhodesia 13-15, 43-49, St. Helena 68-69, St. Lucia 11-14, 22, 40a,
Seychelles 17, 18, 20, 47, 48, 62, Sierra Leone 101, Straits Settlements 8, 17, 217-34, Sudan 1-8, Uganda 75, Zanzibar 173-74 and
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201-13., generally F.-V.F. appearance, a valuable selection with plenty of better singles and some better complete sets, adding up to
decent Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
691

HH/H/) British Commonwealth, Mint Better Singles. Sorted neatly on Vario pages and carefully and properly identified,

containing Aden 16-27, 36-46, 48-61A plus extra shades, Australia 95a, 124, 132, 184-87 (3), CO1 (2), British Antarctic Territory
1-15, 25-38, PRC 991, Cyprus 206-18 (2), Falkland Islands 84-96, 84-92, 100 (2), 107-20, Fiji 117c/131B, 148-62, Gilbert and Ellice
Islands 61-72, Great Britain Machin Pound values MH169/MH176, BK393, Newfoundland 104-14, C3b, C13-17, C18, New Zealand
165-70 (2), 185-98, South Africa B1-4, B5-8 and B9-11, o.g., much never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $11,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
692
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British Commonwealth, Collection of Covers to U.S., Destinations. Approximately 60 covers, mostly originating from
India, Ceylon, Australian States, South Africa, various Caribbean counties and Ireland, mostly 19th century and early 20th century,
mostly franked with Victorian to George VI issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

700

H/m
British Commonwealth, Stock to 1970’s. Mostly classics from early Victoria’s to as late as 1970’s on dealer “102" cards
in three wooden boxes, sorted by individual countries and roughly in Scott order, containing approximately 1,500 to 2,000 cards with
values ranging from $0.20 to $60.00+.
Estimate $300 - 400

British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Extravaganza, 1936-45. Presented in four volumes and on pages, with strong
KGVI, with mint Antigua 42-57, Canada C4 block of four (2), Cook Islands 84-90, Falkland Islands 54-62, 65-73, India 129-134,
Jamaica 116-128, New Zealand B3-B4, Niue 53-59, North Borneo 74-78, 91-102, Papua 95-108, South West Africa C1-C4, Trinidad
& Tobago 34-42, with a great deal more, a plethora of complete and short mint sets, should be carefully examined for NH material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Commonwealth, Interesting Assortment, 1840-1960s. Large stockbook containing a diverse selection of
mostly better material from a wide range of countries; includes lots of Canada like mint blocks of the ½¢-5¢ & 8¢ Jubilees (5¢ & 8¢
NH), and used OHMS perfins OA118 (2), OA155 (2), OA224, OA226 & OA241a; other highlights include (mint unless noted with º)
two used Great Britain Penny Blacks (small margins), Bahamas #16 (mint & used), 24º, 25 (2º), Barbados #5 (no gum), 6º, 9º, 21,
Bermuda 109A (7), two £1 KGVI; British Guiana 153, 155, 156, 188, 189, 200, 201; Dominica 78-82, Falkland Islands 117-120 (LH),
etc., etc.; also includes a little modern U.S. A most intriguing lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1860-1960. Stamps and blocks of four, many railroad related, with mint Somali
locks of four 140a-146a, Canada telegraph & official stamps, Malaya state Malacca 45-55, 6-66, Penang 72-82, Perlis 29-39,
Trengganu 75-85, New Brunswick proofs 6 & 8, Canada 174 block of four, 156b imperf vertically pair, a delightful selection, sure to
please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth, Accumulation of Better Items. Containing hundreds and hundreds (perhaps thousands) of
stamps in stockbooks and dealer cards, mixed mint and used. Highlights include: Mauritius 25, 34, 55, 57, 59-60, 65, 67, 68-75 (2), 76
used, 124, 126, 137-49, 155, 156, 159, 161-78 (missing 168), 179-95, 211-20, 235-49, 276-90, Seychelles 1-19, 74-89, 91-114,
157-71, 173-90, Sierra Leone 34-44, 77-87, 195-207, Tristan Da Cunha 1-12, 14-27, 28-41, 42-54 and 71-84. Some mixed condition,
many great complete George V, George VI and Elizabeth II sets that can easily be broken down, generally F.-V.F., a good view is
recommended. Scott approximately $5,315 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
British Commonwealth, Specialized Collection of George VI and Early Elizabethan issues, 1936-61. In one blue
Elbe Daisy album with slipcase; all mint with better items in mounts; a real bright and sparkling gem in high quality; includes
perforation, shade and color, watermark, paper, types, overprint varieties and plate flaws; strength is in Aden, Ascension,
Bechuanaland, Bermuda, Hong Kong, Leeward Island and Montserrat; Bermuda is loaded with major keyplate flaws and varieties,
including very scarce SG #117be plate flaw in scroll (£650); we have not carefully checked for other major items, so get out your
Gibbons Catalogue and see what you can find! F.-V.F. 2015 SG approximately £3,000 ($3,880) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collection, 1950-60. Mint collection in an album, includes Great Britain 309-312,
Aden 48-61, Antigua 107-121, Ascension 62-74, Basutoland 46-58, Bechuanland Protectorate 154-165, Cayman Islands 135-149,
Fiji 147-162, Gibraltar 132-145, with a couple of omnibus sets and duplicates in glassines, a beautiful holding, examine, what was
examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth, Balance Lot, 1878-1970. A few hundred stamps mounted on pages, with mint Cyprus 34,
168-179, Falkland Islands with 9, 22-25, 30-33, 77-80, 122-127, Dependencies 1L1-1L8, Gibraltar 1, 29-31, 32-33, Malta 3, 131-140,
191-205, 246-260, Tristan da Cunha, mostly broken and short sets, some condition issues, good material here for the individual
willing to dig it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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H/m
British Commonwealth, Classic Collection. In four albums of quadrille pages, consisting of Aden, Antigua, Bahamas,
Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, British Honduras, British Solomon Islands, Burma, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Cyprus, Dominica,
Falkland Islands, Fiji, Egypt, Gibraltar, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Gold Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong, India and states, Jamaica,
Jordan, Iraq, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Kuwait, Labuan, Leeward Islands, Malta, Mauritius, Natal, Newfoundland, Nigeria,
North Borneo, Pakistan, Orange River Colony, Papua and New Guinea, Rhodesia, St. Helena, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, Sarawak, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somaliland, Straits Settlements / Malaysia. A nice little lot that could form
the base for an expanded British collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

702

HH/)

703

HH/H/m British Europe, Beautiful Collection, 1859-1976. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder (Ireland pages go through
1988 with scattered stamps after 1970s); fresh and crisp-looking, early are most mint (better items in mounts) and some used; after
1940s almost all postally used, with many nice cancels; there are dozens and dozens of $10-30 stamps; no junk or faulty; about 1200
different stamps; this is real early BC-collector material; a quick flip-through the album, and we noted (mint unless noted): Cyprus #46
($100), # 106-7 ($95), #159 MNH ($60); Gibraltar #96a-99a mint & used ($160); Malta 14 ($125), 28-45 ($350), 86-93, with/ #93 MNH
($240+), 98-114 ($295), 127-38 ($330), 140 ($225), 148-66 ($230), 179-81 ($360); Ionian Islands #1-2 ($205); Ireland #12-3 ($160),
#77 MNH ($125), #78 MNH ($160); 91-2 used ($200); there are also some nice plate, color, paper and overprint varieties—-we
noticed a very scarce #78a mint pair with both wide and narrow overprints ($700)! Worth careful inspection! generally F.-V.F. 2015
Scott $9,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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British Commonwealth, 1937 Coronation Set. Complete mint set of blocks of 4 including key sets: Gibraltar and Hong
Kong, plus first day covers in quantities (of 18-19 of each): Grenada, St. Christopher and Nevis, Northern Rhodesia, Sierra Leone,
Straits Settlements, Trinidad and Tobago, and Virgin Islands, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,363 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

British Europe, Collection, 1860-1976. On Minkus pages, with a good mix of mint and used, containing Jubilee and
Coronation and a good mix of definitive sets, with better stamps mounted to page. Highlights include: Cyprus starts with some
Victoria’s, Edward, George V, Omnibus issues, nearly complete George VI definitive set, Gibraltar containing Victoria, Edward and
George V definitives mostly complete up to 1 shilling and some good George V large shilling values, 107-18, 133-42, Ireland contains
some early overprints and a few 1930’s commemorative sets, Malta contains some decent Victoria and Edward definitives including
1/- and 5/- Victoria and a modest George V section, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good bread and butter base to a British Europe
collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

British Pacific, 2013 Year of the Snake and 2014 Year of the Horse. Wholesale souvenir sheet accumulation of 500 of
each, consisting of: Cook Islands 1436 and 1504, Aitutaki 599 and currently unlisted Horse sheet, Penrhyn both souvenir sheets are
unlisted, Tonga 1196 and 1245, Niuafo’ou 293 and 318, Samoa 1139 and currently unlisted Horse sheet, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $55,495.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
British Pacific, Wholesale Collections, 2010-14. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 123 different complete
sets along with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou which average Scott catalog
value is over $33.00 per set, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail
and wholesale. Popular Topicals abound such as: JFK, Royal Wedding, Year of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies,
Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects and much more. A perfect lot for resale and priced low for a great profit potential! Actual face value in
excess of $21,350., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $40,650+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Pacific, Prince William and Kate Royal Engagement, Christening and Royal Baby Issues, 2011-13.
Wholesale group of 100 of each, Scott numbers: Aitutaki 562-68, 571, Cook Islands 1355-6, 1358-61, 1364-66a, 2013 Royal Baby
and Royal Christening, Penrhyn 476-82, 502, 2013 Royal Baby, Samoa 2013 Royal Baby, Tonga 1220-4, Tonga Niuafo’ou 296-300,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $43,900+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
British Pacific, Collection, 1903 to Early 1990’s. Over 5,400 different stamps on mostly Scott pages, containing:
Aitutaki, Christmas Islands, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Cook Islands, some early Federation issues, 84-90, 103-4, 112-14, Fiji some
good Crown and CR / VR issues, Gilbert and Ellice Islands 5-7, 14-25, 40-51, 61-72, Penrhyn Island, Nauru 1-12, 17-28, New Guinea
18-28, 31-45, C40-43, New Hebrides 50-60, J1-5, J6-10, New Zealand group of 17 mostly perforated Chalon heads, 179-81, 333-52,
C1-2, Niue 89A-D, Norfolk Island, Northwest Pacific Islands 6, 9, 18-22, 37, Papua and New Guinea - decent selection of Lakotoi
(ships) issues, 94-106, Pitcairn Islands, Queensland 21 early Chalon heads and a good diversity of later Victoria’s, Samoa, Solomon
Islands 17, George V sets to 5/-, 67-79, J1-8, South Australia - some early Victoria’s, nice group of 15 large Victoria’s, 24 different
officials, 16 square Victoria’s, Tasmania - 39 Chalon heads, 86-93, Tuvalu, Tonga 21-24, 29-32, 63-69, Victoria - 14 early 1850’s
Victoria issues, some good late 19th century mint Victoria’s and some postal fiscals, Western Australia - 27 early Swan issues, some
good mint 1902/1912 mint Swan’s, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection that would be ideal to fill in your collection or
breakdown, containing some of the more difficult pieces missing from many collections. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
British Pacific, Collection, 1869-1966. Sparkling and bright British Western Pacific Islands (British Solomon Islands
through Tonga) collection on Scott Specialty pages in large green binder; great collector-driven material, with strength in 1890s
through 1930s; early stamps are mint (some better items in mounts) and used; later is mainly postally used, some scattered stamps
on blank pages into the 1970s; very quality-conscious collector—-no damaged or faulty; also much nice specialized material, such as
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overprints, types and cancels; many $50 stamps/sets; thousands of stamps from two-dozen entities; this is the era before many of
these small exotic islands began cranking up the presses and issuing large numbers of stamps; strongest countries are: Brunei, Cook
Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, New Zealand, North Borneo, Labuan, North West Pacific Islands (specialized), Samoa and Sarawak,
F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $16,600 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
710

H/m
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H/m
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H/m

British Pacific, Accumulation. In stock book, stock pages and loose albums pages, mixed mint and used. Highlights
include: Aden, Brunei 24-30, 43-52, Gibraltar 1-2, Hong Kong, Ireland 65-76, 250-65 (5), Malta 8-13, 191-205 (mint set and used set),
208-22, 246-62, Niue, Papua New Guinea 41-48, 94-108. Usual mixed condition with a good mix of better stamps that can easily be
broken down for resale, generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommend a good view to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British West Indies, Collection, 1862-1980. Approximately 5,000 mostly different stamps on mixed Minkus, Scott and
home-made pages, with a good range of issues, starting with the early Victoria issues, George V, George VI and Elisabeth, some
short definitive sets, a few stray better values, including Antigua 84-95, Barbados, Bahamas 27-32, 33-36, 42, Bermuda, a few nice
George VI key plates, Cayman Islands 69-78, 100-11, 122-34, Dominica - Roseau values up to 2/6, Jamaica 30, Grenada early
Chalon heads, strong George V, 132-42, St. Kitts and Nevis 79-90, 120-34, good St. Lucia Victoria’s and George V, St. Vincent - good
Victoria selection including. 54, 141-51, Trinidad - early seated Victoria selection, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands 1-8
and 78-89, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion of your existing collection or great for breakdown.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British West Indies, Collection, 1860-1987. A lovely group of loose Scott Specialty album pages containing a good
selection of George V, George VI, Elizabeth II (early issues). Highlights include: Bahamas 100-13, Barbados 102-8, 216-27, 235-47,
Bermuda 20-25, 105-14, British Guiana some early “Seal of Colony” issues, 152-54, 156, Cayman Islands 135-49, Grenada 132-42,
171-83, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat 54-74, 75-84, 114-26 and St. Lucia, generally F.-V.F., plenty of useful complete sets that will
surely please. Viewing recommended. Scott approximately $8,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Europe and Colonies
Country Collections
713

HH/H/m

Albania, Stunning Specialized Collection, 1913-71. On Minkus specialized pages in two Minkus deluxe maroon
binders; Since there are so many forgeries and fakes in this area, included at are 21-different Certificates of authenticity, as well as
six-pages of correspondence, identification notes on individual stamps in collection from Paul Eckman; there are dozens and dozens
of examples of forgeries (not counted) with documentation and guides to authenticity; highlights include (used unless noted): #17
Very Clear Early Overprint tied to piece by “ELBASAN” CDS, signed Diena, with APS Cert ($425); #4 Early Middle Overprint tied on
piece with APS cert ($450), #5 Early Overprint CDS “ELBASAN” on piece signed Diena with APS Cert ($225); #5 mint Early Printing
with APS Cert ($350), #5 Clear, Early Printing small faults (ECV $60), #5 Middle Overprint CDS tied on piece with APS Cert ($225); #5
Late Overprint, Inverted, with plate flaw, tied on large piece, with purple “21-10-1913" cancel, signed Prendushi (ECV $675); #6 Early
Middle Printing tied on piece, signed Otto Bickel, with APS Cert ($250), #6 Early Middle Printing 26-9-1913 cancel tied on piece.
signed, with APS Cert ($250), #6 mint Very Light Impression, possible Trial Print, signed ($350), #6 mint Inverted, Light Impression,
signed Prendushi and Mikulski (ECV $700); #6 mint pair, right stamp NH, signed ($700); #7 Early Printing tied on piece ”ELBASAN"
1913, signed Hoffman, with APS Cert ($250), #7 Early Printing tied to piece by “VLON 25-8-1913" violet CDS, signed Gustav Freyse
($250), #7 Later Dark Red Printing tied to piece by ”VLON 22-9-1913" CDS, with APS Cert ($250), #7 Early Printing, signed Delakis,
with APS Cert ($250), #7 unused Clear Early Printing, signed Prendushi ($325), #7 Later Dark Red Printing tied by violet “VLON
19-10-1913" CDS, with five signatures and APS Cert (ECV $650), #7 tete-beche pair of Later Dark Blue Printing, one normal and one
inverted, tied to large piece by violet ”VLON 19-10-13" CDS, signed Diena (ECV $1200); #8 Middle Printing tied to piece by violet
“VLONÊ 25-11-1913" CDS, signed, with APS Cert ($450); #19 Early Middle Overprint,very scarce done by numbering mazchine
(maximum of 1440 issued), tied to piece by ”ELBASAN" CDS, signed Prendushi ($1,250); Postal Card #2 with Double-Eagle
Overprint mixed usage with Austria Offices in Turkish Empire #47 added, mailed Nov. 9, 1913 from Duruzzo to Austria (ECV ($150);
2-different 1913 Revenue stamps (one unused and one NH) overprinted by Albanian Provisional Government in 1913 (ECV $250);
followed by 20-different forgeries, some expert, of #1//18; #39-9 in six different Michel-listed WWI Local Issues overprinted in Valona
mint ($300); Central Albania WWI Local Issues Michel #4-9) tied on separate pieces by DURAZZO 1915 CDS, each signed by
Prendushi ($150); Central Albania overprints on Turkey Revenue stamps (#26, #2, #6, #1, #30) postally cancelled (ECV $175);
Michel #4-9 on cover with Gold Jan. 11, 1915 first day cancels ($350); four Michel-listed Provisional Government WWI Issues
overprinted in Scutari, two signed Gustav Freyse ($400); 13-different Michel-listed Provisional Government WWI Issues overprinted
in Central Albania., many with CDS and/or on pieces, several signed, very scarce ($600); #20 variety handstamped directly onto
envelope with blue 25-6-1913 TIRANE CDS (ECV $150); #21-5 mint ($90), #27-33 mint with varieties ($70), #21-6 ($100), #27-33
($30), six different VLON 1913 CDS on #21-6 ($100+); five forgeries of #27-33, #35-40 mint ($45), #J1//4 mint ($60), #41-2 mint
($100), #47-52 mint with many varieties of plate, dies and overprints ($80), #53 mint ($200), #48-51 mint margin blocks-of-four
($50+), #41-6 ($390), #53 CDS ($200). #41-6 each used on separate pieces with CDS ($390+).#54-61 mint ($135), #62-67 mint
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($25); #80 mint, signed Prendushi ($275), #54-61 ($80), #61-68 ($40), 81, signed ($325), #82 ($95), #65//81 printing and die errors
($200), #54-61 tied to separate pieces each with first-day CDS ($80++), #59, complete reconstructed plate of all 12-different
positions ($150+), #54//59 different plate positions; #62-8 on separate pieces tied by CDS ($40++), #62 complete reconstructed plate
of 12-different positions ($40++); #63a error ($120); two examples of #64a error ($270), #63a “CTM” error tied and cancelled on large
piece, mixed with #57//64 ($150++), three pages with dozens of forgeries; page with detailed information on details for the
identification of the 40 plate posiitions and die varieties common to #84-104; #84-7, 89-104 mint, each identified by plate position
($545+), #J10-3 mint ($50); #84//103 identified by plate position, many tied by CDS to pieces ($500+); FDC of #84-7, 89-90 ($500+);
1919 Halley Comet Overprint #91-7 on Registered cover ($265); #84-91 m/u in 12-different plate positions ($275+); #98 m/u in
9-different plate positions ($200+); #85 and #92 m/u in 14-different plate positions ($200+); #99 m/u in 13-different plate positions
($50+); #86, #93 in 11-different plate positions ($220+); #100 m/u in 17-different varieties and/or plate positions ($340+); #102, #95 in
10-different variettes and/or plate positions ($1200+); #87, #94, #101 in 13-different plate positions and/or varieties ($800+); #89, #96
in 15-different plate positions and/or varieties (($260+); #93, #103 in 18 different plate positions and/or varieties ($320+); #90, #97 in
6-different plate positions and/or varieties ($100); #97 m/u in 11-different plate positions andd or die varieties ($200+); #104 in
5-different varieties ($70+); #104 m/u in 9-different plate positions and/or die varieties ($200+); #J10//13 in 11-different die varieties
and/or plate positions ($160+); #106-19 mint ($140); 106-19 used with forgeries and postmarks ($150+); unusual Michel-listed
varieties ($165); #121//134 mint ($250); #135-40 mint ($80); #135-40 ($70); #158-63, #B1-8 mint ($140); #158-62 ($90); #B5-8
($105); #164-77 mint ($55); #164-70 ($70); #178-85 MNH with varieties, including inverted overprint ($50+); #C1-7 ($65); #C8-14
mint ($40); #C11 mint lower left corner block-of-four including plate positions #36/41 and errors; #C15-21 mint ($190); #210-7 ($60);
#218-26 mint ($105); #218-26 ($185); #227-48 mint ($120); #234-7 mint margin blocks-of-four ($75); #227-37 ($70); #241-8 ($195);
#C22-8 mint very scarce, only 1,000 issued, with 6 APS Certs ($820); #C22-25 mint 13 varieities ($400); #C29-42 mint ($150);
#261-70 mint ($100); #261-70 mint in 33 varieties ($360+); #267-70 ($165); #298 souvenir sheet m/u ($100); #J40-4 mint ($190);
#310-23 mint ($85); Italian Offices in Albania #1//16 ($70); Scutari #1-8 ($255); Valona #1-10 m/u ($150); Saseno ($200).
Volume Two: appears virtually complete mint from 1945-1971, with many used examples; #332-44, #E3 mint ($100); #345-60,
#B24-7 mint ($120); #345-53 on Liberation cover postmarked “TIRANE 12-3-45" (ECV $150); #354-60 on souvenir cover
postmarked ”TIRANE 19-7-45" (one week after issue) with special commemorative cancel (ECV $150); #361-72 mint with blocks and
many forgeries detailed ($150); #B28-33 mint ($105) with forgeries; #367-78, #391-3 mint ($55); #384//402 mint ($100); #413-34
mint, some NH ($95); #435-64, #C54-9 mint ($80); many sets from 1950-on appear MNH; #C60 mint, with SPA Cert ($90); #C62 with
APS Cert ($175); #604-6 mint very scarce (1,00 issued) Gagarin overprints in black ($300); #604-6 very scarce with maroon
overprints ($130); #1327E very scarce used on cover December 7, 1941 ($160+); #1327A, C-D very scarce ($480); Michel
#BL4-BL40 souvenir sheets, most appear MNH (ECV $1200); 7-pages ofscarce sets in scarce imperforate condition, appear MNH
($250+); also included a small collection purchased in 2001; most importantly, a manilla folder with 50+ pages of specialized
identification material, with scans and articles; needless to say, this is an enormously important collection and contains decades of
philatelic knowledge and study; this could be broken into sections and built into several major exhibits; this is a once-in-a-lifetime find
offered intact! generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott approximately $45,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Austria, Strong Mint Collection to 2014. In order in 7 stockbooks, a little sparse among the early issues, but containing
some powerful stamps: 127, 128, B87-92, B93-98, B100-5, B106-9, B110, B269-71, and the many strong sets from the 1930’s to
early 1950’s, C12-31, C54-60, many modern issues, some Bosnia and Herzegovina, occupation issues, etcetera, generally F.-V.F.,
a nice collection of quality stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

717

H/m
Austria, Collection, 1850-1984. Neatly mounted in two Lighthouse albums, including 1-5, 6-11, 17, 41-46, 110a-27,
128-41, 326-39, 354-73, 378-79, 405-23, 520-56, 599-603, B81-86, B87-92, B93-98, B100-5, B106-9, B110, B110 on WIPA cachet
cover, B112-17, B122-27, B132-37, B138-41, B260-63, B269-71, B273-76, C12-31, C32-46 and C54-60, F.-V.F., a great opportunity
to complete or build up this clean and attractive Austria collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Austria, Cancellation Study, 19th Century. Well over 1500 items including covers and stationery, partially organized in
various segments, some on auction/purchase pages from 30-40 years ago, includes better towns, thimbles, special cancels and
many used in various places within the Austrian empire, First issues through Franz Josef, a real holding that needs to be carefully
studied. Huge retail/catalog potential, Viewing is interesting and enlightening, one-of-a-kind, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Austria, Mercury Newspaper Collection, 1867-1880. Over 5000 stamps, incredible hoard of the issue and includes still
on Newspaper bands, multiples, cancels, shades and papers, varieties of every sort to be found. a true virginal holding that would be
the basis for a study and/or exhibit, has to be seen to be believed as it is almost incomprehensible, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Austria, Collection, 1850-2011. A decent intermediate collection, strongest before 1970, organized neatly in glassine
envelopes prior to 1961 and hinged to Scott International pages after 1961, containing over 3,750 different stamps, starting with early
Monarchy issues, WWI, WWII issues, post war recovery, semi-postals and airmails and some decent offices in Turkey., generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $6,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Austria & Lombardy-Venetia, Cancellation Collection. More than 300 stamps including more than 100 First Issue
from both Austria (3x 1kr, one printed on both sides, and two 2kr) and Lombardy-Venetia; loaded with choice socked-on-the-nose
cancels (see online photos); also includes a few unused 19th century. A marvelous lot for a specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

721

H/m
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H/m
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Belgium, Extremely Specialized and Desirable World War I Collection, 1914-19. On Scott pages in green binder;
This one you will find hard to believe; Exhibition-level depth and range of study that can be broken down and extended in several
different directions; Begins with a major study of almost three-dozen different examples of #B24-7 that includes both Type I and Type
II, constant plate flaws and die varieties, colors and shades, paper varieties and the major different forgeries ($300++); #B28-30 mint
in major varieties and forgeries ($200); #B31, B31a, B32, B33, B33a, B33b mint and used in 20 examples of all major and minor types,
perforations, plate and die varieties ($300+); #108-15 mint and used, in London Printings Type I and examples of Type II and Type III,
as well as Type IV (Malines Printing), followed by #116-22 mint with some varieties ($250+); #B34-47 mint ($1,000) with a few
shades; #124-37 mint ($1,150) with perf and printing varieties, plus retouches, paper varieties and plate flaws; #108//132 with perf
and paper varieties ($75); #B25-8, B31-47 with different CDS cancels and two forgeries ($940); #Q61-80 with post-war cancels
($40+); very scarce #Q58 mint (only 700 issued) Railway Parcel Post with Sismondo Photo Certificate ($325); #95//105 with tabs
cancelled before German invasions (August 4, 1914); seven prewar 1914 postmarked Parcel Posts stamps; two pages of German
forgeries from captured German transfer plates plus over a dozen other German forgeries; early War covers and cards, including
internee and prisoner-of-war covers; early War postmarked stamps from embattled cities of Brussels and Ghent; interrupted mail; 18
postmarked stamps ($200) from battle of Antwerp and two covers, including forgeries (Antwerp fell on October 10, 1914); material
related to fighting in West Flanders by Newfoundland contingent of BEF, including civilian postmarks, scarce “Oost-Duinkere” c.d.s.’s
($100); four covers/pieces postmarked in West Flanders; Charity stamps issued for maimed prisoners of war; many Military Field
Post postmarks on stamps and covers ($200+); two nice Armistace day covers; 17-pages with many “Le Havre, France” Belgian
Government -in-Exile postmarked stamps and about a dozen covers ($1,000+); five-page collection of “Ste. Adresse, France”
cancels and postmarks on stamps and covers ($500); censored cover; four pages of postmarked stamps and covers from the Belgian
enclave in Baarle-Hertog, Netherlands ($300); part sheet-war “Port Paye” covers; post-Armistice postmarked stamps and covers,
including postwar Military Fieldposts ($250); Belgian Occupation of Germany #1N1//24 mint ($270), plus varieties, including some
cylinder-number blocks ($100++); #1N1//24 ($100+) with forgeries and Eupen/Malmedy postmarked stamps ($100) plus #1N1-17 on
cover ($100); mixed Belgian-English franking, and three Eupen-Malmedy covers ($100+); #1N25//J5 mint ($100+); #2N25//J5 used
($100+); #1N25-41 on cover ($175); three pages of postmarked stamps from different towns and cities in Eupen; #1N42-58 mint
($165); three pages of postmarked stamps from different towns in Malmedy (with some forgeries); 20+ Belgian occupation of German
East Africa stamps mint/used ($75); two stockpages with valuable and useful items, like #J16 mint ($125), Parcel Post, Belgian
Occupation of GEA and “T” cancels on Prince Albert Helmet stamps; this is obviously a unique and valuable collection, based on
decades of philatelic and historical research; students of history and World War I will love this Exhibition-builder, with many scarce
high-retail individual items; values are listed for only basic stamps. This is a goldmine for the Philatelist and/or Postal Historian! Very
Fine. 2016 Scott approximately $6,500 ++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

725

HH/H
Belgium, Mint Collection, 1900-60. Presented in seven stock sheets, includes mint includes 172-184, 213-215,
251-253, 386-389, B106, B169, B178, B179, B482a, C1-C4, C5, C12, plus postage dues and back of the book, fresh & clean, a great
start for a larger collection or for break up, F.-V.F. Scott $4,750 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Austria, Collection, 1850-1981. In Scott Specialty album, containing approximately 2,000 mostly different stamps, with
highlights that include 1-5, 6-11, 17-21, 41-46, 110-27, B260-63, C32-46, C54-60, offices in Turkey, and occupation issues of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Romania and Western Ukraine, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion, or
breakdown with decent Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Austria & Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1950. Mounted on Scott pages, mint Austria has 128-141, B50-B56,
B57-B65, B66-B70, C1-C3, Italy included 20-21, 58-63, 119-122, 124-125, 140-142, with loads of back of the book stamps, a few
condition issues, an excellent opportunity for the dealer or collector of this area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Austria & Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1997. In a fairly new Scott International blue binder (with dustcase) on Scott
International pages with glassine interleaves; Austria, from #1 through 1997 (#1743), used until 1959, unused until 1964 (#437), and
afterwards appear to be complete all mint never-hinged in black Showguard mounts; low-to-moderate-value early issues are in great
used condition; tremendous value in three decades of complete mint never-hinged, including back-of-the-book; Switzerland, early
material is scattered and used, but from 1965 through 1997 appears complete mint never-hinged, including back-of-the-book; either
country is ideal for expansion or retail sale, especially with over three-decades in complete mint never-hinged which can be made into
year-sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Austria & Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1987. More than 4,000 stamps mounted in a Scott album, Austria used
110a-127, 145-153, B132-B137, mint B50-B56, B57-B65, B77-B80, along with airmails, postage dues, military stamps, newspaper
stamps, special handlings, occupations, Offices, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Switzerland has used 24-25, 36-40, 52-58, 181-185,
243-246, B10-B11, B12-B14, B15-B17, B18-B20, plus airmails, postage dues, Officials, franchise, great lot for the money, a clean
and fresh group, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m Bulgaria, Mint & Used Collection, 1881-1995. Mounted in a Scott album and two Minkus albums, with better mint
237-243, 244-250, 267-272, 273-278, 843a, C12-C14, dozens of mint souvenir sheets and complete sets, a wonderful lot for the
topical dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Belgium & Colonies, Extremely Specialized Collection, 1849-1999. Extensive and specialized high-quality collection
on Scott Specialty pages in two large Green binders and one black binder with Hagner stocksheets; This is one of the most exciting
and powerful collections of Belgium classics we have seen in a few years; the quality is high and condition of many are VF; It’s hard to
even describe the depth and range of this material; highlights include (used unless noted): #1-22 ($1,550); then there follows over
three-dozen examples of #1-8 on different papers (thick, thin, ordinary, parchment, ribbed) as well as different varieties/printings
($1,200+); following this is over two-dozen shades, perforation varieties and cancels on #9-16 (1,000+); then, there over two-dozens
examples of varieties of #14//21 ($200+); #23 ($150); #24a-26b ($350); #28-35 ($80); #39 signed by H. Bloch with APS Photo Cert
($1,450); three examples of forgeries; #45-8 ($85), #49-59 ($60), #60-75 ($140), #76-91 ($50), #60//74 mint with/ some NH ($200),
#82-107 ($120), #82-91 mint ($650), #92-107, 103a-5a mint with two NH ($60); NOTE: the several sets issued during World War I
(#108-137 and #B26-47) are the subject of a special huge exhibition-level separate specialized collection in this sale (Lot
#620560); #172-84 ($70); #212-15 ($65), #198//211a mint ($50), #229-64 ($50), #435-45 ($140); then virtually complete used to
1998; #B1-16 ($175); #B17-24 ($50); #B69-77 ($75), #B93-8 ($50), #B107-13 ($80), #B114-22 ($640), #B123-4 ($160), #B123-4
mint ($160), #B138 mint ($50), #B140 mint ($60), #B144-9 ($60), #B169 mint ($115), #B209-24 ($50), #B225-55 ($120), #B460 MNH
($55), #B521 mint ($160), #B522 mint ($160), #B515-20 ($50), #B534a complete booklet MNH ($80+), #B534a complete booklet
MNH with text in Dutch ($220+), #B538-46 ($100), #B555-7 MNH ($70), #B555-60 ($90), #B566 ($65), #B67-84 ($65), semi-postals
continue virtually complete to 1987, followed by a dozen Scott hingeless stockpages with many specialty items and different varieties
($400+); #C12A mint ($85), #J1-15 ($60), #171 souvenir sheet with CDS Exhibition cancel ($200+), #B106 Exhibit cancel ($225+),
#B169 mint ($150), #B178 ($65), #B178 mint ($65), thereafter dozens and dozens of—-apparently all—souvenir sheets, including
special and private issues, through 1995; Officials begin with a study of the forgeries; #P1-19 mint ($65); then an extensive study of
the Newspaper stamp forgeries; #P20-40, Type I mint ($80+), followed by additional types and specialty Official items; Railway and
Parcel Post stamps are intensely studied, and there are hundreds of Parcel Post stamps used, many with beautiful circular town
cancels; very scarce #Q341 MNH ($225), #Q374-7 MNH ($180), #Q437 MNH ($55), #Q438-59 MNH ($100), #Q460-70 MNH ($90);
Belgian Congo #14-26 ($120), a study of the hand-stamped overprint and other varieties; #27-30 plus varieties ($200+), #31-40
($150), #41-62 ($120), scarce #60a-62a booklet panes mint ($170), plus rare varieties and unlisted items; looks complete through
1960; #B1-9 mint ($180), #B26 souvenir sheet mint ($70), #B27-33 ($55), followed by many punched Specimen overprints mint
($200+); then six pages of Katanga stamps and items; Belgian East Africa (Ruanda-Urundi) is largely complete through 1960, #B3-11
($65), followed by over two dozen punched Specimen overprints mint ($260); black binder with Hagner stocksheets has many mint
Parcel Post, Charity and Semi-Postals, overprints, booklet-panes and booklets, mainly newer; Needless to say, this is a major
collection with much material that is not only high-catalogue but scarce; some of the specialty material is tremendous; some of it is
rarely seen offered; This is one of those real big-time collections! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott approximately $16,000 ++.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Belgium and Belgian Congo, Collection, 1849-1977. Approximately 4,000 stamps on Scott pages, in 4 albums,
containing Belgium: Leopold I perf and imperf early issues, 24-26b, 60-75, 89, 90, 92-102, 435-45, B10, B28-30, B106a, B107-13,
B125-31, B144-49, B437-41, B460-61, B465-66, B480-84, B485-91, B495-97, B498-502, B503-10, B515-20, B521-22, B523-30,
B532-37, B538-43, B544-46, B555-57, B558-60, B566, B579-85, C12, J15, and Belgian Congo including independence and
independent states, consisting of Burundi 159-173, 186-201, 240-55, C27-35, C46-54, C66-74, Congo 3, 14-26, 31-39, B26,
Ruanda-Urundi B3-11 and Zaire, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good strong and generally complete collection of Belgium and
Belgian Congo, becoming a little weak with the later independent states, Belgium containing many high catalog sets and souvenir
sheets, especially among the semi-postal issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Belgium and Belgian Congo, Collection, 1850-2012. A decent intermediate collection, strongest before 1970,
organized neatly in glassine envelopes prior to 1961 and hinged to Scott International pages after 1961, containing over 4,425
different stamps, with a good section of Belgium Congo issues, early Belgium and modern Belgium issues, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $6,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800

Denmark & Sweden, Used Collections, 1851-1970. Mounted in two volumes on quadrille pages, better Denmark
includes 2 (x3), 2b, 3, 4 (x2), 5, 7 (x3), 8, 9, 12, 17, C1-C3, C6-C10, and better Sweden includes 7, 12, 14, 17-27, 213-228, both
albums with many long runs of sets, ideal for retail sales, please check ‘er out, Very Fine. Scott $8,800 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Denmark, Collection, 1851-1997. On Scott pages, with highlights that include: early coat of arms, numerals, C1-5 and
C6-10, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,145 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Denmark & Colonies, Collection, 1851-1995. Nice collection on Scott Specialty pages through 1995 in large green
binder; about half used and half mint, later issues in mounts appear NH; Faroe Islands and Greenland from late 1970s through early
1990s are mint NH; almost 3,000 different stamps; better items include: Danish West Indies (mint unless noted) #2 used ($75),
#29-30 ($70), #37-8 ($50), #40-2 ($40), #43-50 used ($110), #J1-4 ($60); Denmark (used unless noted) #2 ($40), #3-4 ($75), #12
($75), #25-34 ($270), #37 ($70), #48a-52b ($45), #79-81 mint ($90), #97-131 ($250), #210-9 ($55), #223d MNH booklet pane ($40),
#229b MNH ($100), #230b MNH ($100), #230b ($100), #B3-5 m/u ($50), #C3 ($75), #C6-10 ($35), #J1-7 ($70), #J9-23 ($150), #P1-9
($100), #P11-7, 19-20 ($50), #Q9 ($30), #Q8 ($30); Faroe Islands (mint unless noted): #3 used ($35), #4-5 ($360), #121a MNH ($40),
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#207-38 MNH ($75), continues with many MNH through #281; Greenland (mint unless noted) #1-9 ($40), #10-18 ($200), #19-27
($910), #28-40 used ($40), #40 ($90), #48-65 MNH ($30), #136-41 MNH ($50), #136-41 used ($30), #177-88 MNH ($35), #177-88
used ($30), #249 MNH ($35), #B18a mint & used ($40), #Q2 used ($100), #Q3 used ($100), #Q6a used ($50), #Q8a used ($40),
continues with many MNH through #290; Iceland (used unless noted): nineteenth-century lithograph forgeries of #1-2, 4-5 ($50), #28
(50), #34-40 ($40), #42-4 ($50), #92-4 ($50), #108-28, with #121 mint ($200), #138 ($65), #140//50 revenue cancels ($120), #152-63
mint ($270), 166 mint ($60), #170-5 ($60), #203-8 ($50), #213-6 MNH ($140), #274-7 ($40), #284-6 ($40), #B1-4 ($30), #B5 MNH
($100), #C2 mint ($75), #C3 mint ($30), #C4-8 mint ($290), #O31//39 m/u ($80), continues with many MNH through #772; at end of
collection are four pages on hagner stocksheets that have booklets, sets and souvenir sheets from Faroe & Greenland in early 1990s,
such as: Greenland #283a booklet ($25), #313a booklet ($25), Faroe #276-311 MNH ($80); also includes perforation, shade, die and
tagging varieties; centering on early issues is as usual mixed, but stamps are sound; many great “collector stamps” and sets in
early-to-mid-twentieth century! generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott approximately $10,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
733
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France, Specialized Collection of Napoleon III Imperforate, 1852-60. Marvelous, beautifully written-up collection of
used stamps and covers on 42 heavy quadrille pages; includes lots of premium cancellations and several private perforations;
specifically, the collection comprises 1852, 10c Presidency: an XF single and cover, both signed A. Diena, and 25c Presidency:
three choice singles and a similar cover; the 1853-60 Empire, 1c: 4 singles, a pair and a cover; 5c: a cover; 10c: 8 singles and 11
covers (including a strip of 4 on cover and a pair percé-en-ligne on cover); 20c: 13 singles (3 greenish, 1 lilac) and 12 covers (one on
greenish, one with two pairs of the “POSTFS” variety); 25c: a used horizontal pair and a single on cover; 40c: 8 singles, 5 covers (two
with “Susse” perforations); 80c: 10 singles, 3 covers (one used with a 10c & two 20c to Naples); and, finally, a mint 1fr Re-Issue, o.g.
with a tiny thin speck. As for condition, other than the tiny thin on the 1fr, there are no noticeably flaws, virtually everything being F-VF
or better—most of it better. A spectacular lot, in need of just a bit of remounting to be ready for exhibiting (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

739

HH/H/m France, Collection, 1849-1993. In Scott International blue binder on Scott International pages with glassine interleaves,
from #3 through 1993 (#2361), mainly used until 1956, and from then (#786) appears to be complete all mint never-hinged in black
Showguard mounts through 1993 (#2361); empty like-new pages continue through 2004; low-to-moderate-value early issues are
attractive and in great used condition; tremendous value in three-and-a-half decades of complete mint never-hinged, including
back-of-the-book, which is fabulous for expansion, filling in empty years or retail sale, such as topicals or year-sets, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Denmark & Colonies, Collection, 1851-1999. Containing approximately 1,600 different stamps, consisting of Denmark
in Scott Specialty album, with highlights that include: mostly complete Coat of Arms, Emblems and Numerals, 82, 88a (two singles on
piece in Faroe Island album), 97-134, 135, 136-37, 164-75, C1-3, J1-7, mostly complete officials and newspapers, a small stockbook
of Greenland and a highly complete specialized collection of Faroe islands on mixed Scott Specialized and home-made pages, with
highlights including 2-6, with specialized town postmark study of this early issue., generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection,
ideal for expansion of your existing collection or great for breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Denmark & Colonies, Collection, 1853-2010. A decent intermediate collection, stronger in classic era, hinged to Scott
International, plus duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes,
containing over 1,750 different stamps, with a strong level of completion from the early Coat of Arms and Numerals through the
modern issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $5,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
Faroe Islands, Collection, 1919-2009. In Schaubek hingeless album with slip case, starting with early Danish
surcharges 1-6 used and proceeding to modern issues in a clean and fresh premium hingeless album, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
France, The Outstanding “William John” Mint Collection, 1849-2010. The remarkable mint collection which is
virtually complete for the country as issued, keenly presented in 5 pristine Lighthouse hingeless albums, you may remember the true
rarities from this fine collection were featured in our September Flagship sale, highlighted as the “William John” collection, what
remains is extraordinary, including mint Scott #1-2 (signed Calves), 6-7, 9, outstanding Napoleons like #12-20, 14c, 15d, 22-28 plus
types and varieties, Bordeauxs like #38-42, 44-48, 1870-73 Third Republic issues, type Sage issues which are quite outstanding by
types, comprehensive Rights of Man and Sower issues, #109-132, 133-137, 138-154, 246 and complete from there for the regular
issues, less perhaps a few stray items, additionally we note semi-postals complete less only #B10, postage dues complete less
unissued values, plus good airmails, souvenir sheets like #226 and 241, booklets and more, an enormous aggregate catalog value
for sure, condition, while visually outstanding will contain no gum or regummed on the classics etc., a magnificent lot which should be
seen to be truly appreciated, F.-V.F., a delightful lot, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
France, Powerful Collection Balance, 1849-1961. Mint & used collection, very nearly complete for the period, in a
Raoul Lesgor album; highlights include (used unless noted) #1 (mint, regummed), 2 (2), 7 (2), 9b (nice margins, a bit soiled), 10 (large
margins, small thin), 17, 37 (3), etc.; the rest of the regular issues and Commemoratives are complete, except for the 1c Prussian
blue, the souvenir sheets and the 1923 & 1929 Philatelic Exhibition overprints. Much is used, including the die II 20fr Pont de Gare, but
mint highlights include “Sage” #64, 77, 79, 82, 84, 95, 99, 101a & 108 and the Merson types & Sowers are complete mint (2fr Merson
is off center); Semi-Postals are missing only B10—B7 & B9 are used), Airmails include C1-2 & C16-40 and there are several better
Postage Dues; there is also a nice section of Precancels and several pages of 19th century cancellations; overall condition, other
than the earlies, many of which have the usual small faults (though generally not obvious), condition is just about all clean and F-VF,
the mint all hinged (hinged in NH period counted at 50%). A truly exceptional lot. Scott $30,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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France, Loaded Mint and Used 20th Century Collection. Several hundred stamps, including useful duplication, on
stock cards in a 3-ring binder; highlights are numerous including mint #197, 226 (canceled in margins, o.g.), 241, 246, 253 (NH),
B1-23, B27, B31-34, B38-43 and used 131 block of 4, B11, B12-19, B27, B34, C14 (slightly toned), C15 (lightly soiled), and much,
much more. A marvelous lot, all clean and F-VF throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

741

H
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France, Paris Star Cancel Collection of Cérès and Napoleon Issues. On home-made pages in two Schaubek spring
back albums of approximately 80 pages per album; each page containing approximately 8-12 individual stamps or 1-2 covers, with a
diverse selection of denominations with captions neatly written in Dutch; neatly sorted by star number and researched to identify town
and various interesting facts about each stamp (ie: color, type, Maury number, etc). Nice variety with high catalog value, condition is
mixed as usual. A great lot for breakdown or continuing the work this Philatelist started, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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France, Collection, 1849-1999. In Scott Specialty album, with over 2,700 different stamps, with highlights that include
early perf and imperf Ceres and Napoleon issues, strong Commerce issue including 65 and 83, 109-32, B34, B43, B249-54, C14,
C15, C17, J7, J10 and J21, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion, or breakdown with decent high
values and desirable mint modern issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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France, Classics Collection, 1849-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items including: 22-23, 29-31, 55,
59, 88-90, 95, 99, 101, 102, 108, 109-32 (114 has precancel), 135-37, 138-54, 156-84, 185-96, 226b, 227-40 (236 has precancel),
253, 254, 296-97, 329, 348, B3-10, B11, B12-19, B20-23, B27, B28-30, B31-33, B34, B35-37, B38, B39-41, B42-43, B66-67, C1-2,
C8-13, C16-17, C23-27, C29-32, C34-36, J9, J14-15, J46-51, J58-65, J66-67, F1-F9, N4, N14, N15-26 and Offices in China 34-44. A
few small faults, but generally lovely appearance and decent level of completion, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
France, Collection, 1849-2000. On Scott National pages, mostly used with a high level of completion. consisting of
strong Cérès and Napoleon issues mostly complete with 6 additional quadrille pages filled with various shades and interesting
cancels including: 9, 19-20, 37 (2), mostly complete Sage issues 65, 96, plus 4 quadrille pages filled with Sage issues, French
Colonies, Tahiti and various other stamps of interest, various types of 1929 issue, 263 (4 mint), 294 mint, 624 mint, B7, B11 (2),
B12-19, B22, B28-33, B34, B35-37, B40, B42-43 mint, B66-67 (2 sets, mint), B157a mint, B285-90 mint, B294-99 mint, C22 (2), C32
mint, some offices in China and various colonies, revenues and some Marianne and Mercury gutter pairs. Nice variety with high
catalog value, condition is mixed as usual, a great lot for breakdown, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

France, Collection of Cérès and Napoleon Covers. Interesting usages from Ship Post, Siege of Paris, Foreign
Destinations, etc., on home-made quadrille pages, in spring back album, containing approximately 35 pages, each page containing
approximately 1-2 covers and/or a selection of stamp singles, with a diverse selection of denominations with captions neatly written in
French, mostly complete folded letter or cover with a great diversity from or to foreign destinations with several Constantinople, a high
rate (80c strip of 3) cover to United States, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Vera Cruz, Mexico and Lima, Peru. Nice variety of fascinating
issues, condition is mixed as usual, a great lot for breakdown or continuing the work this Philatelist started, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
France, Classics Collection, 1849-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items including: some early Ceres
and Napoleon issues, 9, 19, 21, 37, 50-59, 65, 109-32, 226b, 227-40, 254, 329, B3-9, B12-19, B20-23, B27, B28-33, B34, B35-37,
B38, B39-41, B66-67, C1, C8-14, C15, C16-17, J7, J8, J10, J18, J21, J26-28, J35, some interesting back of book revenue, telegraph,
etc issues, N15-26, Offices in China 1, 3-11, 12A, 13. Usual mixed condition you typically see among classic collection, generally
lovely appearance and decent amount of completion, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

France, Siege of Paris Covers, 1870-71. Group of six Ballon Monté covers comprising (postmark dates in parens):
Armand Barbès (30 Sep), Garibaldi (20 Oct), Fulton (30 Oct), Franklin (3 Dec to Brussels), Général Bourbaki (17 Jan, Gazette des
Absents No. 27), Torricelli (23 Jan, envelope); also including a folded letter to Paris written 27 Oct 1870 and delivered 18 Feb 1871,
plus two covers from Paris to Stuttgart just before the Siege (Jul 1870), another from Pont Audemer to Lisieux via “Paris á Caen”
T.P.O. during the Siege (30-31 Oct), and, finally, a stampless folded letter from St. Laurent-de-Cerdans to Arles sur Tech (22 Oct)
handstamped “P.P.”, result of the wartime shortage of postage stamps; generally Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1995. A few thousand stamps mounted in a Scott album, nice used Classics with
37, B249-B254, mint with 220-225, 262, 315-320, B23, C27, postage dues, military franks, newspaper, Offices in Crete, Offices in
Egypt, Offices in Turkey, Offices in Zanzibar, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
France, Collection, 1853-1973. In KaBe album, moderately complete to mid 1920’s, high level of completion after that to
1973. Highlights include used: Ceres and Napoleon issues, numerals, 109-32 and mint: 329 souvenir sheet (stamps are never
hinged), 700-5, B285-90 and B294-99, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice lot to fill in your French Collection, containing many or to
break down for individual retail sale. Scott approximately $4,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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)
France, Cover Collection, 1944-90. Over 170 covers, mostly from late 1930’s to 1950’s, consisting of 21 various (mostly
unused) early Peace and Commerce entires (some duplication), over 100 First Day Covers with many early post war covers from
1950’s, including: 671-72, 1016-17, 1100 (2 different cachets), C18, C36, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

751

H

752

H/m

753

)
France, “Type Sage” Cover Collection. Approximately 400-500 Peace and Commerce covers with various interesting
usages, postal stationary and interesting supplementary cancels that has great potential for hours of sorting and research fun, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

754

H/m

755

HH/H

756

H/m

757

H/m
France and Offices Abroad, Collection, 1849-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott International,
plus duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes, containing over
4,500 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, a few misidentified classics, but the vast majority is correctly identified, well
represented throughout, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $30,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

758

H/m/)

759

HH/H/m

France, Mint Collection, 1920s-93. Many hundreds in three stockbooks; one of Regular Issues and Postage Dues, one
of 1940s-70 Commemoratives, Semi-Postals and Airmails, and one of 1971-93 Commemoratives & Semi-Postals; first book
includes some early precancels, though most are without gum; fairly complete from the 1940s onward with NH beginning in the
1970s, though there are a few better earlier NH like B157a & C27; clean and F-VF throughout. A nice lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
France, Mint and Used Collection, 1853-2013. A really solid starter collection in four 3-ring Scott Specialty albums;
scattered and mostly used to the 1920s, but nearly complete mint from the early 1930s onward, though there are also a few gaps in
the 21st century issues; includes a few better like a PEXIP sheet and a C15 (lightly toned gum), but otherwise not much over $50;
condition is just about all F-VF with NH beginning in the 1970s. A good way to start a collection of France. Estimate $500 - 750

France, German Occupation of Alsace-Lorraine, 1870. Collection of 52 mostly used stamps, including mint N1-2 and
used N7 (3), plus 17 reprints of 1885, 8 forgeries of various origins, and two covers: 1874 Mulhouse, Elsass to Bordeaux franked with
1gr & 2gr German Eagles, and ca, 1874 Toulouse to Metz franked with a 25c Cérès. condition is generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1914-70. Housed in two albums, better mint includes 329, 335-340, 400-414, 707-710,
910-913, B11, B34, B44-B45, B68-B69, B74, B79, B83, B86-B89A, B97-B100, B117-B128, B135-B146, B157a, B267-B272,
B276-B281, B285-B290, B294-B299, C5-C6, C22, C34-C36, with a few imperf sets, with plenty of other mint complete sets, moisture
issues affect about 70% of the lot, examination is strongly urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
France and Offices Abroad, Collection, 1849-1970. Spectacular collection on Scott Specialty pages in green binder;
nineteenth century mint and used, twentieth century virtually all mint, and virtually complete for regular issues, semi-postals and
airmails (nice used examples a few later ones); Everywhere you look there are unexpected goodies, like: # 49 mint with Freidl
Certificate, scarce “Sower” SPECIMEN overprints, # B337a complete booklet NH, scarce Newspaper stamps, and French Colonies
Newspaper wrappers! The France alone is stunning, but the French Offices abroad are also loaded with all the hot and desirable
issues for each of the different Offices in China (as well as Egypt and Levant); the collection concludes with choice stamps issued for
“French Colonies”; two separate Lot Describers had to be replaced writing up this collection because they were dazzled and almost
blinded by this eye-popping collection! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

France & Colonies, Fabulous Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2008. With three albums used France with 10, 45 on
cover to Italy with J9 tied, 37, with excellent coverage of 19th century issues, 226, block of four 226b on exposition envelope, 246, 329,
C15, with decent coverage to 2006, four mint albums include 198-201, 226, 311-312, 329, 453, 464, 471 & 474 imperf with many more
throughout, Sanabria S63-S64, B1-B2, B54-B59, B66, B249-B254, B309a, C1-C2, C22, C23-C27, C29-C32, C34-C36, scattered
coverage on back of the book material, nice Offices in China with 1-5, 7-8, 18a-19, 22, 24a, 27s, Canton 3-8, Alexandria 1-15, 16-30,
Port Said 18-32, with tons of extras on added quadrille pages including covers and blocks, some mixed condition, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

France & Colonies, Stock, 1852-1980’s. On dealer stock cards (approximately 1,300 cards) in five photo albums, with
low duplication, neatly presented in Scott order. Used Highlights include: France 83, B276-81, C23-27 (2), French Guiana 16, 40,
French Guinea 11-13, Guadeloupe 26, and Mint: France B11 (2), B80-82, B285-90, C11-12, C34-36, French Colonies 55-57,
Anjouan 19, Algeria C8-11, Benin 25-26, 28 (2), 32 (2), Comoro 16-19, Dahomey 12A, 14, French Congo 29-31, French Equatorial
Africa 33-72, 84//125 (28 stamps of the set), French Guiana 20-24, 40-41, 44-45, 48, 50, C18-20, French Guinea 6, 13 (2), 14-17,
46-47, French India 22, French Southern Antarctic Territory 2-7 (3), 32, Guadeloupe 19-22, 45-49, Madagascar C1//C22 (partial set),
Mayotte 16-19, New Caledonia 98-108, Reunion 116-21, St. Pierre & Miquelon 324-42 (3), 400-3, Somali Coast 183-93 (2 sets), and
287-92 (3 sets), Syria 92-7, mostly used, some o.g., generally hinged (a minority never hinged), generally F.-V.F. appearance, usual
mixed condition, with decent catalog value and many complete sets in the $20-$50+ range from this very popular area. Scott
approximately $13,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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France & Colonies, WWII issues Collection. In three Lighthouse albums, mostly complete with many France Libre
overprints and various omnibus issues with highlights that include: Algeria, Cameroun: 255-81 (only missing a couple values), B7-9,
B16-17, B21-25, Dahomey, France: 400-14, 473-73b, Kouang Tcheou, Reunion: 178-222, French Colonies: French Equatorial
Africa 80-125 (only missing 100), 129-32, B10-11, B14-21, B22-35, C11, C16, C25-30 imperf, French Guiana: 113-14, 117-23,
124-34, 186, 188-90, 191-209, 209A-C, 209E-F, French Polynesia: 126-35, French Sudan, French West Africa: C5-10 imperf,
Guadeloupe, Inini, Ivory Coast, Madagascar: C27-36, New Caledonia: 217-51 (26 of the 35 values from France Libre set), New
Hebrides 67-78 (missing 75), J11-15, Niger, St. Pierre and Miquelon 21 different France Libre overprints, 217-18, 220, 249-55,
256-57, 258-59, B9-10, J45, J52-53, J58-66, Somali Coast 183-93, 194-222, Togo, Tunisia, Wallis and Futuna: 94//126 (only missing
a couple key values), J24-36 (missing J28), mostly o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

764

HH/H
French Colonies Extensive Five-Volume Collection, 1859-1968. Beautiful and well-kept collection of the entire
French Community of Nations (outside of mainland France) on Minkus specialized pages in four handsome and bulging, loaded Blue
Minkus binders and an additional White Ace Album with Hagner stocksheets; many countries have duplicate pages (for mint and
used); highlight include (mint unless noted):

France & Colonies, Stock. On black dealer stock cards with over 250 sets and singles, strong in 19th and early 20th
century with low to moderate duplication. Highlights include: France 64, 279, 342-47, 348, B11, B27, B34, B17-18, C34-36, Offices in
Crete 1-12, Comoro Islands 48-53, C5-6, Diego Suarez 16, 34, 36-37, French Andorra 143-53, C2-4, French Morocco CB1-20,
French Polynesia 122-26, C34-6, C55-6, C89-93, C112-14, French India, some Commerce issues, 117-22, 124-34, Gabon 16-32,
33-46, 49-71, Martinique C10-12, Mauritania J1-8, New Hebrides 98-108 (2), C29-32, Nossi Be 40-42, Obock, Reunion 29-33, 56-59,
181-222 (2), 268-81, 288-96, 299-300, Saint Pierre and Miquelon 412-14, C20, Somali Coast 194-220, 222-23, C20 pair, Tahiti 8-9,
22, 27, Upper Volta 43-65, Wallis and Futuna 1-28, 122, 179-81 and C41, generally F.-V.F. appearance, usual mixed condition, with
better Scott value of sets and singles. Viewing recommended. Scott approximately $13,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France & Colonies, Stock, 1852-1980’s. On stock pages and loose album pages, with low duplication, neatly presented
in Scott order. Highlights include: Dahomey 7-14, French Andorra, French Morocco, French Polynesia, French West Africa,
Indo-China 16-20, 24-40, 115-38, B8-12, J18-30, Madagascar 2, 3, 4-6, 21, 22, nearly complete 1896 Commerce, 48-55, 74, 76
imperf, C1, C3-24, C54, Monaco 2 (2), 27, 122 (2 o.g.), 127, New Caledonia 29, 55, 78-80, St. Pierre and Miquelon 11, 18, 46-51, 68,
some France Libre F.N.F.L. overprints, 324-42, 393-95, 412-14, 415-16, C15-17, C20, Senegal, Tunisia, Wallis and Futuna Islands
1-28, mostly used, some o.g., generally hinged (a minority never hinged), generally F.-V.F. appearance, usual mixed condition, with
decent catalog value and some large complete sets from this very popular area. Scott approximately $10,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
France & Colonies, Classics Collection, 1849-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items including: some
early Ceres and Napoleon issues, 9, 19, 37, 83, 96, 117-32, B3-6, B12-19, B21-23, Offices in China - Canton 60-64, French Colonies
1-6, good selection of Napoleon, Ceres and Peace and Commerce, 55-59, Andorra 18, Gabon 33-42, Guadeloupe 1-2, 6-9, Ivory
Coast 12-17, Indo China 3-11, 13-21, some good early Madagascar, New Caledonia 11-13, 66-74, 78-79, J1-7, Reunion 6-10, 12, 14,
34-42, 44, 46-52, St. Pierre and Miquelon 1-3, 11, 29, 33-35, 36-45, 60-70, 72, 75-78, 136-57 and Tunisia 7. A few faults, but generally
lovely appearance that would be a great start to building a French Colonies collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Volume One: French Colonies (A-F): #1-3 used ($80), #5-6 used ($95), #7 used ($80), ##23 used ($140), #24-5 used ($600, #29
used ($70), #30-2 used ($40), #43 used, signed ($90), #46-56 used ($90), #B1 ($50); Alaouites #1-15 ($130); #6-10 ($35), #J7a
(black overprint) MNH ($150); #C5-12 ($60);#C5-8 tied on piece with KERDAHA 1925 CDS ($30+); #31, 31b ($45), #25-37 ($45),
#C2-4 ($50), #38-45 ($$35); #C17-21 ($130), #49 used ($50); Alaouites-Latakia #1-16, #18-22 ($170), #C1-10 ($150); Alexandretta
#1-7, 9-12 ($90), #C1-6, 8 ($65), #1//8 used ($30), #J1-6 ($70), #13-7 ($260); Algeria #1//32 ($50), #33//67, higher values MNH
($150), #B1-12 ($50), #C9-11 MNH ($50); Cameroun #101 used (425), 119 used ($35), #119 “DUALA 23-6-16" CDS ($35+), #124a
($110), #125 ($105), #130//46 ($40), #141b, 144b ($25), #147-68 ($40), #170-88, 90-1, 93-211 ($95), #225-54 ($40), #267 ($25),
#277-8 ($60), #278A ($65), #279 ($55), #B7-9 ($100), #280-1 ($25), #B16-17 ($80), #278 used ($35), #B21-5 ($140); Castellorizo #
7, signed twice ($125), #14-5, signed ($70), Central African Republic (Ubangi-Shari) #22 ($45), #23-40 ($95), #77-81 ($55), #J1-11
($35); Chad #1-18 ($110). #19-50 ($120), #51-8 ($35), #57-9 used ($40), #J1-22 ($85), Cilicia #2-5 ($55), m6-9 ($50), #J1-4 ($125),
#2-5 ($45), #10-20 ($205), #21 used ($35), #31-4 ($40), #J9-12 ($100), #66 ($30), #57-61 ($65), #63 ($35), #77-8 ($40), #63, 66 used
($60), #79//99, with varieties ($240), #99c used ($40), #107 ($35), #110-14 ($70), #117-26 ($45), #117-26 used ($40): Comoro
Islands: Anjouan #1-13 ($210), #18-9 ($125), #20-30 (#30), #16-7 used ($75); Grand Comoro #20c-25a ($65); Mayotte #14-16 ($75),
#19 ($30), #22-32 ($30); Moheli #12-5 ($75); Comoro #40-2 ($30), #C1-3 MNH ($35), #C12-7 MNH ($75), #67-72 MNH ($65),
#77-82, #C26-8 ($35); French Congo #18-33 ($390), 22-Fournier and other forgeries (ECV $100), #35-49 ($225), #49a, with APS
Cert ($750), #45-9 used ($145), Color Essays (ECV $100); Middle Congo #21-2 ($55), #23//50 ($50), #J23-33 ($40), #65-88 ($190);
Dahomey, Benin #6 ($35), #22//32 ($225), #43-5 ($85), #12A ($35), #26-9 ($100), #17-25 used ($65); #42//86 ($65), #87-107 ($85),
#B8-14 ($30); Fezzan #2N1-23 ($105), #2NB1-2NJ6 ($65); Ghadames #3N1-#NC#B12-3 used ($80), 2 ($90); French Equatorial
Africa # 1-10 ($55), #4-10 used ($45), 11//26 ($140), #33-72 ($55), #B1-8 ($120), #128 ($65), #83//125 ($650), #C9-10,12-16 ($360),
#129-32 on postcards as issued ($95), #129-32 used on postcard Registered ($70+), #129-32 used on two Registered postcards
($150+), #120-32 used on pieces ($70), #B22-35 ($610), #B28//35 used ($140), #B12 ($65), #B14-5 ($80); French Guiana #10
($155), #24 signed ($55), #29 signed ($145), #47-9 ($80), #32//50 used ($85), #51-86 ($80); French Guinea #14-7 ($205), #39-45
($80), #46-7 MNH ($100+), #63//104 m/u ($140), #B3-7 ($50); French India #24 ($30), #25-49 ($55), #54-79 ($105), #B71-11 ($30),
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#117-23,124-34 ($130), #157a used ($250), #157//176 ($80), #185 ($75), #186 used ($35), #188-90 ($205), #191-209 ($105);
French Morocco #19 ($40), 31-7 used ($190), #11-20 used ($80), #22 used ($120), #A1-4 ($50), #J17-22 ($30), #J35-41 ($55);
Volume Two: French Colonies (F-L): French Oceania, Tahiti #8 ($55), #9 ($60), #11 ($75), #15 ($90), #28 ($75); Polynesia #1//20
($395), #21//54 ($110), #1-8 used ($45), #11-12 used ($50), #72-4 ($70), #80-116 ($80), #117-23 ($60), #B5-10 ($165), #125-32
($80), #135 ($75), #160-78 ($60), #C24-7 ($80), #C24-7 used ($35), #34-6 used ($30), #C38-41 MNH ($80), #223-6 MNH ($35),
#C45-7 MNH ($35), #C49-50 MNH ($70), #C54 MNH ($80), #253-7 MNH ($35), #C94 MNH ($25), #C96-7 MNH ($40), #C99 MNH
($40), #C100-4 MNH ($85), #C105-6 MNH ($35), #C107-14 MNH ($240), #C117-21 MNH ($60), #296-9 MNH ($40), #C153-8 MNH
($55), #495-506 MNH ($70), appears largely complete MNH through 1983 (#663) ($$$); Senegambia & Niger #9-11 ($60); Upper
Senegal & Niger #6-11 ($50), #16 ($45), #18//34 ($45); French Sudan #51//60 ($70), #B7-10 ($30); French West Africa #C14-6 MNH
($60), #O1-12 ($50); Gabon #26 ($25), #25-8 used ($90), #30-1 ($120), #85-111 used ($50), #118-9 MNH ($30), #J12-22 ($55),
#112-9 used ($45), #J23-33 used ($55), #139 MNH ($30), #146 MNH ($35), #124-47 used ($190); Guadeloupe #J4 used ($55), #J6
($35), #J11-12 used ($75), #1-2 used ($120), #3-5 used ($60), #6-9 used ($125), #10-11 ($35), #4 pair used ($55+), #5 used ($30),
#6-7 ($55), #8 pair with different surcharges (ECV $145), #14-8 ($40), #24 unused no gum ($65), #20 used pair ($60+), #22-3 used
($105), #39-40 used ($30), #85a used ($165), #52 ($60), #54-82 ($40), #45b NH ($45), #46a pair ($35+), #48a ($55), #49 ($40),
#86-5 ($35), #96-137 ($50), #142-54 ($80), #B3-8 ($60); Annam & Tonkin # 1-3 used ($120); Cochin China #2-5 m/u ($200), #1 used
($120); Indochina #3-15,17 used ($55), #J1, J4 used, signed ($45), #36 used ($30), #53-4 ($30), #50-5 used ($50), #B1-12 ($80),
#65-81 used ($145), #171-92 ($60), #B14-19, CB1 ($150); Ivory Coast #1-5 ($45), #8-9 ($40), #13 ($30), #Q27 ($45), $26-8 ($35),
#92-111 ($65), #B2-7 ($55); Lebanon #45-8 ($130);
Volume Three: French Colonies (M-R): Madagascar, Diego Suarez #1-5 used ($425), #13//20 used ($180), #J1 used ($120), #25//37
($150), #38-49 ($130); Nossi-Be #J9 used ($25), 29//31 used ($100); St. Pierre & Madagascar #7 ($30); Madagascar/Malagasy
#14-9 ($190), #J3//6 ($35), #28//47 ($235), #48-55 ($95), #58-60 ($35), #28-60 used ($85), #76 ($75), #77 ($85), #63-72 used ($35),
#115-34 ($200), #132 used ($35), #C1//24 ($100), #B3-7, CB1 ($70), #230-7 ($40); Martinique #1 ($65), #13-6 ($140), #24 signed
($20), 6//19 used ($240), #22-4 used ($55); #26-8 used ($70), #54-7 ($80), #48-50 ($75), #62//100 ($60), #119b ($50), #J15-25
($65), #12-8 ($45), #133-72 ($40), #173-85 ($70), #B3-7 ($55), #C12 MNH ($45), #C12 used ($25); Mauritania #15 ($30), #18-53
($50), #65-75 ($45); New Caledonia #6-7 ($80), #6a-7a inverted surcharges VF ($100+), #12 ($25), #3 ($40), #6-6a used ($55), #9
used ($35), #11-3 used ($90), #11a used ($40), #12a used x2 ($45), #23//25 used ($75), #27 used ($25), #35//37 ($45), #45,49 ($35),
#51-2 ($500, #55 ($125), #58 unused no gum (#45), #59,62 ($45), #64-64a ($65), #36-8 used ($45), #4-50 used ($40), #66-73 ($80),
#81-7 ($30), #J1//J3 ($25), #J7 ($45), #66//77 used ($75), #J1-4 used ($45), #J6-7 ($120), #88-116 ($400, #122b inverted surcharge
($45), #124-35 ($35), #136-75 ($65), #182//205 ($155), #208-16 ($45), #B4-9, CB1 ($120), #217//36 ($140)#248//51 ($65), #C21-3
($35), #C27 MNH ($35), #O1-13 ($50), #311-17a ($35), #C29-32 MNH ($50), #C36-40 ($55), #351a MNH ($35), #C51-3 MNH 40),
#C68-72 MNH ($80), #C226-C256 MNH ($140), #687 MNH ($40), many issues through 1993 ($$), #O14-31 MNH ($35); New
Hebrides #1-5 ($70), #6-10 ($60), #11-21 ($60), 1//5 used ($45), #36-42 ($70), #28 used ($30), #31-2 used ($110), #60-4 ($45),
#50-3 used ($75), #J3-5 ($150), #J6-10 ($105), #67-78 MNH ($225), #J11-15 ($60), #79-82 mint and used set ($50), #91-3 used
($150), #94-108 ($65), #110-11 used ($30), #118-22 MNH ($50), #123 used ($30), #184-5 used ($50), #215-9 MNH ($40), #236-48
MNH ($65), many stamps through 1980 ($); Niger ##1-28 ($35), #B7-10 MNH ($25); Reunion #6-7 ($90), #9 ($30), #6 ($65), #14
($45), #J3 ($45), #5-7 used ($120), #9-10 used ($1000, #J1-5 used ($120), #12 used ($65), #14 used ($45), #J1-5 used ($230), #21-2
($100), #25 ($45), #45 ($30), #48-50 ($190), #17-25 used ($115), #29-33 used ($55), #51-2 used ($80), #53-5 used ($30), #56-9
($55), #59c ($50), #60//98 ($1000, #126-73 ($60), ##B4-9, CB1 ($145), #C1 ($290), #178-222 ($165), #249-67 ($30), #C32-4 ($50),
#C39-41 LH ($525), #268-82 ($150), #C35-8 ($75), #J36-44 ($50), #283-98 ($110), #299-309 ($140), #C44 MNH ($45), #C46-7
MNH ($50); Ile Rouad #4//16 ($85);
Volume Four: French Colonies (S -W): St. Pierre and Miquelon #22a ($85), #24a ($65), 2/2a in pair ($420+), #3 ($45), #26 ($50), #27
($35), #27a ($65), #23-4 ($50), #1-3 used ($130), #6 used ($35), #11 used ($50), #15 used($40), #18 used ($95), 19a used ($40),
#30 used ($30), #30 used double overprint (ECV $100), #27a ($65), #36-45 ($190), #46-51 ($85), #47 with ”P" and “n” missing, #54
($40), #38-9 used ($30), #41-5 used ($90), #53 used ($35), #46 and #48 used with overprint errors, #60-73 ($250), #77 ($35), #Q2
($30), #110-30 ($25), #70 used ($25), #74-5 used ($50), #110-16 gutter pairs (!), #79-109 ($135), #J10-20 ($35), #121-31 ($80),
#132-5 ($25), #131 used ($40), Provisional Issues, “Paid” handstamps on covers ($$), #136-57 ($90), #155-6 used ($30),
12-different Paquebot cancellations, #J21-31 ($135), #172-206 ($60), #B3-8 ($90), #B3-8 used ($95), #260-79 ($1,175), #260 used
($55), #273 ($55), #286 ($75), #295 ($75), #299 ($190), #217-8, 229, 240, 246 on censored cover ($250+), #285, 288, 290, 291 on
registered, censored cover, rare ($300++),#J48-9 ($50), #208 ($70), #209, 211, 214-5 ($90), #209//11 used ($40), #224 ($110),
#226//241 ($260), #245-6 ($40), #246 used ($30), #J45 signed ($60), #B9-10 $130), #221 used ($30), #249-55 ($225), #249, 251-3
used ($80, #259-60 ($45), #217-20, including #C18a with APS Cert ($820), #58-64 ($120), #J66 ($35), #J46-46a ($65), #300-23
($30), #C14-17 ($45), #324-42 ($55), #336-42 used ($35), #C20 MNH ($65), #C21-22 MNH ($80), #C24-7 MNH ($165), #C29-32a
MNH ($50), #C35-8 MNH ($95), #C40-4 MNH ($190), #C45-6 MNH ($65), #383-8 MNH ($50), #397-8 MNH ($35), #404-6 MNH
($50), #408-11 MNH ($200), #415-6 MNH ($60), #434-8 MNH ($$30), #439-42 MNH ($40), #446-52 MNH ($65), #C47-50 MNH
($130), #C51-5 MNH ($110),#C59-60 ($40), continues with most issues mint or MNH through 1993 (#595); Senegal #37-45 used
($35), #49 ($45), #53//55 ($45)#57-72 ($285), #57-69 used ($65), #J4//10 ($60), #73-122 ($90), #J20-31 ($30), #B4-8, CB1 ($60)
(Somali Coast) Obock #13 ($30), #15 ($30), #16 ($50), #17 ($35), #18 ($60), #20 ($90), #23-4 ($40), #4 used ($40), #17 used ($30),
#21//25 used ($60), #44A ($60), #46-54 ($70), #49//55 used ($55), #56//58 ($30), #56-7 CDS ($25); Djibouti #25//28 ($100), #23-4,
28 used ($90), #6//19 ($265), #6//19 CDS used ($230), #30-3 ($160), #33E used ($60); Somali Coast #41//45 ($35), #56 ($25), #59
($25), #61-3 ($60), #110-18 ($50),#129-34 ($35), 3135-8, 145 ($35), #146//78 ($35), #B3-7 ($45), #183-93 MNH ($130), #J21-28
MNH ($35), #194-223 MNH ($450), #275-82 MNH ($25); Syria #5 ($35), #7 ($25), #8 ($35), #10 ($110), #21-3 MNH ($25), #51-2
($75), #42a ($25), #92-97 MNH ($40+), #64//8 ($90), #C1 ($160), #C2 used ($50), #C4 ($90), #82-90 ($400, #73-5 used ($25), #77
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($55), #7¢ signed ($60), #104//15 ($40), #C7-9 used on pieces ($105), #C14-17 ($120), #135-6 ($60), #166-70 ($1200, #B1-12 MNH
($35); Togo #189-92 ($45), #193-215 ($45), #216-53 ($45), #B2-8 ($70); Tunisia #1-3 used ($25), #9//24 used ($45), #58-61 ($25),
#B54-72 ($120); Upper Volta ##33-41 ($30); #1-28 ($30); Wallis and Futuna #1//28 ($70), #29-42 ($120), #J9-10 ($35), #43//84
($120), #85-8 ($35), #89-91 ($35), #B1-5 ($95), #94-126 ($765), $J24 ($40), #J33 ($45), #J34 ($45), #C16-20 MNH ($80), #177-8
MNH ($25), #179-81, C41 MNH ($80), #C47-52 MNH ($30), #C69 MNH ($30), #218-28a MNH ($60), #C90-107 MNH ($95), #242-61
MNH ($50), #C165-73 MNH ($120), pretty much complete MNH through 1993 ($$); Plus Hagner stocksheets in White Ace binder
with 1990s & early twenty-first-century issues, booklets, souvenir sheets, imperfs, etc., all MNH (ECV $300+);
There are over 15,000 different stamps here, about 75% mint (from 1950s, most appears NH); there are about a dozen very scarce or
rare items, several with certificates; there are also about two dozen covers, all of them non-philatelic and very desirable; there are
numerous paper (thin, thick, chalk-coated, white, GC), printings, color-shifts, die, overprint, perforation and even watermark
varieties, as well as gutter-pairs, imperforates, and many, many identified forgeries (there are many dozens Fournier forgeries); these
specialty items are usually not valued; we could easily have taken out the $10,000-15,000 in better items and sold them individually
and then still sold this as a great collection, but we have kept it completely intact! Several of the better French Colonies (such as
Polynesia, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Wallis and Futuna) extend beyond the late late 1960s and continue
into the 1980s or early 1990s (no “wallpaper” countries); there are also several individual colonies that might be considered major
collections in their own right, most especially St. Pierre & Miquelon, which has one of the best collection we have seen in many years!
Check this beauty out! The stamps will speak for themselves! o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott
approximately $45,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
765

HH/H/m

766

H/m
French Colonies, Collection, 1850-2010. A strong intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes
and on Scott International pages, containing over 7,950 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented throughout
with a good mix of early issues to modern issues, priced inexpensively for the novice collector to build upon or a great collection to fill in
your existing collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

767

HH/H

768

HH/H/m

French Asia, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1985. Over 1,200 stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in three binders
and on pages, with mint like Annam & Tonkin 1-3, Cambodia 1-17, booklet with 15a, 16a, 17a, 18a, 23a, 26a, 28a, 53-58, C14a,
Cochin China 3-4, Indo-China, Laos 1-17, 25-26, C13, Viet Nam, a great collection to build upon, some scarce material present,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

769

H

770

HH/H/m

30

French Colonies, Middle East Collection, 1919-74. Very extensive collection of French colonies, mandates and
territories on Scott Specialty pages, including; Alaouites (apparently complete by Scott numbers), Alexandretta (also appears
complete), Cilicia (two-thirds complete, Latakia (looks complete), Lebanon (looks complete until 1949, many others through 1974,
including extensive airmails), Syria (very extensive, about 95% complete through 1957); also contains UAR (Syria and Egypt) mainly
complete through 1964; this old-time fresh and crisp collection is a historical window into the rise of ISIS and the Syrian Civil War; you
can see how the partitions and mandates effected Syria and the Middle East; virtually all mint, later appear NH; this kind of material
and these items are getting very difficult to locate, a great opportunity! generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

French Africa, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. Over 8,500 stamps & souvenir sheets housed in thirteen volumes
and on pages, includes but not limited to Afars & Issas 343-347, C56, C58-C59, Algeria 126-130, 286-290, Alaouites C1-C4,
C17-C19, Anjouan 15, 16, 18, Cameroun C38-C40, Central Africa Republic, Chad 137a, Comoro Islands 40-42, 48-53, 69-72,
C1-C3, C4, C5-C6, French Congo C2-C4, Gabon C14-C17, C39, Ivory Coast 21-36, 42-77, 84-91, B8-B11, J1-J8 Obock 12-20,
Reunion, Madagascar, Senegal, Somali Coast 12-18, 275-282, 283-286, 287-292, B3-B7, C23, Syria C10-C13, C14-C17, Togo,
a tremendous collection with dozens of premium items waiting to be discovered, investigation is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

French Colonies: French Guinea and Guinea, Collection, 1892-2003. On Scott Specialty pages and later blank pages
in two bulging green binders, extremely extensive from the classic era through modern; collection begins with French Guinea
colonials, which is complete except for a handful, most mint, a few scattered extra used examples; modern-era of independence is
virtually complete for the period, including perforates, imperforates, souvenir sheets, gold and silver foil and other specialized
material; Guinea was a pioneer in issuing beautiful, high-quality topical material beginning with the natural wildlife of the country,
sports, Olympics, World Cup, space, JFK, fish, butterflies, birds, cats, dogs, insects, reptiles, mushrooms, astronomers, inventors,
railways, paintings, Christian themes, QE II and Diana; in the 1990s it expanded to several very popular themes like: WWII, films,
dinosaurs, important historical anniversaries, Prince William, Spiderman, Frank Sinatra, Marilyn, Elvis, Beatles, Tiger Woods, Cal
Ripken, Jr., “Shoeless” Joe Jackson, Reagan, Einstein, Jackie O, Pope John Paul, Mother Theresa, James Bond, Mantle and Maris,
Babe Ruth, Muhammed Ali, Gone With the Wind, Taylor and Burton, chess masters, musicians, artists, painters; after the Scott-listed
items, there are hundreds of all different stamps and souvenir sheets that are not listed or priced in Scott, but there is obviously a lot of
value in these attractive and highly popular areas; some are shown in the photographs, F.-V.F. 2012 Scott $9,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Oceania and French Polynesia, Collection, 1892-1993. On black Vario pages, neatly presented in Scott order.
Highlights include: some early Commerce issues, 21-54 (mint, only 48 and 52 are used), 72-75, C17-19, C21, C24-27, C37, C50,
C54, C63-67, C89-93 and C100-104. Condition appears generally sound, with many complete sets of this very popular area, o.g.,
mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H

772

H

773

HH/H

774

HH/H

775

HH/H/m

776

H

777

H/m
French Colonies: Togo, Collection, 1897-2008. On Scott Specialty and blank pages in two green binders, mixed mint
and used until about mid-1930s, after which it is apparently complete mint through 2008, including back-of-the-book and souvenir
sheets; includes many key and popular topicals! F.-V.F. 2015 Scott $7,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

778

HH/H/m French Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. Over 4,000 stamps mounted in five volumes, with French
Equatorial Africa, Andorra 143-153, C4, French Guinea 116-119, French India, French Morocco, French Guiana 98-99,
152-155, 192-208, B4-B8, C18-C20, French Polynesia C41a, Guadeloupe, Inini, Martinique B3-B7, Monaco, New Caledonia
C21-C23, C27, C29-C32, C33, New Hebrides 1-5, 36-37, Saint Pierre & Miquelon 404-407, 419-422, J10-J20, J21-J31, C15-C17,
C21-C22, Tahiti 8-13, 29-31, 110-111, 124-125, France Offices in China 1, 3-7, Canton 15-24, 67-84, Hoi Hao 67-80,
Kwangchowan 54-74, 75-98, Mongtseu 16-29, Pakoi 1-11, 52-69, Tchongking, Yunnan Fou, In Crete 1-15, Alexandria 1-14,
Port Said 70-80, Levant 1-7, Cavalle 9-15, Zanzibar J1-J5, lots of seldom seen material here, some condition issues, check ‘er out,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

779

H/m

780

H/m/)

781

H

French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Mint Collection, 1955-96. A magnificent collection mounted in a binder,
includes 16-19, 23-24, 25-28, 30, 58-63, C1-C2, C3, C6, C7, C11, C13-C14, C18, C19-C23, C26-C27, appears complete mint for
period, the buy of the auction, review at your leisure, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,001
French Colonies: French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-95. Mostly complete on Scott Specialty
and Minkus pages, containing better items sets and souvenir sheets including: 2-7, 16-19, 16-19, 20-21, 23-24, 25-28, 30, 31, 32,
33-36, 37-44, 46-51, 52-53, 58-63, C1-2, C3, C4-5, C6, C7, C8, C11, C12, C13-14, C16a, C17, C18, C19-23, C25a, C26-27, C29-32
and C35a, o.g., mostly lightly hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-2001. Appears complete with all the great premium sets
and singles from the 1960’s and early 1970’s up through the elusive modern issues, some minor duplication, a great collection for a
collector looking to fill in this area, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Mint Collection, 1960’s-2000’s. Of approximately 100 sets and singles with
mind duplication that added up to $100’s worth of new issue cost, adding up to decent Scott value, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-93. On black Vario pages, neatly presented in Scott order.
Highlights include: 16-19, 23-24, 31, 32, 58-63, C11-12, C16a, C17 and C26. Condition appears generally sound, with decent catalog
value from this popular area, o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged), generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,350+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

French Colonies: Mayotte, Comoro Islands & Anjouan, Collection, 1892-2009. Nice collection in Scott specialty
album from first issues in 1892 to 2009, including back-of-the-book; from 1950s on appears complete mint, with souvenir sheets and
specialty items; beautiful stamps from the tropical islands in the Madagascar Channel! o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. 2010 Scott $4,800+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

French Area, Diverse Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1945. A few hundred mint & used stamps, includes France 29-31
mint, 32-37 used, mint 198-201, B1-B2, B3-B9, B11, B12-B19, Algeria, Indo-China, Offices in Crete, Offices in Alexandria, Offices in
Port Said, Offices in Turkey, French India, French Morocco, French Congo 35-49, Cameroun 130-146, Chad 1-18 Gabon, Middle
Congo, Niger, Tunisia, Ubangi-Shari 1-22, 23-40, Upper Volta, Wallis & Fortuna, classics usual mixed condition, but the quality is
much better than normally encountered, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Georgia, Collection, 1919-2000. Housed in a spring back on quadrille pages and a Schaubek hingeless album,
containing covers (8), picture postal cards (20+) and stamps from both the Republic and Soviet Republic, with many large multiple
blocks, an interesting and fairly comprehensive collection showing some neat varieties including the consular stamps of
Constantinople, the Schaubek album is virtually complete from 1983 to 1997 and intermittently filled after that to 2003, a nice
grouping, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

web site).
782

Georgia, Consular Post Collection. 36 different including proofs, rarely seen, perusal encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

German Area, Collection, 1850-1990. In11 Lindner albums, plus two stock books of duplications, formed by a quality
conscious and advanced collector, high degree of completion including back of book, mixed mint and used, German States
containing 1870 Alsace and Lorraine issues, Baden, Bavaria coat of arms imperf set to 18kr with various shades of perforated issue,
77-91, Bergedorf, Braunschweig, Bremen 5, 8, 11, Hamburg, Hanover, Helgoland, Lubeck, Mecklenburg - Schwerin, Mecklenburg Strelitz, North German Confederation, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig - Holstein, Thurn and Taxis and Wurttemberg,
Germany starting with Imperial Eagles (only missing 17 and 22), includes 65A, post WWI issues well represented and completing a
nice showing of Deutsches Reich, band and carpet post horn overprints in various types, most souvenir sheets B68, Olympics and
Hitler sheets, good post war regular and semi-postal issues, C35-37, C38-39, C40-42, C43-45, Occupation Issues: Baden,
Rheinland and Wurttemberg post-war issues with complete sets and souvenir sheets, Berlin occupation containing complete “Berlin”
overprints and Bells, offices abroad and German colonies are mostly complete only missing a few of the most difficult issues with
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Yachts virtually complete for these issues through the 5m, good Russian Zone Berlin locals and 1948 “3 Berlin” surcharge set, post
WWII locals moderately to mostly complete with some complete sets and many different handstamp locals, some interesting
Zusammendrücke, plebiscites are virtually complete Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia, Schleswig, Independent States:
Danzig, Memel and Saar with early overprints through the difficult 1920’s to 1930’s semi postals and difficult souvenir sheets B64a
and CB1a Aka Flood sheets, mostly complete WWI and WWII German occupation issues with WWI occupation of Belgium, Poland,
Romania, France, Malmedy, Eupen, Malmedy, and WWII including Deutsches Reich Africa issue signed by two experts, Bohemia
and Moravia, Alsace, Lorraine, Luxembourg, Poland, Estonia, Ukraine, Ostland, Lithuania, Jersey, Albania, Laibach, Montenegro,
Zara and Serbia, generally F.-V.F., a fantastic collection filled with stamps in clean premium albums. German enthusiasts should take
note of this collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
783

H/m/)
German Area, Massive Accumulation, 1850-1990. Housed in two large cartons with sixteen volumes and many more
mounted on pages, with a wide range of States, Colonies, Offices, Empire and DDR, includes Scott album with 16 Graf Zeppelin
stamps mint & used, excellent coverage of Republic and Occupied issues, as this is a last minute walk in we will leave it to the viewers
pleasure to inspect this handsome lot, condition issues as to be expected, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

784

HH/H/m German Area, Collection, 1868-2008. In 16 Lindner hingeless albums and slip cases, pre World War II issues are mixed
mint and used, post World War II issues are mostly never hinged and mostly complete, Germany Empire to 1948 in Scott Specialty
album (without slip case), with highlights that include: some North German Confederation, Empire: 1-10, 12-13, 14-21, 23-24 mint,
27-28, 52-64, 363-65, 634-61, B49-57, B59-67, B68a-d, B91-2, B105, B141-43, C35-37 used, C38 flight cover, C46-56, West
Germany from 1949-1995 in 4 volumes, highlights include 665-666, 669, 686, 702-21, B310-13, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23,
B327-30, B334-37, Germany from 1996-2001 (stamps still need to be filled in from 2001-2008) in 3 volumes, German Occupation of
Berlin from 1948-1990 in three volumes, mostly used to 1953, mostly mint (never hinged) after, highlights include: Berlin overprints
used, 9N35-41 used, 9N61-63 used, 9NB1-3 used, DDR from 1949-1990 in 6 volumes, highlights include 58-67, 82-84, 122-36, 144a
(perf and imperf), 146a (perf and imperf), 155-71, 187-204, 264a and B21a, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. A
great collection of fresh stamps nearly complete after post war to modern issues, only needing a little catch up among recent years
and some filling in among the pre-WWII issues, housed in clean premium albums which album replacement cost alone is over $1,500.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

785

H/m

786

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1850-2010. A decent intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes and
on Scott International pages, containing over 5,350 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented throughout with
decent DDR, a few Colonies Yachts, well represented States with several high Scott value singles, Germany: some Imperial Eagles,
12, 28, 668, B316-17, C38-39, C44 and C55, a few misidentified, but the vast majority is correctly identified, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $15,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

787

H/m/)

788

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1851-1996. Mounted in two Scott albums, with excellent mint & used States and Empire
issues, used has B103, C35-C36, mint B102, with extensive Semi-Postals, Officials, Occupations, Offices, Colonies, some reference
material, Togo 7-15 on a registered cover, a fruitful lot with many extras, catalog value $10,000.00 per 1990 Scott, a few condition
issues, but overall F.-V.F., a great collection for breaking up (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

789

H/m

32

German Area, Mostly Used Collection, 1850-1993. In five Scott Specialty albums, mostly used to 1960’s, mostly mint
after, Colonies with some decent early Empire overprint issues Yacht partial sets, Allenstein and Baden are nearly complete, Bavaria
is strong with 200+ different stamps, decent Brunswick, Caroline Islands 1-23 (2 sets), Czechoslovakia, good Danzig with 200+
different stamps, some good Alsace and Lorraine occupation issues, German South West Africa is mostly complete, Hamburg,
Hanover, Kiauchau 42, Lubeck, Luxembourg, nearly complete Mariana Islands, Marienwerder, Marshall Islands, strong Memel,
Poland occupation, Prussia, Saar (mini collection in Lindner pages) 1-17, 68-83, 99-116, B1-8, B9-14, B11, B12, B16-22, B23-28,
B36, B37-43, B47-53, B54-60 (2 sets), C1-11, Samoa nearly complete, Saxony nearly complete, Serbia 2NB27-28, 2NC1-10, Togo
1-23, Upper Silesia - some good overprints, 140+ different Wurttemberg and Germany Imperial Eagles are mostly used and nearly
complete, C35-37 and B309-47, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great lot for the online retailer, but the German collector will surely
find many interesting stamps here! (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

German Area, Gorgeous Mint & Used Collection, 1845-2008. Residing in twelve albums, includes mint IPOSTA sheet,
B102 NH, B103, B106, German States mint & used with cut squares, postal stationery, blocks, German Offices in China, in Morocco,
in Turkish Empire, colonies of Cameroun, East Africa, New Guinea, Kiauchau, Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Togo, mint
& used with postal stationery, plebiscite regions Allenstein, Danzig, Memel and Saar mint 68-83, used C9-C11, excellent coverage of
Occupations, three albums of DDR with mint 58-67, mint 9N70-9N74, 9N75-9N79, used 9NB8-9NB11, attempts at collecting mint &
used parallel collections, covers, mint & used postal stationery throughout, a true collector’s collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Mostly Used Classics Collection, 1849-1936. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items
including: Baden 2-4, 6-9, 16-17, Bavaria 3, 9-13, 15-20, 31-32, Brunswick 12, 21, Hamburg 19, Hanover 1, 6, 11-13, 20-23, 29,
Thurn and Taxis Northern District 1-7, 8-13, Southern District 51, Wurtemberg 5, 22, 44, 48, Germany 1-10, 12, 14, 19, 26, B15-18,
B23-27, B28-32, B34-37, B38-41, B59-67, C35-37, Offices in China 1-6, 25-35, 47-56, Morocco 1-6 and good selection of Empire
issues, 45-55, Turkish Empire 2-6, 13-23, 28, 43-52, 54, Saar 1-15, 17, 68-83, 99-116, 139-54, B1-4, B5-8, C5-8 and O1-15.,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, overall a collection with many of the popular colonies early Empire issues and some better sets.
Viewing recommended to fully appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1926. A few hundred stamps mounted on Scott pages, includes Germany
Empire mint 12-13, 14-16, 20-21, 28, 337-339, 350, 351-362, B15-B18, C20-C26, C27-C34, Bavaria mint 73-76, 77-91, 77b-91a
imperf, postage dues and officials, Turn & Taxis mint & used, Danzig mint 1-15, C1-C3, C26-C30, officials, postage dues, with
duplication of some issues, a great lot to seive through, viewing of this clean, attractive holding will indeed be worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

794

H

795

H/m

796

)

797

)

798

)

799

H/m

800

)

German Area, Collection. In two KaBe albums, Baden and Bavaria some good early square numerals, plus the various
other small states with some better catalog value singles, good selection of early WWI German occupation overprints and WWII Nazi
occupation issues, Allenstein is mostly complete, good early Danzig with an overall decent level of completion, Memel and Saar have
a moderate level of completion, decent China offices 1897 set, 1901 set to 80pf, 1905 complete, Morocco is mostly complete, only
needing some Mark issues, Turkey has sparse to moderate level of completion, decent Yacht issues among the Colonies including
some Mark values, Bundespost good mint commemoratives from 1948-49 Berlin overprint set, 1949 to mid 1950’s regular and semi
postal issues and Lufthansa set. Some condition issues among the early States issues, good condition among the post war issues,
overall a useful collection with decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice lot if you are starting a Germany collection or
looking for a collection to break down for individual retail sale. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Collection, 1849-1946. Housed in a pleasingly filled Schaubek album with all stamps in mounts, a good,
useful selection of material from all areas represented including about 20 cover from German States, early issues, sets etc., owner’s
catalog value states over $9,500, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Collection, 1872-1993. Including Germany, Berlin and German Democratic Republic on Scott
International pages in blue binder; early issues for Germany are used and nicely cancelled, such as: 2-5 ($108), 15//24 ($250), 27
($43), 29-34 ($41), etc; later includes; 670-85 ($41), 668-9 ($90), etc.; from about 1966, for Germany and Berlin collection becomes
mint, apparently NH, in black Showguard mounts, then largely complete through 1993 (with pages through 2000); GDR is more
scattered, mainly used, with pages to 1990; basis of a great collection, to fill empty spaces or for sale online, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German States: Bavaria, Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1920. A few hundred stamps, including duplication, on
various album pages from a few different sources; highlights include (used unless noted “*”) #3, 6a, 6b, 7, 8-10*, 13 (2), 14, 21, 22, 31,
112-114, 118-119, 121 and 123-135; there is also a nice group of Return labels including two full sheets, and a small group of
Telegraph stamps; there is a bit of mixed condition early, but all the highlights above are Very Fine, the mint with o.g. A useful lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German States: Thurn & Taxis, Collection, 1852-66. 58 mostly different plus 12 reprints; includes several better used
like #24, 25, 28 & 62; generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Germany, 1912 Rhine & Main Airmails - The Mounted Collection Balance. About 90 cards, virtually all used, on 76
Exhibition pages; included are 13 Royal Family cards, 5 “Weisser Hund” cards, 5 Foreign destinations (Holland, England & 3
Switzerland), a set of 3 Eugen Bracht cards, a Eugen Sekula card with a “Gelbur Hund”, as well as two other “Gelbur Hund” cards and
a good bit of collateral; also incs mint stamps, even a 20pf “E. EL. P.” (thinned). As for condition, there are a few problems, as should
be expected on a collection of this scope, but overall, an exceptional balance from the collection that was the basis for the 2009 book
Grand Duchess Eleonore’s Postkartenwoche, The Rhein / Main Airmails, 9 - 23 June 1912 by Terry Pizzala [a copy of which is
included]. (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Germany, Collection of Parcel Cards to Drutte-Braunschweig, 1944. Over 90 cards neatly mounted on quadrille
album pages from different cities mailed to the WWII Polish forced labor camp in Drutte-Braunschweig mostly from 1944, all franked
with Hitler head denominations, also included is a 1940 cover from Dachau Concentration Camp, an unusual collection; some minor
faults with a few cards, otherwise F.-V.F., a scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Germany, Postal History Lot, 1880-1950. Over two hundred sixty covers & cards in a small box, includes censored,
uprated postal stationery, feldpost, picture postcards, semi-postals, propaganda cards, a couple of flown zeppelin covers, 1936
Olympic cards, predominately from Germany but there are also Finland, Iceland and Japan, some great frankings, many could be
lotted separately, examination please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Collection, 1872-1945 and French and Russian Zone 1946-59. In KaBe album, consisting of Imperial
Eagles mostly complete (only missing a few Kr. denominations), 12-13 mint, 14, 27-28, Reichspost to 5m, 363-65, complete 1920’s
arms semi postals, B49-57, B91-92, B102-4, B105, B106 mint and used, B141-43, C35-37, C36-37 used, C28-39 used, C40 and C42
Polar Flight cover and post card addressed to H.E. Sieger, C44-45, C46-56 and Saar C12., generally F.-V.F. appearance, a nice lot to
fill in your German Empire to Reich Period or to break down for individual retail sale. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, Small Unmounted Balance. 11 cards and four photos; the cards include an appropriately used “Weisser
Hund” card, four Royal Family cards (one a Worms First Day, two mint), four used Official gray cards: one franked only with a 20pf
Semi-Official Airmail marked for postage due, one canceled Mainz on 14 June with the Semi-Official Airmail uncanceled, and one
used in 1932 on a Glider Flight; and two orange “Gelbur Hund” cards one with the 1m Semi-Official Airmail and one mint; the photos
include one of the “Schwaben” dropping a mail sack over the field at Darmstadt (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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801

H/m

802

HH

803

H/m

804

HH/H

805

HH/H
Germany: Federal Republic, Collection. In large stock book, with highlights that include: 669, 686, 688, 698-701,
B314-15, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23, B327-30 and B334-37. Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott approximately $3,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

806

HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Collection, 1949-54. On Lindner hingeless pages, containing better items including:
665-66, 667-68, 669, 686, 688, 693, 695, 698-701, 702-21, B310-13, B314-15, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23, B327-30, B332-33 and
B334-37, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

807

H

808

H/m/)

809

H/m/)

810

HH

811

)

812

H/m

813

H
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German Occupations and Plebiscites, Collection, 1914-44. Neatly mounted in a Lighthouse album, with better items
including Belgium N10-25, Bohemia and Moravia, Danzig - some early German stamps with Danzig cancels, 10 full sheet of 50, 125
full sheet of 25, 156-67, 200-10, 241-54, B21a, C26-30, J30-39, Poland 1K24 and Romania 3NJ1-7, F.-V.F., a great opportunity to
complete or build up this collection from this interesting historical period. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
German WW2 Occupation of Estonia, Accumulation, 1941-45. A stupendous accumulation of these stamps, with
NB1 imperf, NB3 perf and imperf, thousands of each, with an enormous catalog value, a lot that will not be seen again soon, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
German Democratic Republic, 1948-90. In Scott Specialty album from 1948 to 1990 including back of book, virtually
complete, mixed mint and used (mostly mint) to about mid 1953 then apparently complete mint including souvenir sheets thru 1990,
F.-V.F. 2011 Scott $7,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany: Federal Republic and DDR, Collection, 1955-68. Hundreds of stamps in five albums, DDR highlights
include: 58-67, 62-64, 85-88, 226a and 264a., o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,316 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Greece, Occupations, Balance of an Outstanding Collection, 1912-41. Several hundred stamps in a Scott Specialty
album; loaded with better material including such highlights as (mint unless noted), Chios N1, Lemnos N51Ab, Samos N87-91, “New
Greece” (all used) N122d, N147, N148, N151 (2), N163 (both mint & used), N166 (mint, light crease), Cavalla N169-173, Dedeagach
N188-201 (used); also Corfu N1-8 (2, one NH), NC2 (used, signed A. Diena), NC8-9 (NH signed A. Diena), N19-20, N22 (used);
Ionian Islands 1-4 and (mostly NH) N1-4, N7, N8a, N14a, N26-27, N26a-27a, NC1, NC13, NC13a, NC8, NC10 (light crease), NRA1,
2a, 3a, 4 & 4a; Thrace 5-9 (mint or used), 16-21, N40-45 (1d & 3d used), N51-54, N73-75, etc., etc.; also a good bit of unlisted
material. As for condition, it’s just about all F-VF with a good bit of NH. A truly exceptional lot. Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Greece, Saudi Arabia & Turkey Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1985. Approximately 4,000 stamps and souvenir sheets
mounted in three volumes and on pages, with Greece C8-C14, Saudi Arabia L24-L31, 187-191, Yemen, Turkey 8-13, 420-439,
682-704, 841, 915a, 933, 1054a, 1059-1074, 1101a, C6-C8, excellent coverage of back of the book, Alexandretta 1-12, Cilicia,
Crete 2-5, Eastern Rumelia, Epirus 5-12, Hatay, Thrace, with a few varieties, ideal lot for the specialist, some condition issues on
the 19th century material, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1982. Over 1900 stamps mounted in a Scott album, starts with mint and used
Crete, Epirus with mint 34-41, then Greece mint & used Hermes Heads 17-22, 32, Small Heads with two pages of color varieties,
176-178, 338-343, appears complete to 1980, mint airmails C1-C4, mint & used C22-C30, postage dues, postal tax stamps,
occupations, with varieties and reference material throughout, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Greenland, Marvelous Mint Collection, 1938-2014. Mounted in two Lindner hingeless albums and a binder, better mint
includes 1-9, 10-18, 19-27, 39-40, and appears complete after 1950, a terrific collection with great break up value, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Greenland, Cover Collection, 1939-2003. Containing approximately 1,200 to 1,500 covers with many polar expedition
with K’s and signatures and First Day covers, as an interesting curiosity group, you will find a couple hundred covers with forged
cachets by Rautschke, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Greenland, Collection, 1938-2004. In two albums, plus a group of year set folders, the early issues to 1961 on
home-made quadrille pages and mostly used with a nice selection of newer issues to 1961, the next album is generally mint and
arranged in stock pages. Highlights include: 1-9, 10-18, Q1-8, Thule 1-5 and complete mint year sets from 1979-2003, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Hungary, Town Cancels, 1850-70s. A small stockbook containing a marvelous collection more than 200 Austrian (58) or
Hungarian (156) stamps, virtually all mounted on small pieces of white paper, each with a tracing of the completed cancel “tying” the
stamp; nearly all are now Hungarian towns, with most of the rest being Transylvania/Romania, Serbia or Croatia. The Austrian
stamps include 33 First Issue (4x 1kr), while the Hungarian First Issue includes 28 lithographed (1x 2k, 2x 10k, 5x 15kr & 9x 25k) and
117 engraved (5x 3k, 21x 10k, 15x 15k & 11x 25k); in addition there are six Austrian covers (9kr First Issue) and eight postal cards (2
Austria, 4 Hungary). As for the towns, there is a good bit of duplication, especially in the Pest/Pesth, but the variety otherwise is
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excellent and there are a good number of “socked-on-the-nose” cancels. Overall, a fabulous lot, ready-made for exhibition; stamps
alone catalog nearly $6,000 in Scott. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
814

HH/H/m

815

HH
Hungary, Roosevelt Semi Postals & Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1941. Includes souvenir sheets perf and imperf,
B198A-B198D & CB1- sheets of four complete, first day covers of singles and souvenir sheet, and set of singles, seldom seen
material, please examine, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

816

H/m
Iceland, Collection, 1873-2006. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly complete with a good selection of mint and used
modern issues, with highlights that include mostly complete numerals (only missing some early issues and early overprints), 34-44B,
a good selection of “1 GILDI” overprints, 1907-31 Definitive sets appear complete and mostly correctly identified, 86-91, 92-98, early
1920’s surcharges, 144-48, 152-66, 232-35, 240-45, 273, 284-86, 289-96, B5, C1-2, C4-8, C9-11, C15-20, O4-12, “1 GILDI” officials,
O40-49 and O53-62, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection ideal for expansion, or with some great items for breakdown.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

817

HH/H/m Italian Area, Collection, 1840-1985. Over 5,000 stamps and souvenir sheets housed in four albums and on pages in a
large carton, mint Italian Colonies include Italian East Africa 34-40, Cyrenaica 65-77, C12-C17, C18-C19, Ethiopia 87-93, Libya
C30-C31 NH, E1-E2, Oltre Giuba, Somalia 61-64, B1-B4, C1-C6, E3-E4, EY1, Tripolitania C8-C15, C29-C32, mint & used States
include Modena 1-4, Parma 1, Romagna 1, Roman States 1-8, 12-18, Sardinia 10-15, Tuscany 4-5, Two Sicilies 19-25, 27, then
an extensive Italy collection to 1985 in an album, a second album has E1-E4, B17-B19, C1, C2, C10-C11, C23-C26, C52-C55,
C62-C65, C95-C99, CE1-CE2, Trieste collection, excellent coverage of Italy Offices Abroad and Aegean Islands, and a Fiume
collection, you’ll need plenty of time to scope this one out, some condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

818

H/m

819

H/m

820

H/m
Italian Area, Collection, 1851-1977. Mounted in a Scott album, Italy has used coverage of King Humbert issues,
413-418, B39-B42, mint has C1, C2, C49, with mint and used back of the book, San Marino includes mint 1, 29-31, 78-79, 84-88,
111-114, C51A-C51H, with back of the book, fresh & clean lot, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

821

H/m
Italian States, Powerful Mint and Used Collection. An outstanding collection; unlike the typical Italian States
collections usually seen at auction, this one features loads of sound, F-VF or better high values stamps; highlights include (used
unless noted, mint—indicated with *—with o.g.) Modena #4 (2), 9* block of 4, PR2, PR4 (2); Parma 1-4, 7, 8 (2), 10 (2), 11; Romagna
1-9* (4b used); Roman States, 1-7 + shades, 10, 11* (no gum, badly thinned), 12*; Sardinia 3 (bottom margin added, XF
appearance), 6, 8; Tuscany 4 (single & pair), 6-8 (2 each), 13-15, 17-22, PR1* block of 4; Two Sicilies 1-6, 9 (3 margins, signed
Bloch), 14a*, 16*, 17, 18*, 20b*, etc., etc., etc.; also includes a few early Italy (e.g. 33, 49*) and San Marino. A marvelous lot—we
cannot stress enough the generally exceptional quality found throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

822

H/m

Hungary, Occupations, Revolution and Counter-Revolution Specialized Collection, 1919. Extraordinary
specialized collection on Scott Specialty/blank pages in nice Green binder and on 30 mainly Hagnert stocksheets in black White Ace
binder; over 2500 different stamps, many of them signed, with many dozens of forgeries identified and categorized; also two dozen
very scarce covers, mainly non-philatelic, one with certificate; the highlights include: 12-pages of Szeged Issue #11N1//18 ($75),
#11N21, 24 ($45), #11NB3-4 ($25), #11NJ1//8 ($40); 18-pages of Arad (french) Issue #1N1//25 ($340), #!NJ4 ($45), #1NJ6-9 ($30),
#1N3 strip-of-five ($100+), #1N40 margin block-of-ten ($550+); 16-pages of Banat, Bacska Issue #10N8 ($30), #10N26 ($45),
#10N29 ($30), #10N34 ($35), #10N37 ($$30), #10N38-9 ($60), #10NB1-4 ($30), #10N7 ($35), #10N31 ($35), many plate/overprint
varieties, with multiples; 12-pages of First Debrecen Issue #2N21 ($30), #2N29b ($75), #2N34 ($65), #2N37 ($30), #2NB1-3 ($30),
#2N49a ($25); 11-pages of Second Debrecen Issue, including essays, inverted overprints and imperfs; 2-pages of Temesvar Issue;
7-pages of First Transylvania Issue; 9-pages of Second Transylvania Issue; 10-pages of First Baranya Issue #7N16 ($20), #7N37
($30), #7N42a, rare- only 100 issued ($125+), #7N40 ($20); 4-pages of Second Baranya Issues; 2-pages of Fiume; then dozens of
scarce and rare covers, plus many blocks, large multiples (up to 50) and other specialized items; 30-pages of stocksheets with
material from collections purchased and not yet entered into pages, with some notes; plus a small collection in manilla folder; PLUS
notes, scans and photos, excerpts, articles, identification guides and everything needed for specialization; This material is quite
undervalued because forgeries are so rampant; here you have a definitive collection for future exhibition, research and study; we
can’t remember seeing another like this in many years! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Italian Area, Collection, 1852-2010. A decent intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes and on
Scott International pages, containing over 3,675 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented throughout with
decent early Roman States and overprinted offices abroad, some 1930’s commemoratives including 400-9 and a good selection of
modern issues and San Marino with some nice early to modern issues, Trieste and Vatican City, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$15,900+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1950. Presented in a stock book, with mint & used States, mint includes
58-63, 115-116, 124-125, 159-164, 178-183, 188-191, 213-231, 248-256, 265-267, 268-279, 290-305, 349-354, 387-396, 495-506,
B17-B19, C73-C78, C78-C83, C88-C94, J65-J78, fresh & clean, few if any condition issues, come on down and take a look, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Italian States, Mint and Used Collection. About 250 stamps from three different collections; strength in Modena,
Parma, Roman States, Two Sicilies and Tuscany with lots of nice mid-range material; condition is a bit mixed, as usual, and there are
a few dubious stamps, but overall a very useful lot with plenty of catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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823

HH/H/m

824

HH
Italy, Bitter Campari & DeMontel Advertising Sheets. Lot includes two full sheets of 96b and a full sheet of 105d,
scarce as such, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $562 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

825

H/m

826

H/m/)

827

H

828

H/m
Italy: Fiume, Specialized Collection, 1919-24. Collection on Scott Specialty pages; serious study of this challenging
much-disputed city on the Adriatic; highlights include (used unless noted): #30a//40a m/u ($245), 27a//43b m/u ($100), #27-53 m/u
($160), two #66 ($80), #70 ($35), #73-85 m/u ($55), #73//85m/u ($50), #98 ($30), 101 ($30), #119 ($40), #112a inverted overprint
($25), #119-20 mint ($275), forgeries of #113//20 ($50), 20+ additional forgeries ($90), #134//48 m/u ($140), #161-71 m/u ($75),
#172-81 m/u ($45), #184-95 mint ($40), #196-207 mint ($35), #B8 ($50), #B13 ($50), #B4-15 ($390), #B4-15 on piece ($390), #E2-3
($50), #E12-13 mint ($50), #J15-9 m/u ($30), #P1-3 ($35); five Scott hingeless pages with desirable items, including #27//102 m/u
($130), genuine White paper First Printing of #30-43a mint (2 hinged, 2 MNH) blocks-of-four ($645+), Medium White Paper #30-43a
mint blocks-of-four ($660+), #86-99, P1 used on cover ($200+); there are almost 500 stamps in this collection of this seldom-offered
area;includes the different Types I and Type II on relevant issues, paper, perforation, color and shade varieties plus examples of
forgeries; also included is a collection of more than 160-different all used stamps from Trieste, Fiume’s sister-city in the Littoral Treaty,
from its Allied Occupation during 1947-1954, including: #1-14 ($70), #15-7 ($30), #28 ($35), #36-8 ($25), #42-4 ($40), #77-8 ($45),
#74-5 ($30), #85-7 ($50), #90-108 ($35), #C5-6 ($40), #C24 ($40), #E2 ($35), #E4 ($45); this is a collection that took many years and
much philatelic knowledge to build! generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $6,500+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

829

H/m

830

m

831

H/m
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Italy, Selection of Better Sets, 1917-48. Comprises (mint unless noted) 290-305, C1 on commemorative postcard, C3-9
(also a second C9 used), C23-26, C27 (light bend), C28-33, C35-39 (NH), C40-41 (both mint & used), C42-47 (NH but disturbed gum
15L), C48-49, C52-55 (10L NH), C66-72 (NH), C79-83 (NH), C127-128 (NH) and E16-17; also Aegean Islands C26-27 (NH) and
Tripolitania C20-26 (used, cancels not guaranteed, cat. $1315); all clean and F-VF. Scott $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Italy & Colonies, Dealer Stock. Containing a small stockbook and a great stack of dealer stock cards and black cards,
mixed mint and used. Highlights include: Cyrenaica C1-11, C18-19, Eritrea 1-11, 11 mint, 19-33 (31 is used), 22 o.g., 25 o.g., 35-45,
47, 58-64, 75-80, 81-87, 99-101, 105-6, 107A, 119-28, 158-67, 168-74, B29-32, C7-16 (2), CB1-10, E2, J13, Q1, Q3, Q9-18, Italian
Colonies 13-22, 47, C8-12, CE1-2, Italian East Africa C1-4, Italy 60, 60-63, 90, 115-16, 119-22 (2), 140-42, 165-68, 165-69, 232-38,
242-46 (2), 248-56 (2), 255-56, 268-79, 280-89 (2), 324-28, 331-41 (3), 359-66, 367-76, 377-86 (2), 495-506, 518, 538-39, 572-73,
B1-3, B17-19, C10-11 (3), C23-26, C28-33, C35-39 (2), C62-65, C66-72 (7), C79-83, C84-88, C95-99 (3), C127-28, CE1-2, E26,
J23, J24, 1LH19, Libya 24, B17-23, C4-C7, Somalia 12-15 (2), 16, 90, 102, 138-41, 138-43, 164-67 (3), B29-31, B29-32, C1-6 (3),
Trieste 1-14, Tripolitania 73-78 (2) and C43-48 (3), overall condition is somewhat mixed, a good representative group with some good
early issues and a decent group of popular 1920’s and 1930’s commemorative issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, We
recommend viewing to properly evaluate. Scott $24,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Italy, A.M.G. Magnificent Specialized Collection. A superb, beautifully assembled and extremely well annotated
specialized collection, replete with much additional information, housed in 3 binders on pristine Joe Bush specialty pages, this area
has fascinated collectors for over two generations and still continues to do so today, the collection is organized as Volume 1, A.M.G.
Austria and Italy issues including Bari Wolf issues, V.G., F.T.T., Naples, Sicily and Austria, Volume 2, French and German areas and
Volume 3 comprised solely of revenues from all entities including military permit travel stamps, special permit issues, radio and
cigarette tax, match tax, barter tax, scarce high values etc., the stamp sections are very comprehensive including parcel posts, gutter
pairs, varieties plus some covers, stationery pieces, Gebuhr Bezahlt usages etc. A lovely, very comprehensive collection, largely
Very Fine, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italy, A.M.G. Collection, 1945-54. On Bush - AMG Catalog pages, consisting of 5 different postage paid stampless cover
(AMG forerunners), various printings of early AMG issue, various varieties of 1944 Richter printing, various “Governo Militare Alleato”
overprint errors and varieties, high level of completion of Venezia Giulia (V.G.) and Trieste (F.T.T.) issues, good selection of fiscal
stamps and Natale Triestino gutter pairs including scarce 50c (only 1,000 printed)., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Collection, 1892-1934. In KaBe album, containing approximately 250 different stamps, with
highlights that include 1-10, 12-18, 22, 58-64, 81-87, 99-101, 106, 107A, 109-15, 119-27, 158-67, C7-13, C15-16, CB1-10, E1-2, J1-5
and J4a, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion, or breakdown with decent high values and desirable
mint modern issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Liechtenstein, Dealers Stock of First Day Cancelled Stamps, 1960-95. An enormous stock of several thousand
stamps and souvenir sheets of official first day cancels by Post Office on large format black stockcards, mostly never hinged and
cancelled to order singles, arranged in order, the range and depth of this lot is breathtaking, over 100,000 Swiss Francs in post office
value, plenty of time should be set aside to properly evaluate this vast and valuable stock, the possible profit should be staggering,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Liechtenstein, Collection, 1912-2008. In Scott Specialty album, containing approximately 1,300 different stamps, with
highlights that include 1-3, 54-69, 74-80, 82-89, 94-107, 114, 116-30, 238, 247-60, 264, 287-88, B1-3, B4-6, B7-10, B11-13, C1-6,
C7-8, C9-13, C15-16, C24-33, O10 and O11-20, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion, or breakdown
with decent high values and desirable mint modern issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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832

H/m

833

H/m

834

HH/H/m

835

H/m

836

HH/H/m

837

H/m

838

H/m/)

839

H/m/)
Poland, Collection, 1918-79. Appears complete and neatly mounted in four Lighthouse albums, including 15-26,
27a-29a, 251, B15-25, B29, B29C, B31, C26Cd 1948 Democracy souvenir sheet, N30-55 (both mint and used), N100-2 imperf
sheets of 25, NB41a (2 imperf sheets of 10), condition appears sound and fresh, a great lot with lots of mid range $10-$50 sets and
souvenir sheets and 150+ cover from between WWI and WWII period with some early Russian issues used in Poland, lots of nice
early Polish usages and some interesting German occupation issues, F.-V.F., an interesting collection with some great unusual and
specialized pieces. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

840

H/m/)
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1975. Mounted in two albums, used includes #1 (2), B31, mint has 43, 45, 52-54,
215-226, 251, 341-343, 412a, B29, B29C, B49Bc, C34 imperf, 3K17-3K20, quite a few seldom seen items present, be sure and
inspect closely for the best evaluation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

841

H/m
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H
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Luxembourg, Collection, 1852-2008. In Scott Specialty album, containing over 1,500 stamps, with highlights that
include 1, 3, good Coat of Arms, Numerals, 82-92, B65N, B65P, C16-20, O13, O15, O41 and O65-74, generally F.-V.F. appearance,
a great collection, ideal for expansion, or breakdown with much Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Liechtenstein & Luxembourg, Collection, 1852-1999. Over 2,200 stamps housed in a Scott album, used Liechtenstein
11-16, 151, 176-180, 247-258, B1-B3, C15-C16, mint 90-93, C1-C5, C14, with postage dues, officials, Luxembourg used has 1-2,
60-69, 272-277, 318-320, B4-B6, B20-B24, B30-B34, B79-B84, B132, mint with 278-279, C16-C20, includes postage dues, officials,
also varieties and reference items, excellent break up value, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Monaco, Magnificent ex-"William John" Collection, 1885-2005. An absolutely pristine, all mint, virtually complete for
the country as issued, flawlessly assembled in 7 Lindner T hingeless albums, we estimate the collection needs approximately 25
stamps for completion, all of which were featured in our September Flagship sale, in addition to being a few steps from completion, the
presentation and condition is stellar with nearly all items pristine never hinged, a superb keep sake collection which also offers a
substantial parallel used section as well, routinely Very Fine, don’t miss this one, well worth a close inspection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Monaco, Collection, 1885-2010. A decent intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes and on
Scott International pages, containing over 2,400 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented throughout with a
good mix of early issues to modern issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $10,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1990. Over 1,400 stamps mounted in a Scott album, better used includes
1-3, 4-6, 90-101 less 97, with syncopated perf and watermark varieties, B1-B3, B9a-B11a, B25-B32, mint with 336-339, plus mint &
used postage dues, Officials, great way to begin collecting this country, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Norway, Collection, 1855-1939. Specialized Award-winning intact primarily-used collection from 1940, on beautifully
hand-painted quadrilled pages in Elbe Roosevelt binder with dustcase; begins with five pages of 35-different Bypost (local post)
stamps, then continues with basic regular issues; first page has #1-15 ($1850), then follows with different major and minor shades,
types, dies, perforations, etc., with focus on the early Posthorns and the key items, such as #41 ($500), #64-66 ($255) and #67-9
($510); also includes a handful of on-cover usages; extensive back-of-the-book! F.-V.F. 2014 Scott $7,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Philippines, Specialized Collection, 1854-1960. Housed in three lovely albums, comprised of Spanish, US
Administration, Japanese Occupations & Republic periods, each nicely represented with the issued stamps, postal cards and/or
stationery, covers, a few Spanish American war pieces including an interesting and unusual Official Mail use, in the Spanish period
there is nice representation of all issues, leading into US Admin includes first series to 50¢ mint, second series to 50¢ again missing
only the 4¢ value in the run, booklet panes, Peso values, varieties, imperforates, covers, many interesting, some lower value Victory
overprints, airmails with later issues, Special Delivery and Postage Dues and officials represented. Japanese Occupation issues well
present and includes quite a few censored or First day covers with postal cards. Republic period includes bisect, Specimens,
complete booklet, Die Proof without value tablets, Finished Die Proof #583 Lions Convention, errors, varieties of every sort. A
carefully assembled collection that would do justice for either expansion or break down, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Poland and Baltic States, Collection, 1918-45. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items including: Central
Lithuania 13, 15-20, a good selection of early used Estonia, 58-64, 105-7, 117-33, B28-31, Latvia B17-20, B66-71, B72-81, CB9-13,
CB9a-13a, CB14a-17a, CB18a-20a, CB21a-24a, Lithuania 1-26, 92-92D, Poland 314-16, B15-25, B29, B31, J7, N30-55 and
3K17-20, mostly used, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection with many better sets not mentioned because of rampant
counterfeits, a good Poland expert could find great profit here. Viewing recommended to fully appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Poland, Collection, 1860-1955. Pretty complete from #81 including all the souvenir sheets; also include Offices in
Turkish Empire 2K1-12, issues for Danzig and General Government. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Poland, Mint NH Collection, 1930-2002. A resplendent collection mounted in three Scott albums, better includes
347-356, 362, 539, 1078 sheet, 1151 souvenir sheet, 1186-1187 souvenir sheet, 1263-1264 souvenir sheet, B106, B107, C10, C26c,
C34, C34 imperf, with many long NH runs of sets, a perfect lot for the topical collector, inspection please, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m Romania, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1998. Housed in s Scott album and a Minkus album, with better mint such as
196-206, 417-419, 1082-1093, plus long runs of complete mint sets and souvenir sheets, a marvelous lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

847

HH/H/m

848

HH/H
Russia, Baltic States & Russian Republics Collection, 1918-45. Presented in a Scott album, with Central Lithuania
with perf & paper varieties, essays and/or forgeries, Estonia color varieties of 1-4, used 28-37, with mint & used parallel collections,
mint 142a, 147a, B20-B23, B39a, B41-B44, B44a, airmails complete, N1-N2, Latvia includes several mint blocks of four and nine,
101-109, 113-131 less 123, 153, B34-B39 imperf, B46-B50 imperf, airmail reference stamps, C9-C13, CB1a-CB2a, CB9-CB13,
CB14-CB17, CB21-CB24, Lithuania has singles and strips of four of the first three printings, 70-80, 92A, 92D, 176-188, 309a, 309b,
airmails with many varieties, Memel, Armenia mint 257-259, 263, 265, reference material, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Transcaucasian
Federated Republics, Batum, Far Eastern Republic, and much more, an amazing collection well annotated with many varieties,
covers and blocks, the “Must See” lot of this sale, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

849

H/m
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Russia, Imperial Era Mint Sheet Accumulation. Over 45 sheets including regular and commemorative issues, money
stamps semi-postals and savings stamps etc., a few edge condition issues but still much catalog value, a useful group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1985. Over 4,200 stamps and souvenir sheets, housed in four
volumes and on pages, includes Angola, Azores, Macao 32-34, 67-74, 372-381, 394-399, 488a, C1-C6, C7-C15, Madeira 37-44,
Mozambique B1-B18, Mozambique Company, Nyassa 26-38, Ponta Delgada, Portuguese Africa, Portuguese Congo,
Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, Quelimane, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands 170-193, Tete, Timor 1-10, 223-239, 253a,
260-269, C1-C9, C10-C14, Zambezia, Portugal, a neat lot with plenty of sale able items, huge potential, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, Mint Collection, 1958-2010. Presented in two Scott albums, includes mint 365-367,
427, 463-466, 467-468, 488a, 539, 577, 610, 634, with scores of souvenir sheets and complete sets, an inexpensive opportunity to
restock, please review, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Russia, Dealer Stock, 1858-1978. Mounted on dealer stock pages in 4 small ring binders, which includes many identified
varieties and errors, with semi-postal, air mail and special delivery issues, retail is over $15,800, inspection a must, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Russia, Collection, 1858-1999. On Scott Specialty and home-made pages in six albums containing over 5,000 stamps,
with highlights that include early Coat of Arms with various watermarks, 11, 88-104, 529-30, 552, 559-68 CTO, 706-12, 852-55, 859,
909-10, 970, 1104-20, 1261-64, 1284-88 o.g., 1360a, 1550-51, 1568-83, 1596-97, C2 sheetlet of 25, C10-11, C12-13, C15-19,
C26-33, C34-35 CTO, C40-44, C45-48, C69-75, L3, L4, L6, some offices in China including 68, 70, Offices in Turkey including 87-89,
236-61 (only missing 257) and an album filled with Russian Republics filled with various issues of these short lived Republics between
WWI and WWII with many surcharges and overprints, consisting of: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Far Eastern Republic, Georgia,
Karelia, Siberia, South Russia, Tannu Tuva, Transcaucasian Federated Republics and Ukraine, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a
great collection ideal for expansion, or for breakdown with some great sets and singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Russia, Retired Dealer Stock, 1858-1940. Contained in a large box, includes stock book with mint & used stamps plus
blocks of four or larger, with a nice selection of errors and airmails, stock book of mint souvenir sheets, binder of sheets and large
blocks, plus philatelic books & catalogs, simply a business in a box, check this baby out, a very inexpensive opportunity to restock,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Postal Stationery Envelope Almagam, 1960-90. Approximately 10,000 postal stationery envelopes packed in
three large cartons, mostly commemoratives, all unused except for a few first day cancelled, enormous opportunity for the topical
dealer, lots of space related, please observe, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Imperial Era Collection, 1857-1920. Housed in a binder and neatly mounted and arranged on Lindner pages
and plastic sheets, with a selection of mint and used examples including an unused Scott #2, semi-postals with specimen overprints,
some good cancellations including Constantinople, many full and part sheets are included, also included are over 30 covers crossing
the era, a delightful collection worth a closer inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Russia, Soviet Era Postal Card Collection, 1920-62. Housed in a small binder with plastic holders, over 100 mostly
used, including over 40 propaganda and advertising cards, over 20 picture post cards with a few that are space related and a couple of
paid reply cards, F.-V.F., a nice varied selection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Imperial Era to Early Soviet Period Covers and Postal Cards, 1856-1958. Over 90 items housed in two
binders in plastic holders containing a wide variety of earlier Imperial Russia covers, postal cards, noted some unused picture
postcards as well as used, Soviet era also contains covers some with multiple frankings, air mail, postal cards and picture post cards,
an interesting mix of material worth a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Spain & Colonies, Collection, 1850-1980. Of approximately 4,000 different stamps on Scott pages in 2 binders, Spain
contain approximately 2,200 stamps, starting with Isabella, Coat of Arms Amadeo issues and a decent selection of mostly used
issues to 1980, Colonies contain approximately 1,800 stamps including La Aguera 1-13, with a decent majority of the stamps mint
(some of the older stamps are used)., generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good strong collection with a good representation, with a useful
group of colonies that seem to be missing from most collections. A good solid intermediate collection with plenty of sets in the
mid-point price range $10-$50. Viewing should be considered. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

867

HH/H/m

Russia, Soviet Era Philatelic Exchange Stamps Complete, 1923-36. Housed in a clean Godden album with slip case,
mounted on quadrille pages that include singles, multiples, types and varieties along with 7 covers with usage, F.-V.F., a useful group
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Imperial Era, Mostly 19th Century Postal Stationery. Housed in a binder in plastic holders containing a wide
variety of mostly mint earlier mostly 19th century Imperial Russia, such as covers, post cards, letter card wrappers, formulars etc.,
with over 100 items including over 25 used examples, a useful, wide and varied selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500
Russia and Area, Collection, 1866-1988. Approximately 4,000 mostly different stamps in six large stockbooks and
some loose better items. Highlights include used: 524-28, 555-58, 992A-1000, 1491-9, mint: 603a, 697, 811-16 imperf, 878-85,
878-85, 1029-31, 1059-65, 1094-97 (2), 1104-20, 1265-67, 1283, 1280-3 (2), 1285-88, 1326-27, 1360a (2), 1445-46, 1481-7,
1542-44, Mongolia 62-74. Condition appears mostly sound, with a good variety of topicals and decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Autonomous and Breakaway States Collection, 1992-96. Collection of several major breakaway and/or
autonomous states/territories in Russia, all appear NH, mounted on Scott blank pages; begins with 25 pages of Tsheshja
(Chechenia) breakaway republic issues, from the very first issues on May 25, 1992, through 1996; includes stamps in perforated
and/or imperforate varieties, handstamp and overprint varieties, booklets and several scarce items of postal history; then 20 pages
from Birobaijan Autonomous Jewish Republic issues, beginning with first issues of December 1992, including 6 complete sheets;
finally 5 pages of local breakaway issues for Karelia, Mordovia and Buriatia; these items include descriptions from the original new
issues prices shortly after they were released; extremely difficult to find these items inn the West; original retail value was $800+ two
decades ago! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Russia: Far East Republic, Collection. A useful collection housed in a Lindner binder containing singles, multiples,
block and full panes, the collection also contains 3 covers and two postal cards from the Imperial era plus 6 covers and postal cards
during the republic along with some unused examples of post cards and wrappers, F.-V.F., an interesting assemblage, well worth a
closer inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russian Offices in China, Clean Selection of Panes and Multiples. 4 items in all, comprised of Scott # 1-3 in panes of
25, with the #1 a pane of 25 with gutter and an additional row of 5, plus 14c on 14k imperf block of 21 (Scott # 56a). All fresh mint, Very
Fine o.g., choice. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Russia: Tannu Tuva, Specialized Collection of the 1943, 22nd Anniversary of Independence Issue (120-123,
120a-123a). Wonderful assemblage of this difficult and exotic issue, comprised of 25k slate blue in vertical strips (sheets) of 5 on both
buff and white papers, plus a 25k black strip of 5 on white paper, which is gummed. Also included are 25k in blue green and slate and
50k on buff pair, 25k and 50k blue green pairs, 50k on buff and white papers pairs, 25k black, gummed pair, etc. Diverse holding of this
scarce issue, substantial aggregate catalog value, F-VF, examine. (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
San Marino, Collection, 1877-2008. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly complete through the 1980’s (a little spotty from
early 1980’s to early 2000’s), with highlights that include 1877 Coat of Arms set through 65¢, 24, 29-31, 40-71, 73-74, 76, 104-6,
111-14, 143-50, 169-75, 177-80, 272-76, 292-93, 308-19, B1-2, B3-11, C1-10 and C63-71, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great
collection ideal for expansion, or for breakdown with some great items to pull out. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Spain, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1855-1989. Thousands of stamps in five stock books, 1907 Madrid Exposition 10c,
15c, 25c, 50c & 1p (Edifil SR1-5), 1928 Catacombs singles, 1930 Goya regular issue, and large amount of singles & sets in the
modest range, stock book with mint stamps from Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, Tangier, Spanish Sahara, Spanish West Africa,
Ifni, Rio Muni & Fernando Poo, condition F-VF. Recommended for dealer, viewing is suggested for full appreciation. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
Spain & Portugal, Collections, 1853-1977. Over 2700 stamps residing in a Scott album, Portugal mint has 315-345,
422-436, 614a, 649a, 674a, with airmails, postage dues, officials, postal tax, franchise, Spain mint 585c, C43-C49, plus special
deliveries, war tax, officials, postal tax and locals, with many varieties, well annotated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Spain & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2008. With used 19th century stamps and sets, mint 416-432,
433-447, Colonies includes Andorra, Cuba including revenues, Fernando Poo, Ifni, Puerto Rico, Rio Muni, Guinea, Morocco,
coverage is weak with many part and complete sets, an attempt was made at mint & used parallel sets, with lots of extra pages of
related stamps, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/m Sweden, Collection, 1858-1997. On Scott International pages with glassine interleaves, from #6 through 1997 (#2218),
used until 1969; from 1970 (#873) through 1993 (#2041) appear to be complete all mint never-hinged in black Showguard mounts,
also from 1994 to 1997 (#2218) appears largely complete mint never-hinged, with a few booklet-panes and many souvenir sheets;
low-to-moderate-value early issues are in great used condition; tremendous value in three decades of complete mint never-hinged,
including back-of-the-book, which is ideal for expansion or retail sale, such as year-sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

870

H/m
Sweden, Mostly Mint Collection, 1858-2000. A huge collection in 5 albums, used includes 12, 18, mint includes 77-89,
91, 93-94, 115-125, 167-188, 194-196, 197-209, 213-227, 229, 230-235, 239-247, 248-262, 313-315, 316-318, 329-331, C1-C3,
J1-J2, J10, O1-O3, appears complete 1970-2000, a great opportunity not to be passed up, F.-V.F. Scott $9,600 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Switzerland, WWII Soldier Stamps, 1939-45. A fascinating and diverse collection, over 3,500 stamps printed for sale
and use by the civilian population with the profits being used to help support the families on active duty, but were used on soldier mail
to identify letters being sent by active duty personnel, with little duplication, there are many stamps that have variations in color, paper,
gum, method of separation or overprint, an inventory is included, total value is 17,400 Swiss Francs (owner), a outstanding
opportunity to enter this fascinating field, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

40

Spanish Cuba, Collection, 1855-99. On Palo hingeless pages, containing some “Ynterior” surcharges, 15, 16-21,
23-26, 46-49, high level of completion of Alfonso XII, 120, 132-54 and 156-75. Usual mixed condition, with several rare key values and
cumulative decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Sweden, Mint & Used Lot, 1885-2000. Thousands of stamps and booklets filling a large box, in stock cards ad glassines,
an amazing array of material, if you collect Sweden, be sure and check this one out, may be a few condition issues, but generally
F.-V.F., and well worth an aggressive bid.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Sweden, Collection, 1858-1976. In two Palo hingeless albums with slip cases, with higher level of completion, consisting
of highly complete Coat of Arms (with the exception of first arms issue), Lion and Arms and Numeral issues, 197-211, 213-25, B1-10,
better than usual condition, cumulative decent Scott value, housed in clean premium albums which album replacement cost alone is
over $200, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Sweden, Collection to 2008. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly complete with a good selection of the usual older issues
and a good selection of mint and used modern issues, with highlights that include a good selection of early coat of arms and numeral
issues, 197-210, 213-26, B12-21, J12-22 and O12-25. A great collection with some great items for breakdown or an ideal collection
for expansion, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Sweden, Small 19th Century Collection. About 50 different including used #1 (expertly repaired), 3d (margins added)
and mint 7 & 46-49; condition is somewhat mixed, but #1 & 3d are quite attractive. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Sweden, Mint Stock, 1910’s-50’s. Randomly grouped in a large Lighthouse stockbook, consisting of mostly coil strips,
booklets and blocks, of mostly regular issues and airmails, condition is mostly mint (with an occasional cover), condition is mixed with
many great sound pieces and the occasional water damaged strip, a great working stock if you put in a little sorting time, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Switzerland, Extensive & Valuable Specialized Collection, 1847-1953. Barely retained in 8 overly stuffed volumes
which are vintage Elbe springbacks, formed by a disciplined European who collected the “old school” way; often there will be mint and
used and a cover as well as often a block for almost every issue, all neatly mounted and arranged. Classics are interesting and some
valuable to be found in the Rayons and stationery, the true value in this behemoth is focused more upon the 20th century mint, lovely
sets- many complete until about 1950’s. (We have lotted the post 1950’s to 2012 as a separate lot in 45 volumes!) We found the
comprehesiveness of this lot mind-boggling, included are not just the normal, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, covers, FDCs, airmail
flights, postal stationery- including many interesting multicolored postal cards (artist), officials, revenues, telegraphs and airmail
flights. As an example, the NABA s/s is mint and FDC as is virtually every s/s hereafter. By far one of the nicest 20th century Swiss
collections we have had the pleasure of bringing to market. Do have a look online, the selected images are just a taste and will have
you here in a flash to see the whole thing! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Switzerland, Specialized Postage Due Collection, 1878-1938. On 27 printed pages with clear mounts in black binder;
this is the most specialized collection of such items we have ever seen; there is about $8,000 in Scott-listed stamps here, PLUS
$40,000 of specialized Zumstein (and Michel)-listed material here; condition is exceptional; this includes all the different dies, types,
shades, frames (normal and inverted), papers and watermarks; there is a lifetime of philatelic study here; to give you an example of
the depth of this collection, what Scott lists as #J21-28 and J23a-28a (14 different catalogue numbers) are given 102 different
catalogue numbers in Zumstein (of which at least 91 are included here)! Early material is all used, most with nice cancels; This is a
once-in-a-lifetime find! Examine this one! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Switzerland, Military/Soldier’s Stamps, Covers, Cards and Mint Sheetlets, 1930-40s. Over 225 covers/cards in two
Elbe springback albums plus a small cover album, franked with a wide variety of mainly different stamps, unused sheetlets a nice
range of items, inyteresting and rich area for study and expansion or for retail sales, have a look as this one was assembled decades
ago by a Swiss enthusiast, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

886

HH/H
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m/)
Switzerland, 1850 Rayon I & II. 12 stamps, three covers and a cover front; the stamps are #7a, 8 (9) and 10 (2); the
covers are one each #8 & 10, one with both #8 &10, and the front is franked with two #10 (three of the last four with Nussbaum
certificates; generally F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

888

m

Switzerland, Mostly First Flights and Zeppelin Airmail Collection, 1930-72. 100+ covers in Scott Specialty album,
previous owner valued individual covers from $10 up to $325 each, with many different commercial usages: registered, censored and
various airmail labels and markings, some philatelic usages with lovely cachets and some usages on printed envelope and picture
post cards, a great diversity of usages and better early issues, wonderful for the airmail or Swiss specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Switzerland, Airmail Postal History Collection, 1920’s-82. 50 airmail covers from early flight covers to Zeppelins, with
various interesting post cards, special air-show and other interesting cachets, including 1920 Flugpost Laufen - Zurich flight post
card, 196 & C5 on flight cover from Zurich to London (6.X.24), three August 1924 Flight covers from Solothurn to Grenchen, 1924
Romanshorn to Zurich International Show postal card, 1924 registered Special Flight Romanshorn-Zurich (C3, C5-9), 1926 Africa
Flight from Zurich-Kapstadt to Alexandria, Egypt, May 10, 1925 Flugpost Basel-Zurich flight postal card, two 1926 Basel registered
International Ausstellung F. Binnenschiffahrt & Wasserkraftnutzung post cards, May 30, 1927 Society of Aviation NHORA
Commemorative Cachet, Graf Zeppelin 1931 Polar Flight post card, 1934 Graf Zeppelin South America Flight 13.10.34
Friedrichshafen to Rio de Janeiro, June 24, 1924 Philatelic Congress Show Cachet postal card, three 1929 Graf Zeppelin LZ127
flown postal cards (one to Costa Rica), June 5, 1935 (C19/C20) on flight cover Basel-Zurich, 15.8.36 Frankfurt-Basel Graf Zeppelin
Europe to North America flight post card, B37-40 & C10 on flight cover from Aathal-Seegraben to Riet, Germany, April 30, 1937 Graf
Zeppelin South American Flight, 1938 Balloon Flight AARAU Nationale, Briefmarken-Ausstellung, German Censor Registered flight
cover to Switzerland 15.IX.44 and Liechtenstein 1Fr Zeppelin Post franking on 10.VI.31 Graf Zeppelin flight cover, F.-V.F., a
wonderful collection of flight covers for the airmail or Swiss specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Premium Cover Collection. Early mostly First Day covers, approximately 170 Swiss covers consisting of
227//36 - 9 values of 1936 Scenic View set, 242, 281-83 first day cover, 322-24 UPU first day cover, B89, B89 first day cover, B100-3
first day cover, B144a souvenir sheet single first day cover, B183-86 first day cover, B191-95 first day covers, B196-200 first day
cover, B201-5 first day cover, B206 first day cover, B207-11 first day cover, B212-16 first day cover, B217-21 first day cover, B242-46
first day cover, B257-61 first day cover, C27-34 on two first day covers, condition is generally better with many better first day covers
that have high Zumstein catalog value that adds up to substantial value, F.-V.F., a wonderful collection of covers for the Swiss
specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Alpen-Avalanche Collection, 1954-2012. Housed in 45 volumes, mostly vintage Elbe springback binders,
formed by a disciplined European who collected the “old school” way; often there will be used single, block and a FDC for almost every
issue, all neatly mounted and arranged, also any specialty product sold by the Swiss Post found its way into this collection. PTT cards,
maximum cards, special cancels, you- name-it and if it was available you will find it within. There are well over 3500
covers/cards/stationery and that many sets and blocks. The nominale value (face value) when purchased is well into five figures! A
great lot for the internet trader as the topics, airmails, complete sets and premium items such as the chocolate and lace sheets are all
present. Take a few minutes and you will likely double or treble our low estimate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Collection, 1844-1951. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items including: 7-8, 12, 15-19, 24-30,
35-40, various early Helvetia perforations, 226, semi postal singles appear complete, B80, B116, B119, B130, B131, B132, B144,
B178, B206, C2, C3-12, C13a-15a, C19-25, J1-9, J15-20, J21-28, O37-47, 1O1-5, 1O7-8, 1O9-16, 2O1-30, 3O47-59, 3O62-82,
3O83-93, 4O1-21, 5O6-25, 6O1-8 and 7O1-20., mostly used, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a valuable selection of expensive
semi-postal souvenir sheets and officials, adding up to decent Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Collection, 1854-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott International, plus duplicates and
stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes, containing over 1,675 different stamps,
well represented throughout, including some early imperf seated Helvetia through to modern issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $9,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland, Mint Collection, 1867-1965. Mounted on Scott pages, includes 62-68, 184-186, 200-203, 242, B2-B3,
B4-B6, B80, B116, B119, B130, B131-B132, B178, B297, some scattered airmails and officials, a clean fresh lot at an inexpensive
price, you can’t miss, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Switzerland, Used Stock, 1858-1977. Arranged in four stockbooks; starts with early imperf Seated Helvetias, various
mixed Helvetia and Tell issues with various papers and perforations, 181-85, 303, well represented Semi-Postal singles, some
Postage Dues and Officials including 3O57-59, usual mixed condition, a nice little stock that would be perfect for the specialist who
would like to spend a little time finding perf and paper varieties and cancels, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Vatican, Attractive Collection, 1933-2006. On White Ace pages in five White Ace binders (with four dustcases), missing
some early issues, but from 1953 (#158) through 2006 (#1344) it is complete mint regular issues apparently never-hinged except for
one stamp (#1160) and two souvenir sheets (#792 and #829), each in black Showguard mounts; this is a very special lot with over a
half-century of complete issues, obviously a great collection to complete or to break-down for quick retail sale online from this ever
popular Papal state! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

892

H

893

H/m

894

H/m

895

H/m

Yugoslavia, Collection, 1918-99. From classics to modern issue, in Scott Specialty and Minkus albums, containing
better items sets and souvenir sheets including Jugoslavia: 1L25-42, 2L28-31, 2LJ1-9, 195a-96a, 269-72, 300-4, 359-64, 393,
398-409, 411-14, 415-9, 424-32, 435-46, 452-60, 461-8, 497-505, 611, 627-45, 2430, B32-37, C33, C33a, C34-C43, C45-47, C49,
J67-74, J75-79, 1K5-11, N1-17, N36-54, N55-70, NC1-10, NC11-17, Montenegro: 2NC18-23, generally F.-V.F., loaded with long
complete sets and souvenir sheets, filled with complete modern issues, be sure to inspect. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

896

HH/H

Switzerland, Dealer Stock. Containing approximately 125 dealer stock cards of sets and singles, mixed mint and used.
Highlights include: some early imperf seated Helvetia issues, B2-3, B4-6 (3), some mixed condition, a good representative group with
some good early issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good view is recommended (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Cover Conundrum, 19th & 20th Century. 1500 or more items, in 28 cover albums,
modern period 50s through 80’s well represented and includes every type of cover/card/stationery, much useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Vatican, Mint Sheet and Single Collection. Old time holding of better sets and mint sheets on vintage Gold Medal lot
sheets containing better items including 19-34, 41-46, 47-54 (3), 55-60 (2), 68-71, 173 (6), B1-4, C16-17, C18-19 (2), C19 used,
C20-21, mint sheets in carefully labeled mint sheet files from 1958-75 of mostly complete sets with some duplicated premium sets,
plus blocks and plate blocks of roughly the same time period in decent quantity, plus some duplicated sheets and some mint sheets
from the early 1980’s, singles collection in White Ace album containing highlights including mint and used: 1-13, 19-34, 43, 43 (5
used), 47-51 used, 49 (7) and J1-6. Condition appears mostly sound and adds up to substantial Scott value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Vatican, Collection, 1929-94. Nearly complete in Scott Specialty album, containing better items sets and souvenir
sheets including: 19-34, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 122-30, 149-53, 155a, B1-4, C16-17, C18-19, C20-21, C23-24, E11-12, J1-6 and
Q1-15, generally F.-V.F., a great mostly complete collection in clean album with slipcase. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Vatican, Mint & Used Collection, 1929-97. Mounted on White Ace pages in three albums, includes 1-7, 8-13, 19-34,
41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 155a, includes used sets and duplicate sets, with 1983-1984 year sets, a great start to this popular country,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Yugoslavia: Croatia, Serbia and Trieste, Mint & Used Collections, 1872-1995. Mounted on Scott pages, better mint
Croatia includes 1-8, B1-B2, B11-B12, B72-B74, Serbia includes 2NB5, 2NB6, 2NB27, 2NB28, Trieste with 51-56, 65a, C17, C17a,
C21, a nice lot with many scarce items, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Europe and Colonies Area Collections
897

H/m
Baltic States, Collection to 2007. On Scott Specialty pages, containing approximately 1,900 different stamps, with the
usual older issues and also containing some difficult modern issues, Estonia 90-104, Latvia 101-12, B17-20, B66-71 imperf, B72-81,
CB14-17 mixed perf and imperf, CB18-20 mixed perf and imperf, 2N23-33, Lithuania 242-55 and C21-31, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

898

H/m

899

H/m
Europe, Collection, 1850-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, with nice quality, strength lies in sets and singles up to three
figures. Obviously collector purchased individually with many partial sets, containing better items including: Austria 1-5, 8, 17-21,
41-46, 110-27, M19-21, P1, Turkish Empire 1-7, Belgium early Leopold I, 13-16, 18-22, 23, 28-36, 60-75, 108-22, B10-16, B17-24,
Bulgaria 1-5, 6-11, Finland 5, 9-10, 12, early arms including some better perforations, B1-14, Greece early Hermes Heads, 165-78,
184-97, good 1922 surcharges only missing expensive issues, C38-47, RA29, Hungary mostly complete early Josef I issues, mostly
complete Crown, Harvest and Parliament issues, good semi postals and airmails, B1-17, C24-25, Iceland nearly mostly complete
Christian IX and X long sets and surcharges, good officials O3-9, O31-39, O53-62, Italy has a high level of completion with some good
early long sets, plus many of the late 1920’s-30’s commemorative regular issue and airmail sets that have high Scott value,
Liechtenstein good complete long sets, 54-69, 74-80, 82-85, B1-10, C1-6, C9-13, O8, O11-20, Luxembourg 1-2, good coat of arms,
numerals and royalty issues, highly complete semi postals, Monaco 1-7, nearly complete Albert I issues only missing some
expensive high values, 1920 semi postals only missing a couple difficult values, B19-23, Netherlands 1-6, nearly complete early

42

Benelux, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1930. Tidy starter’s collection with Belgium used #1, Luxembourg mint
B20-B24, Netherlands Indies, a great lot to build upon, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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William III and Wilhelmina sets, 90-100, Norway 1, 2-5, 6, good numerals, 104-10, B1-3, Poland, Portugal good early Kings and
Queens sets mostly complete, 88-96, nearly complete Republica issues, and many good complete (or nearly complete) 1920’s and
1930’s commemorative sets, some Portuguese colonies, Romania a good selection of early imperf Prince Carol issues, 196-206,
B1-12, Russia strong in Imperial and many nearly complete popular 1930’s commemorative sets, plus some good airmails, some
Zeppelins, C40-44, C53-57, a bit of offices in China and Levant, San Marino mostly complete coat of arms, 7, 15, 17, 149, Spain good
Isabella II and coat of arms sets, a little sparse among the first issues and quickly picking up starting with 1855 issues, good Amadeo,
Espana, Justice, Alfonso XII, Alfonso XIII issues, Sweden nice level of completion among coat of arms and numeral issues,
Switzerland, a few early imperf seated Helvetia, some unchecked perfs of early perforated seated Helvetia issues, complete semi
postal sets (without souvenir sheets) and airmails C3-12, Vatican City 41-46, 47-54 and 55-60, mostly used, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. A great mid range collection with plenty of better singles and some complete sets, adding up to decent Scott value. You
should really consider viewing to fully appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
900

Europe, Reference Collection, 19th Century. In six small stock books, plus some duplicate samples on stock pages,
containing genuine reprints and forgeries, examples of the difficult classical European issues that are so fascinating today. Contained
within this collection, you will find studies of various issues, overprints and cancels mixed with known forgeries (identified as such) that
were painstakingly assembled over many years. This collection would be perfect for the expert (or would be expert) looking to expand
their knowledge base. Inside, you will find classic Europa in several books with examples of popular expert hand stamps and a few
small color studies, including Albania, Austria with some nice cancels, specialized studies and reprints, including some interesting
Levant cancels and occupation issues, Belgium, British Area, Eastern Rumelia fakes, France from early Napoleon and Ceres issues
to Peace issues with many originals and forgeries in a side by side comparison, Germany with states and offices, containing offices in
China, Morocco and Levant, with some good postmark samples, good Yacht issues with socked on nose postmarks tied to piece,
Baden, Bavaria, Bergedorf, Braunschweig premium cancels, Bremen, Hamburg 1, 2, 3, 4, 21, Heligoland, Mecklinberg Strelitz,
Mecklinberg Schwerin, Oldenburg 1, 9 (1 signed Richter and another signed Kosack) and some box cancels with full strikes, Prussia,
Saxony, Thurn and Taxis, some better signed stamps, Wurttemburg, some expensive stamps, North German Confederation,
Danzig, Memel, Germany empire period with great selection of town and plebiscite postmarks as well as color and gum studies,
Greece, Crete and Balkans, Italian offices and states including Levant overprints, some interesting occupation issues and a well
researched selection of Italian States: Modena, Parma, Roman, Sicily, Tuscany, etc. issues, Karelia, Libau overprints, Luxembourg
(mostly fakes), Monaco (genuine and fake study), Polish overprint study, Portugal reprints, Romania early issues from coat of arms to
early Carol issues and semi postals, early Russian empire, San Marino, Scandinavia early reprints and forgeries: Denmark, Finland
fascinating study of early coat of arms issue through serpentine roulette issues, Iceland, Norway with pane containing 1-5, 9 from
1924 Reprint book (only 1,000 of these reprints issued) and Sweden, Switzerland classic Cantonal to seated Helvetia issues
including Basel Dove proof plus some fakes, with other questionable items through Rayons, UPU, etc, generally F.-V.F. appearance,
this collection is truly a must have for any serious student of classic European philately and will surely help with your future research.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

901

H/m/)

902

H/m

903

HH/H/m Europe, Europa Collection, 1956-72. Neatly laid out on Vario pages by issue, a few early issues, but the majority of the
stamps are mint, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,376 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

904

H/m

Europe, Large Intact Estate Collection, 19th & 20th Century. Barely retained in 28 volumes, many overstuffed and
bulging in mostly vintage Elbe springbacks, formed by a disciplined European who collected the “old school” way; often there will be
mint and used and some covers for various issues. Classics are weaker but some valuable, focused more upon the 20th century mint,
Postwar to the 1980s in many cases, with many singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc., all neatly mounts and arranged. Highlights
included items into three figures (hundreds $$) Countries represented include: Austria; Belgium (2 volumes); Denmark; Finland;
France (2 volumes); French Colonies; Greece (2 volumes includes Cyprus); Iceland; Italy; Liechtenstein; Luxembourg; Netherlands
& Colonies (2 volumes); Norway; Portugal & Colonies; Spain & Colonies (2 volumes); Sweden; Turkey and many others, these are
where we saw the bulk of the value. Literally thousands of mint sets and mostly never hinged (those that we examined) as they are
mainly in mounts. Definitely worth a careful look, inspection may be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Europe, Issues of WWI to WWII. Carefully laid out in two Lighthouse stock books, mostly mint, consisting of Offices and
Colonies issues, some nice China offices, G.E.A. overprints, Yacht issues, various German states, WWI German Occupation of
Belgium, Poland including 77 (signed Herbert Block), Saar, Danzig, Memel, WWII Poland Hitler Head Imperf General Government
issues, Sudetenland (Rumburg), Occupation issues of Alsace, Estonia, Slovenia, Latvia, Rossingen, Telschen, Russland (Pleskau),
Zara, some Alsace and Lorraine Franco Prussian War issues, unissued French, Belgian and Danish issues, over 100 post WWII local
Hitler Head overprints, European issues between WWI and WWII: Austria with high value 1m to 5m Osterreich overprints, Croatia
with semi postal souvenir sheets, and 1944 Storm Trooper set with BPP certificate, Denmark, Netherlands, Norway and Slovakia
2-23. Condition appears generally sound with some interesting occupation issues not listed in Scott. A fascinating specialist
collection, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Europe (Eastern), Collection, 1871-1986. Over 6,000 different stamps on mixed pages in 7 albums, containing: Albania
- some double eagles, a decent selection of 1919-25 overprints, B1-8, C36-42, J10-14, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria 3-5, 19-20,
237-43, J4-6, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary 7-12 and a decent selection of occupation overprint issues (Debrecen, Transylvania
and Szeged), Poland some good complete sets, imperfs, and an interesting “Groszy” overprint section, Montenegro, Romania,
Serbia - some early Obrenovich III issues, 108-29 (only missing rare 127), Yugoslavia C33, C33a perf and imperf, mostly used,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely bread and butter collection that could easily be broken down into “mini collections” for
individual sale or as a base to build upon (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H/m Scandinavia, Collection, 1855-1940. In Scott Specialty album, with highlights including: Danish West Indies 9, 11, 14,
43-50, J1-4, Denmark 5, 15, 68, 80, 80, 135 (2), 145-54, 164-75, 192-97 mint, C1-5, P9, Finland, some early Coat of Arms with
serpentine roulettes, 23, 45, Iceland 96, 108-28, 152-66, 170-75, C4-8, C9-11, C15-20, Norway 13, 104-10, B1-3 and Sweden.
Condition is somewhat mixed, with many better high catalog value items that quickly add up, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

910

H/m

911

H/m
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H/m
Scandinavia, Collection, 1855-1995. Finland, Norway and Sweden collections on Scott Specialty pages in large green
binder; over 3300 different stamps, quality a littler mixed on earlier issues, but stamps are sound; mainly used; highlights include
(used unless noted): Finland #7 ($170), #9 ($60), #10 ($70), #17-8 ($85), #20-1 ($75), 46//55 ($90), #70 ($60), 111-7 ($50), 177-97
($50), #224-43 ($40), t#B21-9 ($40), #B31-2 ($40), then largely complete used through 1984 with scattered used through 1995;
Karelia #N1-27 ($95); Norway #3-5 ($200), #6 ($300), #11 ($70), #13 ($160), #16, 18 ($60), #29-34 ($120), #37-8, 38a ($50), #45
($30), #47-8 ($70), #136-57 ($65), #340-2 mint ($60), #B5-8 ($45), #B24 VF MBH ($120), O44-54 ($180), then continues mainly
complete used through 1980; Sweden #7 CDS ($250), #8-12 ($175), #137 ($100), lot of used stamps with nice CDS cancels,
including shade and paper varieties, #194-6 ($45), #197-203 ($125), #206 ($35), #210 ($250), #214-225 ($500), #229-63 ($90),
#B1-10 mint ($50), #B12-19 ($100), then virtually complete used through 1968, and largely complete into 1980s; great collector
material! generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott approximately $6,500+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

913

H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1940. A couple of hundred mint & used stamps, prominent are Denmark
mint 79-81, used 82, 135, mint 136-137, 145-154, 167a, 171a, 175a, 192-197, C1-C3, M1-M2, Norway used #1, mint 59, 104-110,
Sweden used 2, mint B1-B10, C1-C3, needs careful viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

914

HH/H/m

44

Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1930. A few hundred mounted on Scott pages, includes Bosnia &
Herzegovina mint 30-45, 86-104, used 105-122, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary used 7-12, mint B18-B34, C1-C2, mint Memel,
Montenegro, Poland & Yugoslavia mint 1L1-1L16, 1L25-1L42, 2L3-2L4, a delightful holding sure to have some hidden gems,
condition appears to run fine to very fine or better, adding to the overall appeal and making for enjoyable viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Eastern), Collection, 1918-71. Thousands of stamps in 2 stockbooks, a group of dealer card organized in Scott
order in photo album, some loose albums pages and a Scott Specialized album of Poland and Baltic Stamps. Highlights include:
Albania, Bulgaria 1, 5, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Roumelia, Poland, Romania 22-24, 33-35, 37-42, 47 and Serbia, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, plenty of useful sets that will surely please. Viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Western): Austria, Bavaria, Germany & Hungary, Sheet Lot, 1900-22. Several hundred full sheets or large
blocks of Germany 114, 146, 148-149, 159, 160 (5), 184, 196 (10), 221-227, C2 (4), C18-C19, many with different marginal
advertising, Bavaria 260, 265, Austria 228 (2), 243, 244, P31 (6), P32 (6), QE6 (2), Hungary 112 (5), P8 (7), and many many more,
ideal for the European dealer, mixed condition, inspection is mandatory, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Scandinavia, Collection, 1856-1978. In Scott Specialty album, consisting of Danish West Indies, Denmark, Faroe
Islands, Finland: 9, Greenland 10-18, 19-27, 136-41, Iceland: 1-4, 7, 8, 9-14, 15-19, 21-29, 34-44B, 49, 51, 68, 84, 86-91, 92-98,
99-107, 108-28, 130-38, 140-43 revenue cancels, 149, 150, 152-66, 176-87, 203-8B, 213-16, 232-35, 240-45, 246-52, 273, 274-77,
289-96, B5, C2, C4-8, C15-20, O4-9, O13-19, O31-38, O40-49, O51, O53-67, Norway: 2-3, 11-14, 16-19, 21, mostly complete post
horns, 275-78 and Sweden, generally F.-V.F. appearance, an appealing collection that would be perfect for expansion. Scott
$30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Scandinavia, Collection, 1856-2010. A decent intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes and
on Scott International pages, containing over 3,775 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented throughout,
Aland, Finland, Iceland with decent early Numerals and King’s heads, 86-91, 92-94, 158, C2, C9-11, Norway some nice Coat of Arms
and numeral issues and a good modern section and Sweden mostly complete from early Coat of Arms and numeral issues to modern
issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $10,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scandinavia, Collection, 1855-1979. Hundreds and hundreds of different stamps in 1 stock book, 2 photo albums and a
group of loose pages, some mild duplication. Highlights include: Denmark 164-75, 246-51, Finland some early Coat of Arms with
serpentine roulettes, Greenland 10-18 (1 LH set and 1 used set), Iceland 21, 103//28 (mostly complete set), 152-59, 257-68 NH,
C27-29, Greenland 15-16, Q2, Norway 1, 2-4, 11, 100-3, 104-10, 373, Sweden some early Coat of Arms and numerals issues,
197-208, 209, generally F.-V.F. appearance, plenty of useful sets that will surely please. Viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1854-1995. Over 2,200 stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in three albums in
a large box, mint unless noted Aland Islands, Finland, Greenland includes 1-9, 10-18, 39-40, Norway used 1, 104-110, fresh clean
lot, a few condition issues, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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China (People’s Republic), Mint Collection, 1948-2010. Mounted in three Scott albums, mint includes 117-121,
249-266, 267-268, 290-294, 326-329, 351-354, 398-401, 426-437, 467-482, 684-695, 1228-1231, 1281-1285, 1389-1398,
1547-1554, 1557-1572, 1613-1616, 1632-1635, 1749-1760, 1761, 1844, with dozens of singles, sets and souvenir sheets in th
$20.00 plus range, also includes some presentation booklets, an immaculate collection, inspection will only whet your appetite, what
was inspected was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

920

H/m

921

H/m
Egypt, Collection, 1872-2010. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott International, plus duplicates and
stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes, containing over 2,750 different stamps,
with a strong level of completion from the early Sphinx issues, with many complete sets, through the modern issues, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $3,950+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

922

H/m/)

923

H

Persia, 1870-1955. Includes #1, 11, 53-59, 60-65, 66, 70, 73-119, 136-51, 171, 351-363, 428-438, 440-445, 617-621,
722, 723-734, 744-759, 856-870, 931-998, B1-35, C1-16, C34-50, C68-82 & O31-57; also includes the following overprinted
issues, none of which were included in the catalog value: #120-135, 173-182, 152-156, 166a, 235-256, 308, 535-549 less 539
and 646-662 less 658, totaling more than $10,000 in potential additional catalog value. Scott $14,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

924

H/m

925

H

China, 1949, Silver Yuan, Yunnan full value surcharge on Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 12¢ on $200 purple brown (71). A
superb and rare holding of 66 stamps in total, comprised of 2 singles, 4 pairs, 6 blocks of 4, a block of 8, plus an irregular block of 24, all
originating from the same sheet. An incredible holding of this scarce issue, without gum as issued, fresh mint, Very Fine. Scott
$20,460. Chan S151.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
China, Empire through PRC Mint & Used Collection. A few thousand stamps filling a small box, includes mint & used
China & PRC in glassines, airmail covers, small lot of revenues, China mint NH 1261-1264 (26) (Scott catalog 910.00), album of first
day covers, enormous potential, some mixed condition, examination urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

China, Imperial Issues, PRC and Taiwan Collection, 1897-2011. A decent intermediate collection, stronger in classic,
organized neatly in glassine envelopes, 2007-11 are hinged to Scott International, containing over 2,700 different stamps, with a
good section of Imperial China, early PRC, Taiwan and Provinces, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
China, Republic and PRC Postal History Lot, 1930-2000. Approximately 250 cover and cards in a small box, includes
first day covers, postal stationery, commercial covers and commemorative covers, nice array, worth many time our low estimate,
some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Egypt, Interpostal Seals, 19th Century. Well over 150 mostly different on pages or stock sheets, arranged
alphabetically, nice variety and some of the scarcer ones such as: Kafer-Duar on blue (Kehr 27); Damanhour (Kehr 84d); Uasta (Kehr
# 104a) Suakin dark blue (Kehr #100a) and others, quality quite mixed with many having varying degrees of imperfections to outright
faults, includes a copy of Kehr catalog, Fine appearing.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ethiopia & Liberia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1974. Over 2300 stamps mounted in a Scott album, with parallel mint
and used collections of Ethiopia, mint 8-9, 18-20, 22-24, page of reference material, 116-119, with many varieties, 180-189, 273-277,
278-280, 284, 308-313, 314-319, 337-341, B6-B10, C18-C20, with special deliveries, postage dues, and Italian Occupation stamps
N1-N7 mint & used, Liberia has mint 16-20, 24-31, used C2, C23 mint & on first flight cover, C25 inverted overprint, C27-C36,
C45-C50, with several other first flight covers, a treasure trove for the African specialist, check this one very carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,001

Persia, Collection, 1870-1991. On Scott Specialty and Minkus pages, containing over 2,000 mostly different stamps,
with many high catalog items from late 19th century and early 20th century and strong selection of mounted elusive modern issues.
Highlights include 1-4, 786-94, 910-14, 931-34, 935-40, 941-46, 978-82, 985-89, 995-98, 1015-19, 1042-46, 1074-76, 1290-93,
B22-27, C51-67 and C79-82., generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion of your existing collection or great
for breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Israel, Jewish National Fund Collection. Housed in three binders, with over two hundred different stamps, with singles,
blocks and full sheets, includes but not limited to 1949 25th Anniversary of Herzlia, 1949 Independence stamps, 1949 Galil stamp,
1948 Petah Tikvah stamps, 1945 Rabbi Kook stamp, 1943 Dr. Arthur Ruppin stamp, 1950 Yemenite stamp, with some used on cover,
enormous value present, examination strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Israel, Collection, 1948-2008. 4 Lindner albums to 1988, Scott specialty pages from 1988-2008 and an album with
home-made pages with postal card first day covers, containing better items including: 1-6 with tabs, a couple with interesting
varieties, 16, 17-25 with tabs, 31-37 with tabs, 31-32 and some coin gutter pairs and tete beche pairs, 46-50 with tabs, C1-6 with tabs
(except 50c which is partial tab), C7-9 with tabs, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great mostly complete collection in premium albums
which only requires minimal effort to complete. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

927

HH

928

H/m/)
Israel, Collection, 1948-83. Hundreds of stamps in four stock books or albums. Highlights include: 1-9, 8-9 with tabs,
10-14 with tabs, 25 with tab, 28-30 with tabs, 37 with tab, 46-47 with tabs, 55 with partial tab, C1-6 with tabs, J1-5, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, decent catalog value with several good tab issues. Viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Israel, Mint Collection, 1948-93. Tremendous carefully-built collection on White Ace pages in four White Ace binders
(with dustcases), complete mint apparently never-hinged from statehood through 1993 except for one stamp (#J4), each in black
Showguard mounts; includes some of the scarce and hard-to-find items such as #1041 Chagall imperforate souvenir sheet,
#1056-57 Folklore souvenir sheet; AND, from 1970-93 (#402-1179) every stamp is apparently WITH TABS! A really wonderful and
beautiful lot of this strong country and these highly-desirable items! o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Israel, Mint Collection with Tabs, 1948-96. Presented in four Davo hingeless albums, includes all with tabs 1-6, 10-14,
15, 27, 28-30, 31-32, and appears complete to 1996, post office fresh, with pristine albums, inspection will only make it look better,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Israel, Collection, 1927-92. In White Ace album, mostly mint and mostly complete tabs with a high level of completion.
Highlights include: 15, 16, 25 used with partial tab, 27, 33-34, 35-36, 37, 46-47 and 55., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Israel, Mint Tab Collection, 1948-76. Housed in two White Ace albums and a stock book, the stock book holds the
majority of the value with 1-6, 10-14, 15 (3), 16 (3), 27 (3), 28-30, 37, 55, C9-C17, a wonderful collection mint with tabs, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Israel, Mint Collection, 1948-94. Better mint includes 1-9, 16, complete to the year 1994, fresh and clean, with airmails,
postage dues and officials, a great collection, inspection will only fuel your enthusiasm, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Israel, Armageddon Accumulation, 1950s to 2008. Includes a few earlier tab sets such as 31-2 & C7-8, C9-17, J1-6, a
smattering of plate blocks, but the collector painstakingly and rather religiously subscribed to new issues from the 1960’s up to around
2008, usually purchasing tab strips of (5) and multiples of souvenir sheets, a huge amount spent at the postal service, includes some
specialty items, souvenir leafs, FDCs and more, easily worth our low estimate and beyond the high, examination will assure one to bid
and to buy, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Japan, Mostly Mint Collection, 1870-1983. Mounted in three albums, better mint includes #1 (no gum), 53, 87-90,
111-112, 145, 148-151, 152-154, 163-166, 167-170, 199-201, 227-229, 279, 323a, 378a, 422, 422a, 448b, 479, 479a, 480-497,
517a, B11, used has 6, 11, 52, 54A, 63, appears complete mint to 1983, a gorgeous collection with many extras, don’t let this one get
by, few if any condition issues, viewing will be a pleasure and the reward substantial, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Japan, Collection, 1871-1953. On Scott Specialty pages, with nice quality, obviously collector purchased individually
with many partial sets, starting with some early imperf dragons, strong and mostly complete selection of early commemoratives from
early 20th century through post war period, 163-66, 167-70, 227-29, good National Parks sets and souvenir sheets mostly complete
through early 1950’s; 290-93a, 303-6a, 315-18a, 369-72, 378a, 385a, 1947-48 souvenir sheets complete, 422a, 423, 456, 479a,
480-97, 508b, Scenic Spots, some early 1950’s Lottery sheets, 575a, 580a, C3-7, C9-13, C14-24 (only missing C23 lower value),
C25-38, good early offices in China with great socked on nose postmarks, F.-V.F. A pleasing collection of mostly commemorative
issues with many great difficult souvenir sheets in presentable and fresh condition. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Japan, First Day Cover & Postal Stationery Collection, 1960-2000. Several thousand first day covers and some mint
& used postal stationery in six boxes and two albums, many with silk cachets, a very useful lot for the specialist, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Japan, Collection, 1871-1990. On Minkus pages, containing over 1,600 different stamps. Highlights include a pages of
revenues, a selection of early Dragons, strong Imperial Crest and Chrysanthemum issues, some Offices in China, 166, 167-70,
198-201, 227-29, 422, 479 and good selection of 1948 to early 1950’s souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great
collection, ideal for expansion of your existing collection or great for breakdown. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Korea (South), First Day Cover Collection, 1957-73. Over 450 first day covers in five albums, includes 243-244,
245-246, 263-264, 284-285, 286, 287-289, 290, 291, 294, 295-296, B5, C23-C26, C39-C42, huge potential for the Korean specialist,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Japan, Postal History & Maxicard Lot, 1930-80. Filling two boxes, includes hundreds of first day covers, maxicards,
mint & used stationery and covers, also includes used sheets, souvenir sheets and New Year sheets, tremendous value present,
inspection is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Kazakhstan, Mint Collection, 1992-2002. Well filled collection housed in a hingeless Schaubek album, some gaps at
the end but a great starter collection to continue, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Korea, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock, 1884-2000. Packed in two metal file drawers is this extensive stock with many
highlights, mint includes 68 (8), 69-73, 71a (2), 78-79, 85-86 (2), 80-84, 88-89 (5), 90 (5), 91-92 (5), 94a (2), 95, 96, 107 (2), 122-126,
154a-155a, 209-212, 212D-212F, 360-370 (2), 417-426 (2), 433a, 434-443, 439a-443a (2), C23-C26, C27-C30, C32-C34, and that is
a fair representation of the enormity of this lot, worth of some aggressive bidding, F.-V.F. Scott $30,000. Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Korea, Collection of Regular Issues, 1884-1903. Small specialized collection from the Monarchy period mounted on
blank 3-ring pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1-2 (2), 6-9 (2), 10 (4), 11 (2), 12, 13 (3), 13G (used), 14 (used), 15 (no
gum), 16A (no gum, short perfs), 17C (off-center), 18-27, 20B, 22a & 23a (last 3 NH), 20B block of six (4 NH), 22 block of six (5 NH), 46
block of six (3 NH); also includes a small group of Japan used in Korea including two covers to the U.S. (1908 registered, 1924);
condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise just about all F-VF. A very nice lot. Scott $7,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Korea, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1974. Mounted in six volumes in a large box, includes 1-4, 6-9, 10-16 forgeries,
with mint 61-66, 69-73, 78-79, B1-B2, B11, airmails include many blocks of four and varieties, 227-228, 232-234, 353-355, 356-357,
417-426, 434-443, 664-683, 756-780, hundreds of souvenir sheets include 290a, 296a, 298a-300a, 301a, 304a, 305a, 440a-443a,
C23-C26, C27-C30, C32-C34, C35-C38, C39-C42, enormous break up value, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Korea (South), Wonderful Collection. Housed in 2 volumes, very often parallel mint and used, with premium items like
mint Scott #’s: 78-9, 70a-72a, 80-4, 85-6, 88-9, 90, 91-2, 69-73 imperf pairs, 70a, horizontal strip of 3 imperf between, plus many
additional varieties such as # 62, horizontal pair imperf between, 67 imperf pair (2), 68 imperf pair, 114-15 imperf margin singles, 217
imperf block of 4, 122 horizontal strip of 3 imperf vertically, plus other mint 107, 122-5, 212Fa, 132-73 with a range of imperf singles as
well, 196-9, 227-8, 268-82, C23-6, C27-30, better used like #80-4, 90, 94a (2), some better FDCs and much, much more. Powerful
collector/specialist inspired lot, F-VF or better, very substantial catalog value, inspection invited. (no photo).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Korea (South), Excellent, Extensive Miniature Sheet Collection. Housed in one volume, virtually all mint, with
hundred in all, housed in a Minkus album with coverage to 1995. Includes Scott #’s: 203, 204-5 and B3 unissued sheets, plus 18
different participating Nations sheets, 285a, 286a, 290a, 298a-300a, 304a, 353-55 a and b, 433a, 439a-43a, and good runs of sheets
from there. Clean and lovely lot of these attractive issues, mostly Very Fine, inspection invited. (no photo).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Korea (South), Block & Scarce Imprint Block of Four Collection, 1946-71. Housed in fourteen mint block booklets,
includes 72-73, 74, 86, 87, 100, 118, 119-121, 182, 293, B3 (2), C1-C3, C4, C5, imprint blocks are rare and desirable, a rare
opportunity to pick inexpensive stock, be sure to check this one out, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Korea (South), Collection of Regular Issues, 1946-98. Specialized collection nearly complete for the period, neatly
mounted and written up on blank 3-ring pages; includes several imperf pairs from 1946-51, then such highlights as #94a, 187-187C,
198-199, 203, 212Fa, 249-262 (short perf on the 500h), 255a, 360-370, 360a-374a and 385-396, all but the 94a being NH; condition
is virtually all clean and F-VF. A great lot. Scott $5,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Korea (South), Participating Nations, Balance of a Specialized Collection, 1951. Includes a complete mint (LH) set
of 42 plus both types Italy, New Zealand & South Africa; also 15 NH imprint singles (13 different), 12 different imperf sheet margin
singles with guide markers (NH, with or without gum), a slightly miscut Philippines souvenir sheet (horizontal watermark, 1st printing),
9 covers including an unaddressed First Day Cover of the Canada set; France set imperfs from souvenir sheet canceled Pusan, 30
May 1952; and a Britain set used with three other stamps on a cover from Belgian Volunteer Forces in Korea to Brussels 14 May - 2 Jul
1953 (postage was 2400wn or 24hw in new currency); also a complete mint pane of 20 of the blue U.S.A. flag (right selvage folded
under) and lots of specialized articles from past issues of Korean Philately (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Korea (South), Specialized Collection Balance of the 1951 Inflation Overprints (128-131, 174-181). 37 singles and
49 blocks with lots of varieties like inverts (127a, 128a, 175a-178a & 181a), misplaced overprints, imprint blocks, etc.; all F-VF and
mostly never hinged. Scott $1,250 +++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Korea (South), Collection of Commemoratives, 1946-50. Small mounted collection including #80-89 (NH), 91-2 (NH),
95-97, 106-108 & 114-121, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

952

H/m
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H/m
Lebanon, Collector Stock of Duplicates. In two stock books plus a group of loose albums pages, mixed mint and used.
Highlights include used: 1-14, 18-21 (3), 22-38, 45-48, 50-62, 88 double transfer, 108-13, 114-34 (2), 133, 163-66, 177-80, 181-88
(3), 189-96, 203-9, 210-19, 220-24 (2), 229-33, 247-55, 256-65, 266-74, 275-84, 392-401, 453-58, B1-12 (5), C1-4 (2), C5-8 (4),
C9-12 (5), C21-24, C35, C39-48 (3), C49-56, C57-64 (singles (3 sets) and a set of blocks), C65-74, C79a, C82-87, C91-96, C97-100,
C106 (footnote souvenir sheet), C107-10, C115-18 rare souvenir sheet, C119-28 (2), C135-40, C141a, C175-82, C200-6 (3),
C211-20 (2), C236-42 souvenir sheet, CB1-4, CB5-8, J28 sheet of 25, J29-36, J47-49. Usual mixed condition with plenty of better
stamps that can easily be broken down for resale, generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommend a good view to properly evaluate.
Scott $10,600+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Mongolia, Mint & Used Collection, 1924-55. Mounted on Scott pages, mint includes 1-7, 32-44, 62-74, 83, used with
16a-20a, three pages of reference material, extremely rare 41, 46 and 50a tied to piece, a small but powerful collection of this country,
well annotated, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Saudi Arabia, Superb Mint & Used Collection, 1916-72. Over 850 stamps presented in a Scott album, mint has Hejaz
L1, L3, L15-L18, L17 block of six, L40-L41, LJ4-LJ7, Saudi Arabia mint with 5-6, 9, 11, 13-16, 59-63, 92-97, 98-105, 107-114,
125-129, 180-184, 254a, C1-C6, J7-J11, with dozens of varieties, excellent annotation, examination is critical, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Korea (South), Full & Part Sheet Collection, 1949-70. Collection of full sheets and large blocks in a sheet file, includes
111 block of 40, 112 block of 50, 113 block of 40, 182 block of 30, 217 block of 25, 209-211 blocks of 25, 756-780 four full sheets,
scarce and valuable, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Korea (South), Mint & Used Postal Stationery Selection, 1957-75. Over 150 postal stationery mint & used, and a few
first day covers of souvenir sheets, includes aerogramms, postal cards including first issues, and a few commercial covers, please
inspect, should be a winner!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Liberia, Collection, 1860-1980. In two Davo albums, containing over 1,000 different stamps, with highlights that include
some early “Liberia” issues through the modern topical issues of the 1980’s in better quality Davo albums, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion or fill in your existing collection (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Nepal, Mint & Used Collection, 1881-2013. Housed in an album, better mint has 51-59, 60-71, 72-83, 84-88, 90-101,
134, with mint sets to 2013, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Pakistan, Mint & Used Collection, 1947-95. Mounted on Scott & Minkus pages, mint includes 18-19, 129-144, used with
24-43, appears complete for period, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Saudi Arabia, Collection, 1916-2012. In three clean Palo albums that appear nearly new, mostly complete, many of the
early Kingdom issues are signed “ELA” Angeloglu, and mostly mint. Highlights include: L1-3, L8 sheet of 50, L14-19, L14b, L15a,
L18a-b, L22, L23 double overprint, L24-29, L24c, L31b, L40-41, L51-54, L51a, L52a-c, L54b, L55-60, L59a, L60a, L61-6, L63, L64a,
L65-66, L65a, L66a, L68, L70-73, L74-75, L77, L77a, L80, L80a, L82-89, L83c, L86a, L86c, L87a, L88a-b, L90-97, L91a, L93a, L96a,
L99c tete beche pair, L108-15, L117, L119, L120a with Angeloglu expert mark on reverse, L121, L122a, L123-28 (L128 with Filatco
certificate), L123a with Holcombe certificate, L130, L135-41, L135b, L136c, L142-48, L147a, L148a, L153b, L155a, L156-59, L156a,
L157/L157a tete beche pair, L158/L158a tete beche pair, L160-68 sets, 1 reading up and 1 reading down, 1-6, 6 block of 4, 7-20, 16a,
22-25, 26-29, 30, 32-33, 34, 36-36a, 37-38, 42-42a, 49-54, 59-63, 64-68, 69-74, 98-105, 107-14, 115 with PF certificate, 117-20,
125-29, 130-33, 135-37, 138-49 rare perforated set (146 and 148 with APS certificates), 138 block of 20, 139 imperf block of 4, 159-72
with shade varieties, 159 sheet of 25, 173-76, 180-84, 187-91, 192-93 sheets of 20, 211-26, 227-42, 258-63, 264-73, mostly
complete Dam and Gas-Oil Plant definitive sets: 286-313, 314-41, 393-405, 407-16, 422-38, 441-43, 445-49, 462-63, 465-73,
474-80, 482-83, Mosque issues: 489-99, 500-2, 503-11 with various shades and redrawn, 512-16, 517-22, 645-47, 671-74, 775-78,
825-33, 1169-73, C1-6, C7-21, C24-29, C30-32, C33, C40, C43, C52, C59-62, C64-80, C88-95, C96-99, LJ22-25, LJ26-34, LJ28c,
LJ29c, LJ30c, LJ31c, LJ32c, LJ33c, LJ35, LJ37-39, J9, J25-27, O1-6, O7-15, O21-28, O30, O33-34, O41, O43, RA1, RA9, plus a
shoe box full of duplicates including a big group of early Kingdom issues and a large amount of modern issues including 674 (2) King
Faisal souvenir sheets, 863a Prince Abdullah souvenir sheet and many modern duplicates up to 2012. A phenomenal collection with
better condition than usually encountered, with many of the difficult key and early Kingdom issues, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Saudi Arabia, Collection, 1930-90s, Mostly 1960s Onward. Several hundred sets, souvenir sheets, regular issues,
commemoratives, covers, Concorde flights noted, lovely mint issues with better items for the period throughout and including
varieties : 740a, misperf, imperf block, 811-13 plus many others, some duplication, looks like a handful with two of an item/set, viewing
a must to unlock the value of this popular and difficult to locate country, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Syria, Lovely Stock of Mint & Used, 1920s-70s. No real plums but just loaded with bread and butter singles, sets and
strongest in the UAR period, although some earlier French overprints including airmails, back-of-the-book are present, worth a peek,
noted 392-3, C200-1 color proofs, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

962

H/m
Turkey, Terrific Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1984. A wonderful collection of over thirteen hundred stamps mounted in
a Scott album, includes used 1, 4-5, 7, mint with 12, 14-15, 17-18, 24, 38, 54, 61, 62, 89, 97, C1-C5, C7, C9-C11, also postage dues,
Military Stamps reference lot, Officials, Newspapers, Postal Tax, Hatay with 1a, 1-11, 12-24, 25-37, J1-J5, a great collector’s lot, few if
any condition issues with some varieties, peruse to your heart’s content, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

963

H/m
Turkey, Collection, 1863-1916. Mounted on album pages and includes the 1st issues, Scott mint #269-270 and many
varied stamp within the date range, a useful group for the reseller, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Turkmenistan, Collection, 1992-2007. Includes #1 complete sheets with two perf & two imperf with one with a diagonal
crease, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 22 complete sheet perf & imperf, 9 (36), 23 (5), also full sheets of 22S & 32S, fresh & clean, excellent stock for the
internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Viet Nam & Indo-China, Postal History Collection, 1940-90. Over eighty Viet Nam covers includes uncommon cover
with block of four J5, free frank military postal stationery with J10 tied, only four reported, well travelled cover from Viet Nam to USA,
postage stamp added because free frank was only valid in country, with “Missent/To Korea”, official stationery of Thu Due Infantry
training school with red hand stamp, also includes Viet Nam stamps, and Indo-China cover and stamps, some very rare material that
should interest the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Asia, Middle East and Africa Area Collections
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Africa and Asia, Collection of Mint & Used, 1883-1973. Mounted in four Scott albums, includes Mozambique mint 5,
used C16-C23, Mozambique Company mint 175-193, 194-200, C1-C15, Nyassa mint 26-38, 51-62, 106-125, Iran used 448-463,
461-500, 910-914, mint 931-932, 966-969, 970-974, 990-992, 1047, 1048-1050, plus airmails, officials, newspapers, parcel posts,
Portuguese Congo mint 99-114, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, Thailand mint 1, 3-5, 18, 34, 35-37, 43, 62a, 139-144,
176-180, B31-B33, B35-B37, B38-B40, Jordan mint 270-278, 297-305, Viet Nam used 30-35, Ghana, Indonesia, Iraq, Israel, Japan
used 115-125, 152-154, 479, Laos mint 1-17, Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Egypt mint 1-2, with varieties and reference material
throughout, well annotated, spend some quality time with this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Independent Africa, Mint & Used Collections, 1890-1996. Mounted on Scott pages and Scott & Minkus albums, mint
includes Burundi 517-522, 523-527, 548-556, 589-601, 589a-601a, 611-615, 647a, C35A-C35I, C132-C137, Ethiopia 273-277,
285-296, 308-313, 789-806C, B6-B10, C18-C20, C23-C33, Equatorial Guinea collection, Liberia 195-208, C17-C26, C56a perf &
imperf, with many deluxe proofs, Rwanda collection, Somalia 611-618, C17-C27, C68-C69, J55-J60, Zaire, F.-V.F., many long runs
of mint complete sets, a fabulous lot of this ever popular area, be sure to come on down and take a look see (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Africa and Asia, Collection, 1860’s-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, with nice quality, strength lies in sets and singles
up to three figures. Obviously collector purchased individually with many selected singles comprising quality partial sets, containing
Africa and Asia, with a decent scattered section of Portuguese Africa, good early Japan including some lovely early issues and some
interesting cancels, some decent early commemoratives, some good early Korea, some interesting Liberia, a sufficient Macao
section, Manchukuo appears mostly complete, adequate early Persia with many complete or nearly complete early long sets, St.
Thomas and Prince has a satisfactory level of completion, some Siam, some early Tibet, Turkey with an interesting diversity of the
early Ottoman cancels as well and a good mix of early Star and Crescent issues missing from most collections, a very interesting
area, you can actually see the breakup of the Ottoman empire as you view the overall quality of their printed stamps, mostly used,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great mid range collection with plenty of useful stamps that add up to decent Scott value. You should
really consider viewing to fully appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Asia, Collections of China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea & Philippines, Mostly 20th Century. Housed in seven bulging
old-school Elbe springback binders, mints stamps/sets/souvenir sheets carefully mounted, the occasional cover or specialty item is
present, countries include: China (two volumes) sparse earlies and PRC but ROC is loaded, National Treasures, Emperors and
Horses complete, a few souvenir sheets, some nice marginal imprint singles to be found; Indonesia with a nice run of mint sets and
souvenir sheets; Phillippines mostly Republic with a nice run of mint; Japan & Ryukyus; Korea (2 volumes) loaded mint sets and
corresponding souvenir sheets from the 60’s to the 80’s which is where each of the above collections have their strength and value,
inspection invited and a breeze, but these and break em down or expand, the choice is yours, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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ASIA & LATIN AMERICA: Argentina - Mexico
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971
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Asia, Accumulation with Middle East Concentration. In two stock books plus a group of loose albums pages, mixed
mint and used. Highlights include: Algeria B14-26, Dubai 1-17, Egypt group of album pages and better items on dealer cards, Iran
some early better sets, 871-75 (2), 935-40, 910-14 (2), 978-82 (2), 1209-22, 1453-55 (12), 1615-26, B16, C79-82, Mongolia 102 (2),
103 (2), 114 (3), 115 (3), 127 (3), 134 (3), Nepal 95-101, Saudi Arabia 177-78 pairs, Turkey (Owners Scott Value $7,000+): 53-58, 97,
118-27, 128-31, 142-45, 160, 161-64, 254-70, 286-87, 350-54, 552-54, 605-22, 625-32, 634-47, 648-58, 659-72, J59-62, P49-53,
RA139-46 and RA188-98. Usual mixed condition with a good mix of better stamps that can easily be broken down for resale,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommend a good view to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Asia, Accumulation. In glassines and dealer cards, presented in five photo albums or stock books, mixed mint and used.
Highlights include: Republic of China 2373-74 specimens, Indonesia B69-76, Japan 223-26, 283a (2), 290-93 (2), 368 block of 8,
400a, 418-21, 421a, 422, 479, 492, 517, 561-64, 575a, 636-36A (3), 879A-91A (2), 90+ late 1980’s mint sheets, Nepal 9, 88, 90-101,
104-17 (2), Vietnam 496-500 (2), North Vietnam 1-3 (2), 17-19 (6), 20-22 (8), 23-27, 39-42 (4), 47-49 (4), 50, 199 (8) and 274 (3).
Condition appears mostly sound with a good mix of better stamps that can easily be broken down, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a
good view is recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Asia, Collection of Korea, Manchukuo, Nepal, Tanna Tuva & Tibet, 1860-1975. Mounted in a Scott album, Korea mint
has 1-5, used 6-9, 10-13, 13G, 14-15, 16-17, 34, 39-48, 50, 55-60, 69-73, 85-86, 88-89, 90, 91-92, 107, C23-C26, C27-C30,
Manchukuo mint with 1-18, 19-22, 32-35, 37-55, 59, 75-78, 83-100, C1-C4, Nepal has mint 4, 7, 60-71, 72-83, 84-88, 104-117, 134,
used has 7-9, 10, 12, 14-22, Tannu Tuva 1-5, 8-10, 11-14, 15-28, 29-34, C1-C9, Tibet used 1-2, 4, 14-18, there are reference
example, blocks, parallel mint & used collections throughout, a well annotated and assembled collection, will please the most
fastidious collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Asia, Collection, 1884-2000. Well over 3,000 stamps and souvenir sheets mounted on Scott pages in four volumes in a
box, better mint has Afghanistan C-C3 imperf pairs, plus souvenir sheets, Bhutan 83-83H, Korea 1-2, 3-5, 6-9, used 18-23, 34, 95,
appears complete from 1970 to 1985 with souvenir sheets, Nepal 51-59, 60-71, a fresh clean collection with few condition issues, a
great lot for dealers or collectors alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Asia, Mint & Used Stock, 1950-2010. A delightful selection of China & Southeast Asia, mint includes Hong Kong 261
block of four, Korea 178a block of four, Macao 463-466, Singapore 890b, stock book of mint ROC, stock book of used ROC, Japan
498 first day cover, Viet Nam trial color proofs, and this only scratches the surface, enormous potential, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Latin America
975
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Argentina, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1961. Over 1900 different stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in a Scott
album, there is a page of reference material, then mint has 22-26, 33-37, 52-54, 92-105 with “Muestra” overprint, 106-121, 160-173,
362-368, 452, B6-B9, C1-C19, extensive Officials, a wonderful start to this popular country, F.-V.F. Scott $7,950 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Bolivia, Classics Including Condors. About 75 stamps in total and includes 15 condors including nicer ones, excellent
small selection.
Estimate $400 - 600

Brazil, Collection, 1850-2012. A decent intermediate collection, organized neatly in glassine envelopes prior to 1959
and hinged to Scott International pages after, containing over 3,125 different stamps, with a good section of classics and difficult mint
modern issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $4,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

Colombia & Ecuador, Collection, 1865-1992. A very attractive collection from the northwest coast of South America on
Scott International pages (with interleaving) in a fairly-new Scott International Blue binder (with dustcase); the first century of each
country is filled with mainly used but some mint stamps, early are especially very nice quality; Colombia appears to be complete mint
never-hinged from 1966-92 (#754-C852), and Ecuador the same from 1965 (#726) through 1991 (#C738 and #1275); these
countries have been overlooked, but Colombia is now stable, and Ecuador has become a popular destination for American tourists
and expatriates; Try to find such a collection at any price; Ecuador is especially becoming a hot area, and this collection has many
high-quality and tough-to-locate stamps! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Honduras, Mostly Mint Collection, 1865-1988. Old-time collection on Scott Specialty pages in green worn binder, built
in the 1980s; virtually all mint, in clear crystal-style mounts later appear NH; after 1930 appears to be complete for regular issues and
airmails; includes souvenir sheets and some specialized varieties of dies and/or overprints; fresh material from an often overlooked
but philatelic interesting area; a great collection! generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Mexico, Sonora Seal Issues on Cover, 1913-14. More than 75 covers bearing the 1913 issue or 1914 Coach seals;
mostly common including 13 #344 and more than 30 #395, but also including better, e.g. #325a used with 323 Ures to Nogales, 3 Aug
1913; two covers with “MARO” error #344c; and several covers with revenue issues from the same period; also included, as usual,
are a few covers of doubtful origin, but, overall, a most interesting lot for the specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Mexico, Collection, 1856-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, mostly mint with many better singles and complete long sets,
containing better items including: 1-5, 6, 8-10, 12, 19-25, 26-30, 31-34, 46-48, 52-54, 77-78, 158, 159, 165-68, 170-72, 181-83,
242-54, 294-303, 304-9, 310-20, 370-80, 381-85, 482-94, 495-99, 515, 517-27, 528-38, 539-49, 550, 617, 620, 625-27, 667-74,
684-87, 698-706, 740-45, C51-53, C54-59 and C85-90. Usual somewhat mixed condition, generally appears clean and would neatly
fit into your collection or form the basis of a great country collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Mexico & Panama, Collection, 1858-1968. Mounted in a Scott album, Mexico has used 712a, 735, 896a, C38, C48,
C51-C53, C234a, mint with 754-758, C31-C36, C103-C107, with mint & used Special Delivery, Officials, Postal Tax, Panama has
mint 185-193, 214-216, 244-255, a lot that could be the basis of a larger collection, plenty of complete sets, examination urged,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Uruguay, Suns Issues, 1858-60. Small group on stocksheets comprising unused #5 (10), 5a (1), 6 (5), 6a (1), 6b (1), 12
(3) and used #9 (15, including a green cancel and a June 1864 usage), 10 (1), 12 (16), !3 (1) and 13b (1); small faults scattered
throughout, but generally F-VF or better, unused are mostly without gum. An excellent lot for plating. Scott $5,873 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Latin America Area Collections
984

H/m

985
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Central America, Collection, 1862-2000. Approximately 4,800 different stamps on Scott Specialty pages, in 5 albums,
containing Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Salvador, with strong classical era to 1940 including Nicaragua 1-10,
various surcharges and overprints and many elusive complete sets that can be hard to find, generally F.-V.F. appearance, be sure to
take some time to view to fill in some holes in your collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Latin America, Collection, 1850-2010. A strong intermediate collection, neatly organized in #1 glassine envelopes and
on Scott International pages, containing over 27,200 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well represented throughout with
a good mix of early issues to modern issues that seem to be missing from most collections, priced inexpensively for the novice
collector to build upon or a great collection to fill in your existing collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $28,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Latin America, Collection, 1844-1940. On Scott Specialty pages, containing better items including: Argentina 33,
122-42, 390, 470-72, Bolivia 13, 47-54, Brazil 7-9, 21-25, 38, 39-40, 61-67, 68-77, 79-81, 82-85, 96-98, P15, P18, Guatemala, Haiti
1-6, Mexico, good early imperf Hidalgo / Coat of Arms / Maximilian issues with a good selection of districts for the specialist, some
numerals, some decent Independence issues, Sonora and Baja numerals, a few 1915-16 overprints, some officials, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru 7-8, 341-51, C39, Curacao, Netherlands Indies 1, 2, El Salvador, Surinam, Uruguay and Venezuela
137-41, mostly used, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection of this difficult area, viewing recommended to fully appreciate.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Latin America, Collection, 1850-1975. Well over 4,500 mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets in six volumes,
includes Cuba C16-C17, E1, Dominican Republic E2, Haiti, Mexico 806-811, C143-C147, includes essays and revenues,
Panama 220-231, with plenty of complete sets, some condition issues, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Latin America, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1940. A nice beginner’s lot, includes Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras,
Chile, Salvador, unchecked for variations or shades, please check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
South America, Collection, 1844-1998. Well over 10,000 different stamps on Scott pages in 12 binders, containing
approximately 1,350 different Argentina stamps, approximately 600 Bolivia stamps, approximately 1,400 Brazil stamps starting with
early numeral issues, approximately 900 Chile stamps including 254-55 blocks of 25, approximately 600 Columbia stamps,
approximately 1,850 Ecuador stamps, approximately 1,200 Paraguay stamps, over 800 Peru stamps, approximately 1,400 Uruguay
stamps including a half dozen early Sun stamps, approximately 1,500 Venezuela stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance, a good
strong collection with a good representation of 19th and early 20th century up to 1940, moderately complete through 1960’s, a little
sparse after, a good solid intermediate collection with lots of sets in the mid-point price range $10-$50. Viewing should be considered.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
South America, Collections, Packed With Loads of Useful Material, 19th & 20th Century. Housed in seven bulging
old-school Elbe springback binders, mints stamps/sets/souvenir sheets carefully mounted, the occasional cover or specialty item is
present, a single volume for each of the following countries: Argentina; Brazil; Colombia and Mexico, each loaded with mint sets
and corresponding souvenir sheets from the 60’s to the 80’s which is where each of the above collections have their strength and
value, also included are albums of Dominican Republic; Paraguay and Venezuela, which are mostly used or on cover without the
mint set runs. Inspection invited and a breeze, break em down or expand, the choice is yours, a quick flip will be all it takes and you will
be hooked, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide
Antarctic Related Collections
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Falkland and South Georgia Islands, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1937-2014. Approximately
400 covers, in 7 small Lighthouse cover albums, focusing on the Falkland and South Georgia Islands involvement in the Antarctic,
including a cover produced shortly after the British / Argentina 1982 conflict as well as post conflict covers. This area has provided the
lynch-pin for the British Claim to the British Antarctic Territory, which has been a territory of great contention with competing claims
overlapping with Argentina, Chile and British Antarctic Territory, the British exert their claim via the Falkland and South Georgia

52

Argentina, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1942-2012. Approximately 700 covers, in 11 small
Lighthouse cover albums, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition crews. Cancelled during Expeditions or at one of their
13 stations, that are part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology
and general scientific advancement. This area has been a territory of great contention with competing claims overlapping with Chile
and British Antarctic Territory, the British exert their claim via the Falkland and South Georgia Islands which caused Britain and
Argentina to actually enter a brief war in 1982, although hostilities have ceased, this area is contested, but peaceful diplomatic
relations have prevailed. This area has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world.,
F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australian Antarctic Territory, Specialized Postal History Collection, 1947-2001. Approximately 440 covers franked
with Australian stamps at stations around Australian Antarctic Territory, in 6 small Lighthouse cover albums, starting with a few covers
with straightline “Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition 1947" cachets, then picking up after 1954. As an interesting note,
the Australian portion of the Antarctic covers nearly 1/3 of the land mass and is divided into 9 districts and there is a nice diversity of
postmarks from the various districts. It’s hard to argue with the popularity of this area which has become it’s own topic spawning
international study groups all over the world., generally F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few countries that have
permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Belgium, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2007. Approximately 100 covers, in a small
Lighthouse cover album containing Belgium expositions to Antarctic to promote general scientific advancement. Antarctica has
become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Brazil, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1982-96. Approximately 140 covers, in 2 small Lighthouse
cover albums, cancelled during Expeditions and serviced by a Antarctic living in Brazil at the time. Brazil is among the newest
countries to stake their claim on the Antarctic in the contested zone that Argentina and British Antarctic Territory have each
contested, to be part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research. Antarctica has become quite popular over the
years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., this country is very scarce among Antarctic collections as it has
been largely unnoticed by the community of Antarctic philatelists. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Antarctic Territory, Specialized Postal History Collection, 1963-2014. Approximately 700 covers, in 11 small
Lighthouse cover albums. This area has been a territory of great contention with competing claims overlapping with Argentina, Chile
and British Antarctic Territory, the British exert their claim via the Falkland and South Georgia Islands which caused Britain and
Argentina to actually enter a brief war in 1982, although hostilities have ceased, this area is contested, but peaceful diplomatic
relations have prevailed. The British are exert control over this final continent as they also have dominion over Ross Dependency and
Australian Antarctic Territory. Despite the contention of this territory, the goals of the bases in the Antarctic have been peaceful and
scientific: to advance research in the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This area has
become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one
of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Chile, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2011. Approximately 250 covers, in 4 small Lighthouse
cover albums, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition crews. Cancelled during Expeditions or at one of their 11 stations,
that are part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and general
scientific advancement. This area has been a territory of great contention with competing claims overlapping with Argentina and
British Antarctic Territory. This area has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world.,
F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Europe, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1960’s-2007. Approximately 320 covers, in 7 small
Lighthouse cover albums, of various European expositions to Antarctic to promote general scientific advancement. Countries
include: 100 Belgium, 100+ East Germany, 80+ West Germany, 30+ Poland and 90+ Bulgaria, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Romania
and Ukraine. Antarctica has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., a
great diverse selection of esoteric Antarctic expeditions. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Islands which caused Britain and Argentina to actually enter a brief war in 1982, although hostilities have ceased, this area is still
contested, but diplomatic relations prevail. Argentina still claims Falkland and South Georgia Islands as of their last constitution and
the British held an election in 2012 and the residents overwhelmingly voted to remain British. Despite this contention, the goals of the
bases in the Antarctic have been peaceful and scientific: to advance research in the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and
general scientific advancement. This area has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the
world., F.-V.F., a great piece of recent history that would be a great addition to the British Antarctic Territory collection that we are also
offering in this sale. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
999

)

French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Specialized Postal History Collection, 1954-2013. Approximately 800
covers, in 13 small Lighthouse cover albums, focusing on French Southern Antarctic, including five forerunner Expedition covers
franked with Kerguelen postmarks on with meteorological station cachets and better covers including covers franked with: 17-18, 20,
29, 31, 33 (4 covers with various cachets), 58-63 (over a half dozen sets on several covers), C1-2 C2 on Flown Helicopter cover, C5,
C13, C29-32 and C35a. This area covers the southern islands of the Indian Ocean. In addition to meteorology and scientific study,
this area serves a practical purpose as the southern hub of the Indian ocean for their merchant marine’s including several dozen oil
tankers and large cargo ships and controls the local fishing in that area, this economic activity brings €16 million a year in revenue. Not
only has this territory been important to France economically, but this area has become quite popular over the years spawning
international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1000 )
Japan, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2010. Approximately 225 covers, in 4 small Lighthouse
cover albums, of Japan expositions to Antarctic with a good selection of J.A.R.E. (Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition) covers
as part of the multi-nation mission to advance Antarctic scientific research. Japan has had recent controversy surrounding their
scientific endeavors in the Antarctic after it was discovered that 3,600 whales had been killed as part of Japan’s scientific endeavors,
Japan accepted the international courts decision and has agreed to stop all whaling activity globally. Antarctica has become quite
popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1001 )
New Zealand, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1954-94. Of approximately 420 covers mostly
cancelled at Scott Base or Cambell island, in 8 small Lighthouse cover albums, many signed by Commanding officers or expedition
crews including some joint U.S. operations to advance general scientific research. This area has become quite popular over the years
spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few countries that have
permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1002 )
Russia, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2016. Approximately 360 covers, in 6 small Lighthouse
cover albums, of various Russian expositions to Antarctic and post marks from many of their various 12 bases, starting with an early
1957 cover with a Mirny base postmark and many lovely Antarctic theme stamps and cachets forming a lovely collection. Russia has
always sought to be at the forefront of the global scientific discovery and the Antarctic has certainly been part of that goal. When the
rest of the world drifted into Cold War madness, the Russians and Americans were often found in the Antarctic working together to
accomplish mutual goals. Antarctica has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world.,
F.-V.F., an interesting collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1003 )
South Africa, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1950-2015. Approximately 500 covers, in 9 small
Lighthouse cover albums, starting with a few forerunners from the early 1950’s, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition
crews, most covers canceled with Gough Island or SANAP postmarks. South Africa has continually operated a station since 1956 as
part of South African National Antarctic programme (SANAP) on Gough island through a lease from Tristan da Cunha, to contribute to
a multi-nation mission to advance research in the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This
area has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting
collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1004 )
U.S., Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1940-2015. Approximately 1,600 covers cancelled on ship or at
U.S. Antarctic base, in 24 small Lighthouse cover albums, nearly every cover with Antarctic or ship cachet and many signed by ships
Commanding officers or important officials, starting with a few 1940 U.S.S. Bear - Little America Expedition covers, then picking up
shortly after WW2 with the Operation Highjump and Deepfreeze missions to establish a permanent Antarctic base. As years went by,
the mission evolved to become a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in the areas of Marine Biology,
Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This fascinating endeavor has become it’s own topic spawning international study
groups all over the world. This is an unmatched collection spanning these many years with approximately 1,400 different covers, most
of which were serviced by the previous owner., generally F.-V.F., don’t miss your change to bid on this impressive collection. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1005 )
U.S., Byrd’s Second Antarctic Expedition Specialized Postal History Collection, 1930-35. Approximately 150
covers, in 3 small Lighthouse cover albums, a little over 40 covers are first day covers with various cachets, a little over 40 covers were
cancelled in Little America, Antarctica with different cachets, a couple of where were from Byrd’s first 1930 Expedition, about 15-20
covers are Naval covers with important milestones or important events pertaining to Byrds Expedition, the remaining covers were
produced after the expedition, somehow related to Byrd’s expedition (ie. anniversaries of important milestones, commemorative
stamp issues about Byrd, etc), as a bonus you will find a complete 753 (ungummed, perforated) sheet with some rather severe
perforation separations, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1006 )
U.S., Byrd Antarctic II Expedition Collection, 1935. 93 different containing virtually all the different days of the Byrd
Antarctic Expedition. Most are addressed to C.W. Deardorff of “Little Amer Times” without cachets, eight covers are business size
with Byrd Photo cachet or Penguin handstamp cachet, 1 with complete 735 souvenir sheet, some toning around stamps, F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1007 )
Worldwide, Lindblad Cruises Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1958-84. Approximately 260 different covers
housed in 4 small Lighthouse cover albums, starting with a few fore runners, but mostly focused on Lindblad Cruise, a cruise line
known for their expeditions to some of the most amazing destinations in the world. They were the first to organize a cruise for
non-scientists or military to the Antarctic and this collection documents these adventures. Each cover has a lovely cachet and many
are signed by the ship master and franked with a diverse selection of worldwide stamps. This collection runs the entire existence of
this company from its start until the company was purchased by Society Expeditions and renamed accordingly., generally F.-V.F.,
don’t miss your change to bid on this fascinating collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1008 )
Worldwide, Specialized Antarctic Balance Collection. Containing approximately 500 mint Postcards, approximately
200 U.S. Antarctic theme first day covers, approximately 500 Worldwide Cacheted covers serviced in the Antarctic, approximately
500 Worldwide Cacheted covers and photo postcards serviced in the Arctic, plus a group 150-180 U.S. Antarctic Treaty anniversary
covers in 3 small Lighthouse albums, F.-V.F., a great diverse selection of esoteric Antarctic expositions. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1009 )
Worldwide, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1980’s-2007. A little over 100 covers, in 3 small
Lighthouse cover albums, of various Foreign expositions to Antarctic to promote general scientific advancement. Countries include:
45 China or Korea, 24 India and mixed quantities of Ecuador, Peru, Spain and Uruguay. Antarctica has become quite popular over the
years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., a great diverse selection of esoteric Antarctic expositions.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1010 )
Worldwide, Civilian Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1961-95. Approximately 100 covers, in 2 small
Lighthouse cover albums, with approximately 30 Elderhostal covers from the first season held in Antarctica Jan-Feb 1995, with
covers postmarked at milestones along the journey and 71 Thala Dan Expedition covers, from their various private expeditions to
Antarctica allowing civilians to experience what only military personal or scientists could experience before. Antarctica has become
quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., a great diverse selection of esoteric
Antarctic expositions. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1011 HH/H
Worldwide, Antarctic Related Mint Collection, 1960’s-2000’s. Containing a group of hundreds of sets and singles
from United States (containing over $197 worth of face value postage), Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Japan, South Africa, U.S.S.R., etc. in
mind duplication that added up to $100’s worth of new issue cost, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide Topical Collections
1012 HH/H
Worldwide, Scouts on Stamps, Compendious Collection, 1900-95. A magnificent and highly complete collection of
over 4500 different stamps or souvenir sheets, mounted in twelve albums with many of the scarcer sets and souvenir sheets, includes
Australia #648; Czechoslovakia 51a, Persia 1052-1053, Dominican Republic B6-B10 souvenir sheets perf and imperf; Dubai
stationery H&G #DG7-9; 13-15; F-3; France Boy Scout postal cards H&G 133; Laos 241, C106-C107; Nicaragua #C307a; 1961
Paraguay souvenir sheets perf and imperf, Cyprus 226a, Macedonia Michel #7; Qatar 53-60 with perf and imperf souvenir sheets,
184-189 & 187a; Sierra Leone 382-7; Syria C4-C5, Thailand B12-B17, B18-B23, B24-B30; includes many Trucial States, would be
impossible to duplicate this collection, owner’s acquisition cost during the period 1975-1997 exceeds $13,500 for just the stamps
purchased, should be a very comfortable buy at our estimate and beyond, a great lot from which to expand or for internet retail sales,
inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1013 HH/H
Worldwide, Sports Topical Collections, 1948-2000. Includes Olympic Games mint stamps and souvenir sheets
mounted on White Ace pages, album of sports on stamps, album of 1968 Olympics on stamps, box of worldwide mint souvenir sheets
and sets, pages for The World of Sports on Stamps with many mint sets, and mint Vatican souvenir sheets and sets, enormous
catalog value, review please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1014 HH/H
Worldwide, Alice In Wonderland Cinderella Collection, 1960-75. Housed in two volumes, the first has “Wonderland”
stamps, many with Alice and the characters from Wonderland, the second volume has seventy three covers franked with the
Wonderland stamps, a magical collection for the topical collector or Alice In Wonderland enthusiast, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1015 HH/H
Worldwide, Flowers Topical Collection, 1920-2000. Residing in two volumes, countries include U.S., Europe, Africa,
Latin America, British Commonwealth, Russia, French Colonies, and Asia with dozens of complete sets and souvenir sheets, a
phenomenal collection with great break up value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1016 HH/H
Worldwide, Dinosaur, Fossil, Shell & Mining Topical Collections, 1930-2010. Mounted in eight albums, a few better
includes Afars & Issas 382-391, Bahamas 849-863, British Antarctic Territory 153-167, Christmas Island 326-341, Maldive Islands
2278-2279, New Zealand 1155-1160a, Singapore 682-684A, Togo 1628-1633, be sure to check this out carefully, there is sure to be
some sleepers, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1017 H
Worldwide, Mint Thematic Collection, 1958-66. On several hundred handmade Scott pages in large green binder,
worldwide issues by country A-Z with all stamps issues related to United Nations, including omnibus and other issues for: Declaration
of Human Rights, WHO and Anti-Malaria, ITU, UNICEF, UPU, International Cooperation year, Freedom From Hunger, UNESCO,
World Refugee Year, United Nations Day, UN General Assembly Resolution, and others; includes single stamps, sets, souvenir
sheets (perf and imperf), a few cover; lots of well-selected and choice material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
1018 H/m
Worldwide, Antarctic and Arctic Topical Collection. A mostly mint collection of polar related stamps mounted in two
stock books, countries include Albania, Argentina, Ascension, Australia Antarctic Territory L8-L18, L97b, L97c, Belgium, British
Antarctic Territory 64-67, 102-116, 153-167, 202-213, Canada, Chile, Falkland Islands, French Southern & Antarctic Territory,
Monaco, Peru, Poland, Ross Dependency L1-L4, L5-L8, Russia, Scandinavia, South Georgia 17-30, 109-123, 178-189, Spain,
Uruguay, with many better sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Take some time and tour this lovely lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1019 H/m
Worldwide, Trains, Trolleys & Transportation Collection. Housed in 15 cover albums, well over 1000 items, includes
picture post cards (both mint and used), first day covers, event covers, spanning the globe, more modern in composition, very useful
and a great source for retail sales.
Estimate $500 - 750
1020 HH
Worldwide, UPU Omnibus Set 1949. Omnibus collection of 75th Anniversary UPU, includes Hong Kong, Falkland
Islands, New Hebrides, with souvenir sheets, imperf varieties, a clean set, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1021 H
Worldwide, Christmas Stamp Collection. Hundreds of complete mint sets and singles mounted in four K-Line albums
with additional pages, with booklets, gutter pairs and postal stationery, U.S. complete after 1912, worth many time our low estimate,
fresh & clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide Cover Collections
1022 )
Worldwide, Magnificent Postal History Collection, 1920-2000. An exciting and enticing collection of about 700
worldwide covers, with many attractive items from exotic places, includes Soviet field post from a soldier stationed in Afghanistan,
US- Great Britain & US-Norway dual franked covers from the 1931 Wilkins-Ellsworth submarine expedition, 1948 East China
liberation area cover, 1949 PRC revenues on receipt, 1936 flown Hindenburg cover franked with zeppelin stamps, Michel-listed
Germany POL perfins on Nazi era covers, 1938 SS Bremen catapult cover, registered Holy Land covers from the May 1948 Interim
Period franked with Jewish National Fund seals, Field Post mail of the white Rhodesian mercenary army in combat against the
Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army, 1971 Cook Islands strike post surcharge cover, local mail Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus, plus a group of covers posted at small islands of the world, and loads more, a unique opportunity to acquire truly scarce
material, be sure and inspect this beauty, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1023 )
Worldwide, Airmail Postal History Smorgasbord, 1920-60. Over five hundred airmail covers from Aden to Zanzibar,
includes 1928 John Henry Mears Round the world card, Italy C1 on flown card, Italy C2 on cover, Afghanistan cover from the Foreign
Service, 1938 Brazil Condor flight, and many more, a trip to the four corners of the globe, presented just you, some mixed condition,
but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1024 )
Worldwide, First Flight & Zeppelin Cover Collection, 1918-40. Twenty flight covers and over sixty five zeppelin
covers, flight covers includes 1930 DOX flight to US, 1932 Condor cover Brazil to Germany, and a few BOAC first flight covers,
zeppelin covers include 1929 cover flown on ZMC-2 with small piece of hull, 1928 flight to Egypt, 1929 flight to Japan, 1929 flight to
Greece, 1933 flight to Italy, 1930 flight to Spain, flown card from Danzig, 1937 cover to Ecuador, 1933 cover from Vatican City, a card
from Iceland, and many more, a spectacular lot with many scarcer covers, inspection is a must, some condition issues as to be
expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1025 )
Worldwide, Postal History Imbroglio, 1890-1970. Thousands of covers in six cartons, with material such as first flights,
antarctic, Red Cross, Ryukyus first day cover C9-C13, space, boy scouts, Olympics, Europa first day covers, French Colonies, tin can
mail, WWI soldier’s mail, maximum cards, balloon flights, and much more, many of the covers are in the original mailing envelope, a
surprise at every corner, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1026 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Balance, 1929-36. About 40 covers (a few are non-Zeppelin Airmail covers) including 5
Argentina, 6 Brazil and 8 Germany; lots of better frankings including Argentina C20-24, Bolivia C15 & C25 (one cover), Brazil 4CL4-5,
Danzig C31-35, Egypt C3, Finland C1, Germany C38, C39 & C43, Hungary C24-25, Liechtenstein C7-8 & C15-16, and U.S. C18;
also includes 14 Zeppelin stamps (e.g. Iceland C9-11) and a few other Zeppelin photos/picture postcards; condition is just about all
F-VF. A useful lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1027 )
Worldwide, Cover Calamity, 1860-1980. Many thousands of covers and cards filling a large carton, with picture
postcards, postal stationery, forwarded, ads, registered, Nazi censored, classic France, Germany states, British Commonwealth,
Canal Zone, something for everyone, mixed condition as to be expected, take a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1028 )
Worldwide, Postal History Jambalaya. Residing in a cover album, over ninety covers,postal cards, picture postcards
and aerograms, some better include 1913 Austrian picture postcard to Indo China, Austria C1, C2 & C3 on cover, Austria M43-M48
on cover, mint Newfoundland postal cards, 1937 Germany C46, C51 & C57 on cover to South West Africa, a quick inspection will
confirm the quality of this collection, some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1029 H/m/)
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1850-1960. Over sixty covers in a cover album in a small box, includes 1901
Edison Talking Machine ad cover, 1932 Germany C35 on card to South America, picture postcard of DOX, 1929 Switzerland flown
zeppelin picture card to Germany, 1928 LZ127 flight card US to Switzerland, several Switzerland flown cards, 1929 Swiss Balloon
card, several German covers, also includes stamps and first day covers, a wild lot that should please the most meticulous collector,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1030 )
Worldwide, Walloping Cover Assortment, 19th & 20th Century. Housed in 30 cover albums with well over 1500 items
of every country and genre, includes newer material and stationery, very useful and offered completely intact at the owners behest,
please have a look and let us know what you find, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1031 )
Worldwide, Mostly 20th Century Postal History Lot, 1847-2000. Hundreds of covers filling a large carton, includes a
cover carried in 2nd Iditarod race, Prexies, PRC first day covers, worldwide first day covers, hundreds of Viet Nam and Viet Nam
destination covers, Russia, 1936 Hindenburg flight cover, ads, space related, censored, most of the value is in the Viet Nam related
material, mixed condition, a wonderful lot to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1032 )
Worldwide, Collection with Errors, 1920-60. Housed in a small box, includes Liberia 337 pair with center inverted with
1989 APEX certificate, C68, C114, C115 imperf with inverted flag, exhibit pages with Specimens, Guinea C30 (70) & C31 (140)
vertically imperf pairs, C31 (60) imperf horizontally, C31 souvenir sheets (4), Haiti 469 with Swedish flag overprint (80), some
moisture issues on some sheets, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1033 )
Worldwide, Stationery Cut Squares and Entires, Predominantly 19th Century. Well over a thousand in three Elbe
springbacks, two volumes devoted to Great Britain and Commonwealth, some entires in the Great Britain (sadly toned) and one
volume of Europe incluidng some German Offices, Denmark and DWI; French Colonials; Portugal, Russia, albums loaded, old time
lot assembled many decades ago, a few sleepers included, inspection invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
1034 )
Worldwide, Postal History Hotch Potch, 1950-2010. Several thousand covers in a large carton, heavy in Russia,
Poland, China & Germany, with registered, advertising, picture postcards, fantastic array of material, mixed condition, review please,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1035 )
Worldwide, Postal History Menagerie, 1860-1936. Over 100 covers for your perusal, includes 114 on ad cover with
contents, 1886 Wells Fargo & Co imprint cover, mint postal stationery U218-U219, U221, 1960 “Damaged In Fire In Railway/Mail Car
At Cadie Calif”, 114 on Singer Manufacturing ad cover with contents, Newfoundland 93 on cover, New Brunswick 6 on cover, Kenya,
Uganda & Tanzania 68, 70 & 72 on cover, 1936 Queen Mary maiden voyage cover, fresh & clean, a sweet lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1036

Worldwide, Pinbacks & Military Pins & Buttons. Two small boxes, one with military badges, the other with pinbacks,
the first includes King’s Africa Rifles pin, Rhodesia Regimen pin, various military buttons, the second has McKinley Hobarth pins,
General Foch welcoming pin, 1946 NH Outing Club Winter Carnival pin, Harvard football pin, Butler Fuller Allen jugate, 1938 Radio
Orphan Annie decoded badge, many with original paper insert, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide General Collections
1037 HH/H
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1920. Schwaneberger Specialized Kosmos (World) Stamp Album in five volumes, 1921
edition (regarded by many experts as the finest printed stamp albums ever made) published in Germany by the makers of the Michel
catalogues, and hailed as the first “scientific” stamp albums and catalogues. This set of albums—-with descriptions and spaces for
every postage stamp known to be released through 1920—-puts many catalogues to shame since it includes all major and minor
shade, color, paper, watermark and perforation varieties (as in the Michel catalogues). This deluxe edition was printed in a very
limited edition of a few hundred copies. It includes almost 1,000 singled-sided double folio-size heavy coated-paper pages, with a
hidden springback mechanism in large buckram binders (with dust cases). These albums and pages are in very good condition and
are suitable for use today, with some very light pencil marks on some pages. Some better stamps are (or were) in clear mounts. These
albums alone are valuable, but they also house many thousands of stamps assembled in a collection almost one century ago.
Probably three-quarters of the stamps are in used condition, and they display a startling freshness and brightness, having not seen
any light in many decades. After several weeks of study, we have listed the highlights of the collection, counting only sound stamps in
generally fine or better condition; stamps with faults, thins, missing perfs, etc., have not been counted. Suspicious items known to be
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heavily forged are also not listed or counted. A few beautiful stamps with very minor flaws are listed (and described).
EUROPA: Belgium #12 with “25" barred circle c.d.s. ($150); Bulgaria #4 light cancel with slight nibbed corner ($160); Denmark #5-6
with ”1" (Copenhagen) in 3-ring circle cancel ($260); #57-64** ($240); 65-9** ($435), plus two additional Facit-listed shades ($140));
72-76 (including #74a)** ($480); 71** block of four ($130); Iceland #71-77 */o ($235); Germany #1 ($95); 13* ($110); 14 Hamburg
c.d.s., tiny short perf, signed Dr. Erwin Sommer ($130); 22* with Certificate ($500); 25 with “Ächen 7/1/74" c.d.s. ($410); #25a
handstamp on tiny piece, signed Frank Pfenniger ($500); 28 with minuscule perf flaws ($450); 36b,d,e ($170); 64* ($120); 65A with
Certificate ($400); Germany Offices in China, Tientsin #24-35 ($180); #36A Type II ($300); German Occupation of Romania Michel
#I-IV Fiscal stamps with/c.d.s. (€75+); Baden 1-4 ($340); 6-9 ($100); 23a* ($375); Bavaria 14 ($160); 15-22 ($400); Baden Michel
#O6//15 (perforated ”E" for use by Railway officials) (€170); Brunswick #5 ($325); 7-8($105); Bremen #2 straight-line BREMEN
cancel, signed ($300); Hamburg #2-3 ($195); 4(*) ($100); 22* ($105); Hanover $1-6 ($210); 16 ($100); 11-14 ($170); 22-3 ($110);
27-9 ($140); German Occupation of Alsace-Lorraine #N3 choice 1871 c.d.s. ($110); 22* ($110); Saxony #2 ($95);
Schleswig-Holstein 3//9 ($255); 11//14 ($170); Thurn and Taxis #13 ($400); Wurttemberg #1-2 ($100); 36a ($275); Memel #18-29
($100); German New Guinea 1//6* ($120); German East Africa #1//5*/o ($200); Caroline Islands #1 ($185); Marshall Islands 3-4*
($100); Samoa #51//56*/o ($174); Togo #36* with Sismondo Certificate ($130); France #1-2 lozenge cancel ($1,800); 9 ($800); 18-20
($145); 50-53a ($100); France Offices in Zanzibar #7//22 ($145); Greece #11 ($135); 15 ($165); 16-16b ($280); 20-20b ($120); 126*
($325); 127* ($575); 198//213 ($140); Great Britain #1 with red Maltese Cross ($320); 1a with light red Maltese Cross ($325); 26
($125); 27 ($100); 28 ($600); 44 ($215); 45 x2 ($200); 46 ($575); 48 ($225); 57 ($600); 60 ($250); 64 ($120); 70 ($325); 65 ($700);
94-95 ($300); 104 ($210); 105 ($240); 102 ($100); 96 ($165); 108 ($250); 122, 126 ($210), 127-39 ($500); 141 ($525); 142 ($850);
179-80 ($200); O75 ($145); O12 ($300); O45 ($135); Great Britain Offices in Turkey #NO38-41 ($135); Ionian Islands #1-2* ($175);
Malta 17-18* ($155); Italian States: Neapolitan Province #20*/o ($475); 23* ($290); Italy #17 ($325); 72 ($230); 59//63 ($140);
92//111 ($615); B1-4 ($140); Q1//5 ($180); Italy Offices in Albania 13//16* ($120); Italy Offices in Constantinople #1-8 ($115); Roman
States # 8 x 2 and #7 on piece ($235+); 13a(*) ($900); 14 ($250); 15(*) ($525); 15 ($105); 16 on piece ($135+); #9 and #7 on piece
($120); Sicily # 12 ($290); 13 ($120); Parma #4 ($235); #3 pair ($240); 9 ($350); 10(*) ($180); Sardinia #7 “P.D.” handstamp cancel
($650); 10-14* ($150); Tuscany #1 ($2,250); 4 ($190); 5 ($200); 6 ($260); 7 ($350); 8 ($375); 13 ($200); 12 (#1,100); 13 ($200); 14
($225); 15 ($375); 17 ($1,200); 18a ($350); 20 ($225); 21 ($440); 21a ($440); Luxemburg #42 ($95); Netherlands #1//3 ($235); 5-6
($110); 12 ($160); 40//50 ($175); Norway #1 ($175); 2-3 ($280); 9-10 ($145); 13 ($160); Austria Lombardy-Venetia #12 ($125); 17-18
($130); Austria #P1 ($110); Bosnia & Herzegovina # 8* ($160); Hungary Banat, Bacska Issue # 10N22-24 ($160); 10N25-37 ($260);
Arad Issue #1N1-9 ($125); Fiume #3//20a ($400); 100-104* ($185); J4c-J12c ($530); Yugoslavia Croatia-Slavonia # 2L3-15 ($205);
Eastern Rumelia #19* ($400); South Bulgaria #29 ($275); Poland 32-40* ($135); 41* signed ($500); 42* ($625); 44* signed ($500);
P4 ($275); Portugal #31 ($100); Moldavia #9 ($190); Moldavia-Walachia #17 ($225); Sweden #7 ($275); Switzerland #7a ($450); 8
($125); 12 ($125); 40 ($100);105-111 ($430); 125 ($130); Spain #23 ($450); Turkey #1-5 ($105); 132-41* ($275); 151//160* ($180);
161-64* ($160); 237-50 ($1450; 276-84 ($270); J1-3 ($220); J42-50* ($110); J51-52 ($200);
AFRIKA: Angra #1//35 ($210); Ethiopia #J15//19* ($220); Azores #33 ($100); 36 signed ($175); 38-39 ($105); 53a ($110);
Bechuanaland #9 ($190); Dahomey #1-16* ($580); 17-31* ($480); Diego-Suarez #8-9 ($205); Eritria #8-9 ($105); Fernando Po #1
($140); 2-4* ($200); 42* ($120); French Congo #3* ($350); Somali Coast #20 ($180); Cape of Good Hope #1 ($400); 3 ($325); 2
($170); 5 ($300); 5a ($400); 6 ($300); 6a ($600); 5b ($540); 6 ($300); 12a* ($650); 13 ($120); 13a ($600); 13 pair ($275); Liberia #7-9*
($230); Madagascar #22 ($100); Mauritius #9 ($240); 30 ($100); Moheli #1-16* ($400); Natal #35 ($120); 97 ($140); Niger Coast
Protectorate #7 ($160); Orange River Colony #17//22 ($725); 23-7* ($630); 61-9* ($305); 70-3* ($120); Reunion #5-10 ($325); 4*,4o
($125); 13-16 ($550); 25-27 ($700); 34//52 ($350); Senegal #22 ($110); 27 ($260); 11* ($120); 31 ($200); 12 paid c.d.s. ($240);
57//71* ($140); Sudan #9-16 ($125); New Republic #1//4* ($130); 28a* ($250); Stellaland #1-5* ($415);
ASIEN: India #11//18 ($170); 57-8 ($175); Ceylon #46* ($180); 118* ($95); China #7 ($525); 8 ($450); 10 ($225); 11-12 ($240); 15
($140); 19* ($240); 20* ($450); 20 ($500); 23 ($350); 73* ($250); French Indochina #2* ($110); Dutch Indies #59-62 ($295); 78-80*
($120); Persia #11* ($225); 14 ($175); 47-9 ($150); 53-59 ($230); Bangkok #18 ($110); Shanghai #73 ($95); 75(*) signed ($300);
89-90* ($100);
AUSTRALIEN: Australia #6-8 ($120); 11 c.d.s. ($140); New Zealand #8 ($200); 14 ($125); 16b ($400); 30 ($340); 35 ($145); New
South Wales # 31 ($140); 85 ($105); South Australia #2 ($100); Tahiti #1f ($475); 8-11* ($305); 27-28* ($135); Tasmania # 12 ($115);
Victoria #4 ($100); 124* ($100); B1-2* ($168); Western Australia #1 ($275); 3 ($275); 14a ($130); 21* ($140); 29* ($110); 72* ($140);
51* ($180); 61* ($130);
AMERIKA: Argentina #18//20* ($240); Buenes Aires #13-13a ($140); Cordoba #1 ($150); Bahamas # 11a* ($120); 13//13b ($150);
Barbados #26 ($130); Bolivia #55-58* ($130); Brazil #2b ($250), #28 ($110); 70//77 ($95); British Columbia & Vancouver Island #2(*)
($250); 7 ($125); 5 ($300); 5 ($300); 8 ($160); 9(*) ($300); British Guiana #11 ($1,100); 2(*) ($250); 7 ($125); 5 ($300); 8 ($160); 9(*)
($300); 47-49 ($105); 103-4 ($115); Canada #17 ($150); 18 ($130); 19 ($200); 23 ($225); 96-99* ($165); 100 ($100); 102* ($225);
F1b ($110); Costa Rica #94 ($100); French Guiana #40* signed ($125); Guatemala #6(*) ($175); 61//73* ($110); Virgin Islands
#21-28* ($150); Columbia #16 ($175); 34 ($175); 39-40 ($120); Newfoundland #61-74** ($740); Nevis #17 ($100); Peru #7-8 ($110);
9-10 ($95); 12//15 ($100); 19*/o ($165); St. Christopher #18-20* ($180); St. Lucia #5* ($140); 17* ($145); Cuba 2* ($125); Trinidad
and Tobago 51*/o ($170); 88*/o ($140); United States #Q1-12 ($205);
The strength is in classic Europe, with a few better colonies and some choice early China! Easily catalogues into the six-figures, with a
number of choice and scarcer items., o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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1038 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850-2010. A strong intermediate collection of Asia, Africa and Europe, neatly organized in #1
glassine envelopes and on Scott International pages, containing over 61,500 different stamps, plus some minor duplication, well
represented throughout with a good mix of early issues to modern issues that seem to be missing from most collections, priced
inexpensively for the novice collector to build upon or a great collection to fill in your existing collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $95,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1039 H
Worldwide, Airmail Collection, 1917-41. A marvelous mint collection in an old Scott International Airpost Album in three
spring-back binders; loaded with $50-$200 sets and a few better including Zeppelin sets from Aegean Islands, Hungary, Iceland,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Paraguay, Russia and Tripolitania, with lots of other highlights as well, including Canal Zone (CO8 & CO10
(canceled to order as always), Estonia C4-6, France C1-2, Greece C15-21, C38-47, Iceland C1-11, Iran C17-21, C51-67, Italy
345-348, C33-36, C42-47, C73-99, Japan C1-2 (C2 faults), Kuwait C1-4, Lebanon C35, C49-56, Liechtenstein C1-16 (C15-16 NH),
Macao C1-15, Portugal C1-10 (C10 NH), Russia C12-13, C26-29, C75a, Spain C1-49, CB6, Thailand C1-14, and much, much more.
As for condition, other than the Japan C2 mentioned above, everything is seemingly all clean and F-VF. A great lot. Scott $19,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1040 HH/H
Worldwide, Olympics (and Sports) Collection, 1924-60. In 19 volumes on handmade pages from 1982 BALPEX
Award-Winning Exhibit; early issues are generally lightly hinged; souvenir sheets and many later issues appear NH; this is one of the
original early major topical collections, virtually all mint, but a fair number of covers—-real beautiful carried-in-the-mail covers; also
includes specialty material, such as booklets and booklet panes, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, blocks, proofs, imperfs, special
printings, ceremony sheetlets, early maximum cards and special machine-cancels, tete-beche pairs, overprint varieties, color
varieties or errors, special overprints, etc.; most are the popular Olympic issues, but there are also some nice baseball, basketball,
soccer and hockey issues, and even some good early chess stamps; Since this collection was built about 50 years ago, there are a
number of items that are scarce and hard to locate today; some of the highlights are (all mint OG unless noted): Austria #B106-9
($210); B277 NH block-of-four ($80); Bolivia #352-8, C150-6 blocks-of-four NH ($100); Belgium #B480-4 ($85); B482a souvenir
sheet NH ($80); Bulgaria #237-43 ($170); #244-50 ($690); #272-8 ($210); #266-72 ($375); China (Republic) #1098-9 ($115); China
(Peoples’ Republic) #467-82 ($115); Costa Rica #B4a imperf tete-beche pair ($60); 1941 Soccer # C57-66 ($95); Cuba Chess
#463-5, C44-6, E14 ($95; Czechoslovakia #887-9 souvenir sheetlets of ten NH ($75); imperfs; Ecuador #377-81, C65-9 ($80);
Finland #B110-3 special souvenir booklet NH ($60); France 1956 die proof; France 1960 special inspection proof sheet; Germany
#B82a-3a booklet panes NH ($90); #B91-2 souvenir sheet NH ($220); #B141-3 on FDC ($85+); Guinea #201-2, C24-6 NH ($95);
#C24-26 ($72) with scarce overprint varfieites; Haiti #B1, CB1-2 ($80); Italian Colonies #46-50, C29-35 ($660); Italy- Aegean Islands
#31-5, C28-31 ($795); Italy #324-8, C62-6 ($265); #574-6 ($70); Korea #85-6 ($110); Lebanon #C49-56 ($185); Liechtenstein #176
($100); Monaco imperfs; Nicaragua #717-29 souvenir sheets of four NH ($375); Paraguay #C301 variety, imperf souvenir sheet of
four NH; Reunion #299-300 ($120); Romania #B20-1 souvenir sheets-of-four NH very scarce ($250+); #CB8 sheets-of-four- NH
scarce ($70++); several unlisted scarce items; #628-31, B340, CB6 in NH sheets of 16 ($80); #B279-88 sheets-of-nine NH scarce
($200++); Russia #559-68 ($470); #698-705 ($160); Ryuku #72-3 sheets of 20 NH ($120+); St. Pierre & Miquelin #358 trial color
proof marginal copy NH (ice Hockey); Salvador #538-42, C46-50, C81a souvenir sheets of four NH ($50); Uruguay #282-4 ($60);
Wurttemberg # 8NB5-6 on FDC with Berlin #RA4 tied; Yemen #99 variety, imperf souvenir sheet NH ($90); #98-99 with overprints
reversed.
This is an unpicked, intact award-winning collection that has massive retail value in the strongest and most popular thematic area!
F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $16,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1041 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections. In 46 albums or stockbooks, with better albums including one album containing
some decent Imperial China, early Japan and Italy, seven KaBe European albums to 1973 containing Austria (early issues, complete
definitive sets and decent offices), Benelux, Canada (some good small queens and 159), Denmark (some decent numerals and
mostly complete 1924 Christian X and IV issue), Germany DDR (some early overprints and surcharges and Mao set), Greece (some
good mint newer issues), Great Britain (good amount of Scott value from Victoria’s to George VI), Greenland, Iceland, Ireland (some
good 1930’s commemoratives), Netherlands (containing some better Semi Postal sets), Norway (a few better post horns), Sweden
(starting with good Coat of Arms and Numerals, Switzerland (containing some good imperf seated Helvetia’s), another set of two
KaBe European album containing classic issues that add up to high Scott value and could easily be combined with the above
multi-KaBe album to form on great European collection., generally F.-V.F. appearance. This lot could easily be broken into several
multi-volume collections that sold as complete collections or could be broken down into individual sets to maximize profits. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1042 HH/H/m Worldwide, Large Collection, 1860-1986. One owner collection housed in 88 volumes of Scott Specialized albums
offered intact, most albums are very lightly filled with a few empty as well, vast majority of stamps are in mounts, majority of material is
from the mid-20th century, the strength of the collection lies in Austria, Australia, Canada, Czechoslovakia, D.D.R., Guernsey,
Greece, Jersey, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland and Spain, there are a few better items contained within the holding such as
some China, P.R.C. and the Korea Flag Souvenirs Sheets, condition of albums are in generally good with a number in better
condition, albums and pages themselves to purchase would run into several thousands of dollars, F.-V.F., inspection is invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1043 H/m
Worldwide, Collection to 1990’s. In 34 albums, 24 of which are Scott International albums, with a moderate level of
completion to early 1960’s, sparsely filled after., 8 albums are Scott Specialty (some containing U.S. plate blocks from the 1970’s),
and 2 United National albums in White Ace pages. A great lot for expansion, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1044 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Cacophony, 1880-1993. Tens of thousands stamps mounted in twelve Master Global albums,
with heavy coverage in Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, France & Colonies, Germany & Area, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary,
India, Iran, Italy & Colonies, Japan, Norway, Switzerland, a little digging will find you mint China 131-133, 1386-1389, PRC
1278-1280, 1365-1370, 1389-1398, 1557-1572, Cuba E2, Egypt C1, E1, France C31, Iceland C3, O53-O62,with covers, multiples
and revenues, an exciting horde that will provide weeks of fruitful digging, mixed condition, allow plenty of time for viewing as value is
well spread out among the twelve albums, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1045 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Premium Sets and Singles. In four large stock books plus loose souvenir sheets and sets (in
glassines), consisting of: Belgium C12A, Denmark C1-3 (2 mint, 1 used), Falkland Islands 22-29, France 123 (2), 241, C8-14,
C16-17, early French colonies, some better German States, German Colonies Yachts, a few German Mint Imperial Eagles, C35-37,
C46-56, set of DDR Marx souvenir sheets, Greece 14 Hermes heads, C38-46, Iceland 92-97, Italy - Aegean Islands C26-27, Japan
457, 1950-52 Lottery sheets, 746-54, Luxembourg 217, set of 5 Monaco 1956 Princess Grace / Prince Rainier Deluxe Proofs, New
Guinea C1-13, C24-27, Papua C5-15, Portugal 602a, 614a, 641a, 657a, 674a, Ile Rouad 8-16, St. Pierre and Miquelon 280//96 (14
different values), Straits Settlements 109-26 (missing 118), 134A, 135-44, Switzerland 242 (mint and used), Syria C88a, Thailand
348-362 (with original value, missing 1963 and later issues), Timor 223-39, over $180 worth of U.S. mint face value sheets, several
1970’s-1981 U.S. year sets, Vatican City 155a and C20-21, generally F.-V.F. appearance, sorted neatly in stock book and carefully
and properly identified, be sure to take some time for viewing. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1046 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used in Stockbook, 1850-1930. Includes mint unless noted France C1-C2, mint & used B11,
German States, Classic Chile, Korea 1-2 6-9, Liechtenstein C1-C6, C7-C8, and a zeppelin flight cover with a pair of C7, Italy
B17-B19, Japan 85-86, 87-90, Brazil used 1-3, Ireland J1-J4, group of Greece Hermes Heads, early Switzerland, and many other
valuable stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1047 HH/H/m Worldwide, Large Collection. One owner collection as received housed in a 17 volumes of Scott International albums
and multiple albums, binders and stock books offered intact, the International albums are very lightly filled, the balance of the
collection contains modern mint U.S. (1), Disney (3), Ireland (1), foreign (5), U.N. (2), and used U.S. (2), mint and used Germany (1),
Brazil (2), with 11 binders of U.S. and foreign F.D.C.’s, plus a box of mint and used stamps, majority of material is from the mid-20th
century, condition of the International albums are in generally good condition along with the pages which run into the 1980’s, F.-V.F.,
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1048 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Many hundreds of stamps mounted in seven volumes in a large box, generally
inexpensive sets and singles with an occasional surprise like Canal Zone mint C6-C14, Falkland Islands 90-91, Japan 223-226, great
lot for the beginning collector, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1049 H/m
Worldwide, Collection to 2001. In 27 Scott International albums, sparsely filled, stronger in classic worldwide, as well as
European and British Commonwealth countries with stamps to the early 1970’s. A great lot for expansion, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1050 H/m
Worldwide, Intriguing Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1950. Residing in three albums, includes mint China, France
B147a, French Colonies, Germany, Japan, Luxembourg 318-320, Monaco 110-130, C41-44, Russia 992A-1001, Spain, U.S.
692-701, a virtual cornucopia of sale able material, be the first to bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1051 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1974. In twelve Scott International albums, containing thousands of stamps including
some better Great Britain 1 (2), 4, 2/6 Victoria, a Victoria Jubilee set and 1902 Edward set, a nice album of Imperial China, a few stray
better values including some better singles on dealer pages and some Canadian face value postage, plus a HUGE European
Schwaneberger containing some respectable classic European issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1052 H/m
Worldwide, Small Collection of Premium 19th Century Singles. In small pocket stock book, consisting of Cape of
Good Hope 1 used, full margins, Denmark 1 used, Diego Suarez used 7, 9, 10, Faroe Islands o.g. 2-3, 6, Norway 1 (2), Poland 1 o.g.,
Russia 11 o.g., Switzerland 8 used, United States 240 no gum, Uruguay 12 used, better than usual condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1053 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. In combination of Scott Specialty and Ideal albums, with decent classical era
China three early Chinese Dragons and 5 surcharged Dragons, France and Colonies and early British Colonies including decent
Australian States, Canada (with mint 20c Victoria) and Hong Kong (early surcharged Victoria’s), India (decent Victoria, Edward and
George V shilling values), Malta (George VI Self Government to 10/-) and Palestine. A great old time lot abounding with plenty of little
hidden treasures, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1054 HH/H
Worldwide, FDR Memorial and End of WWII Collection. In old time ELBE stock book. Highlights include: Hungary
B198A-D, CB1-CB1C normal souvenir sheet set of 8, scarce tete beche souvenir sheet set of 8 and set of two souvenir sheets
containing all 8 values (4 on each sheet), Italy C27, C48-49, Korea 132-73, Monaco 198-202, B93, C14-15, CB6, C16-20 perf and
imperf sets, Poland C26d, 1939 French New York World’s Fair Omnibus set and 1946 France Victory Omnibus set. A little toning and
gum disturbance from being stored in a musty environment, still overall a decent collection with several popular sets, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1055 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1970. Hundreds of stamps mounted in eight Scott International albums,
usual coverage in Eastern Europe, Latin America, British Commonwealth, with some decent Italian & French Colonies, also nice mint
China & used Russia, with extra pages liberally added throughout, revenues, labels and back of the book adds some spice to this
collection, a lot that needs inspection to truly ascertain its value, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1056 H/m
Worldwide, Mint Helter-Skelter with British, 20th Century. Virtually all mint, completely intact and brimming to the top
with interesting and useful items, we noted keyplates, Australia, Canada, Poland, Swedish Year sets, absolutely worth viewing as
when broken down one will reap a small tidy sum well beyond our estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1057 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1870-1965. Housed in 6 volume Scott International albums, lightly filled with strength in early
and mid-20th century, all lightly hinged to pages, albums and pages are in good condition, a great set of albums to expand on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1058 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1945. Over a hundred mint & used stamps, with Egypt mint 27-28, 105-107,
111-113, 114, Iran 104-119, 136-151, Samoa, China, Nyassa 44-46, Greece, mixed condition on the 19th century material, close
inspection should result in some sleepers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1059 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1880-1960. Many hundreds of stamps mounted in two 1959 Minkus Supreme Global albums,
mostly inexpensive stamps, but there should be a sleeper or two worth mining, two volumes of Disney material from Dominica,
Grenada, Turks & Caicos, Maldives, Antigua, Togo, with corresponding souvenir sheets and first day covers, and a volume of
registered and first day covers from the 1937 Coronation Omnibus set, mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide Accumulations and Dealers Stocks
1060 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Bourse in Travel Cases, 19th and 20th Century. Comprehensive dealer’s stock representing the
entire globe comprising of mint and used singles and sets each presented on 102 cards, residing in 238 red boxes that fill 20 travel
cases, each item is identified by Scott catalog and priced by catalog or retail, we didn’t see anything below 50¢ on up to the $20 range
per item. Some items have multiples in each card.
Countries represented by at least one box [if more the number is listed in ()], but many other countries present: Australia & States (3);
Austria (4); Belgium (2); Brazil; Canada (2½); China (3); Cuba; Cyprus; Czechoslovakia (2); Ecuador (2): Egypt; Finland (2); France
& Colonies (11); German Area (13); Great Britain (6); Greece; Ireland (2½); India & States; Israel (3); Italian Area (8); Jamaica;
Japan (2½); Liechtenstein (1½); Luxembourg; Malaysia; Malta; Mexico (4); Monaco (3); Netherlands & Colonies (5); New Zealand
(2); Nicaragua (2); Norway (3); Paraguay; Philippines; Pitcairn Island; Poland (2½); Portugal & Colonies (5); Romania; Russia (4); St
Lucia; St. Vincent; Singapore; Spain & Colonies (5); Sweden (3); Switzerland (2½); Thailand & Turkey, but hundreds of other
countries are present.
By estimation, we conservatively feel that there are in excess of 140,000 individual cards/items, and probably closer to 200,000 items
if we counted multiples, Ginormous retail value, owner estimated that there was in excess of $300,000 and it could definitely be more,
should be a bargain at $200 a box (almost $50,000), but we strongly recommend viewing so that one can formulate your own
estimations, the work has been all done and would likely take many thousands of hours which might exceed the selling price of the lot
alone, one of if not the largest intact dealers stock in number of different items listed that we recall having offered. This was a working
store stock that generated nice sales and has been left untouched for the past 2 years. Many useful mint sets that would sell well on
the internet or a price list (or just take to the big show and you are ready to roll)., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate
$15,000 - 20,000
1061 H/m
Worldwide, Amalgamation. Mostly different better quality sets and singles that have been accumulated over the years
and amassed into this wonderful goodie lot. We noted a few stamps as we briefly examined the cards including: Albania 91-94, 96-97,
Belgium B169, Canada 9, 73 o.g., lightly hinged, Denmark 10 APS cert, Egypt 187-88, 219-32, France 37, 329, early booklet group,
B7, B11 o.g., B66-67 mint singles and on Louvre post cards, C1-2, C17, Germany 11, some Nazi era souvenir sheets, Israel 7-9, Italy
210, C23-26, C88, C93-94, Laos 25-26, C13, Great Britain 5, Luxembourg 11 on piece, Portugal 3, 22, Switzerland 7, 23, Turkey 270,
and so many more not listed. Overall condition appears better than usual with many desirable stamps to be found, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1062 HH
Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1960-1980. Thousands of singles, blocks of four and souvenir sheets filling two large
boxes, with excellent Switzerland, Canada, British Commonwealth, Burundi, French Colonies, South America, Austria,
Liechtenstein, Belgium, Asia, with many thematics, a fabulous lot for the internet or bourse dealer, a great range of material with many
popular easily sale able items, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1063 H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamps and Covers. A truly diverse group of better BNA, European covers, classics, nice early Canada
covers, a bit of everything. Many are on original auction lot sheets from the 1970s and 1980s, rough estimate of owner’s cost is $4,000
with value in the $50-$200/lot; perfect for auction or eBay resale (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1064 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Goulash, 1860-1960. Several thousand stamps housed in stock books, albums, glassines,
includes Canada collection, Supreme Global stamp album with good China coverage, stock book of Newfoundland & Canada, stock
book with a few Canadian Air Post Semi Officials, Canada revenues, box of mint British Commonwealth with blocks of four, a cut
above your normally encountered worldwide scramble, a slam dunk with enormous potential, mixed condition, examination is urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1065 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Holding, 1880-1960. A brilliant lot, small but powerful, with mint Australia 40, 48, 52, Canada
158, PRC 998 (6), Germany B33, B58, Labuan 68-70, Liechtenstein C1-, used includes Bavaria 77-91, 109-114, 117-135, 136-155,
156-168, 212-230, Bermuda 96, no fluff or filler here, inspection is necessary to root out the NH material, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1066 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Goodie Lot. Over 100 dealer cards or stock pages filled with pieces with Scott values up to
multi hundred dollars with better classic sets and singles, with a few example including: U.S. 291, C5, Belgium B80 sheetlet of 25,
B106, B179, B241-8, B498-502, B544-6, Q361A, Canada 56, 604a, Czechoslovakia 556, France 329 NH, 1100 block of 4, B12-19,
B157a, C16-17, Great Britain 181, Germany B102-3, B313-19, B323, B330, B337, B341, Hungary B198A-D souvenir sheets, Italy
232-8, Offices in China - Tientsin #15 with photocopy of APS certificate, Lebanon C149a (5 souvenir sheets), Liechtenstein 1-3,
Luxembourg 319-20, 329-31, Poland B31, Russia C75a, Saint Vincent 51, Switzerland early imperf seated Helvetia group,
Yugoslavia C33-C33a, condition is mixed with many great pieces, a great working stock with the difficult work already completed,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1067 H/m/)
Worldwide, The Great Grand Mother of All Balance Lots, 1880-1990. Tens of thousands of stamps, covers and
souvenir sheets, filling seven large cartons, mounted on pages and in albums, a lot with all forms of collections swimming around, with
a quick peek we espy a South Africa collection, Danzig & Saar collection, Great Britain, French Colonies, large Disney collection,
binder of better mint souvenir sheets, large box of worldwide censored covers, box with glassines and APS booklets, three albums of
mint Vatican City collection, a Switzerland collection, and a Netherlands & Colonies collection, you’ll need plenty of time to plow
through this lot, but the effort will be well rewarded, enormous potential, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1068 H/m/)
Worldwide, Accumulation. Loose stamps in glassines and envelopes, several stock books, mini-collections made up of
loose album pages, and packet material. Thousand’s of stamps adding up to high cumulative Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, needs careful examination.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1069 H/m
Worldwide, Great Value Accumulation. Mostly Western Europe in nine stock books and albums, plus loose album
pages and better sets and singles on dealer stock cards. Highlights include: a stock book / album of Austria and Hungary, a small
collection of Belgium containing: B9-16, B34-47, B156-62, Brazil C53, a group of Ethiopia on dealer stock cards, a couple stock books
of Germany: Empire and DDR, a stock book of random Europe containing Ireland 142-44 (3), 149-50, a small collection of
Netherlands 104-5, 107-9, 124-34, B62-65, Poland 412a, Portugal 602a, San Marino 81-82 proof pairs, a stockbook of United
Nations and a group of black dealer stock cards containing Germany DDR 82, Hungary C35-44, Liechtenstein 1-3, 54-69, 106 (2),
171, Luxembourg B65A-65Q, Montenegro 2NC10-17, Netherlands 6, 11 (2), 12 (3), 25, 26, 226-43, Netherlands Antilles 188-98,
North Ingermanland 8-14 (2), Norway 2, Portugal 109, 315-45, 717-20 (2), 747-48, San Marino 260-65, C52-53, Vatican City 30-31,
41-46, 55-60, C16-17, overall condition is somewhat mixed, a good selection of premium stamps that quickly add up in value,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, we recommend viewing to properly evaluate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1070 H
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Consignment Balance. Four stockbooks, two albums and a small box containing primarily
Canada & U.S.; in the Canada we note one stockbook containing such better as Quebec Tercentenary complete mint (problems), lots
of used Small Queens, used Nova Scotia #1-3 and mint Newfoundland #1 (4, two no gum), 12A, 19, 22 (watermarked, NH); also lots
of Canadian booklets from the 1940s-60s and plate blocks from the 1950s-70s in matched sets, including matched sets of the $5
Point Pelee (plates 1 & 2, face C$160); there’s also plenty of Bileski material (tagging, Christmas, etc.); the U.S is primarily face-type
mint, but there is a nice collection of plate blocks from 1938-48 which includes Prexies NH to the $1; one of the albums is British
Europe which has a few useful Great Britain. Quite an interesting lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1071 HH
Worldwide, Mint Potpourri, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Marshall
Islands, Costa Rica, Saar, Afghanistan, Tuvalu, Argentina, Nevis, Libya, British Commonwealth, huge catalog value, inspection
suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1072 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1880-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers filling four large
cartons, can be anything present including the kitchen sink, with hundreds of glassines, from the four corners of the globe, we leave
the pleasure of exploring this lot to the winning bidder, like shooting fish in a barrel, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1073 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Ragout, 1860-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, full sheets and covers, filling seven
large cartons, a real mishmash with collections throughout such as Portuguese Colonies, Canada, Switzerland, mint Germany in
blocks of four, full sheets of Libya, Haiti and Costa Rica, topical collections of space and butterflies, and who knows what else is
lurking about, mixed condition, some elbow grease will be well rewarded, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1074 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Menagerie, 1880-1975. Filling two boxes, includes album with mint French Andorra 9-17, mint
Cyrenaica 59-64, C24-C29, Denmark used 82, mint Eritrea 175-180, C1-C6, mint Somalia 164-169, C1-C6, mint New Zealand
229-241, mint Russia 698-705, plus U.S. plate block group, mint postal stationery, mint & used Canal Zone, mint Canada 249-262,
268-273, mint 1937 British Coronation set, plenty of premium material, inspection will only make it look better, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1075 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United Nations,
Great Britain, Honduras, Libya, Afghanistan, Costa Rica, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1076 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United Nations,
Korea, Great Britain, Libya, Afghanistan, Costa Rica, Honduras, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1077 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United Nations,
Libya, Honduras, Saar, Costa Rica, Greece, Argentina, New Zealand, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1078 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United Nations,
Costa Rica, Greece, Argentina, British Commonwealth, Libya, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1079 H/m/)
Worldwide, Montage, 1860-2000. Presented in seventeen volumes in three boxes, includes two stock books of mint &
used Spain, huge cat topical collection, Russia, tons of worldwide souvenir sheets, a present in every envelope and on every page,
mixed condition, please appraise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1080 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Conundrum, 1900-2000. Filling nine large boxes, includes packets, loose, covers, kiloware,
approval booklets, U.S. & worldwide currency, Vatican stock, United Nations, singles, full & part sheets,U.S., worldwide & United
Nations first day covers, mint & used postal stationery, medals, as usual the condition is a bit mixed, but there are some attractive
items present, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1081 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Clutter, 1860-1960. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in sheet files, albums and stock
books, includes worldwide sheets and part sheets, souvenir sheets, includes British Commonwealth, Middle East, South America,
French Colonies, Western Europe, JFK collection, with many better mint and used singles scattered throughout. Some mixed
condition, but generally F.-V.F., a fabulous lot to plow through and unearth those hidden gems.
Estimate $600 - 800
1082 H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamp & Coin Eruption, 1861-2000. Filling three large boxes, includes box of worldwide covers with first
days, WWII patriotics, a Atomic Bomb Test cover, Canal Zone, U.S. stampless, naval, advertising, censored, first flights, registered,
U.S. postage, mint postal stationery, binder of mint British Commonwealth, U.S. proof coinage sets, Jefferson Nickels complete to
1967, Roosevelt dimes complete to 1974, be sure and check this one out, huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1083 H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation of Premium Sets and Singles from Many Different Countries. Mostly Great Britain and
Commonwealth, in a stock book. Many high Scott stamps, including South Australia large Victoria shilling values, Bermuda 10/George V, a few nice Canada mint small Queen’s, a couple better early France Ceres heads, some Great Britain Victoria shilling
values and Sea Horses, Tasmania 1/- Chalon head and more. Many useful stamps, worth a careful examination, mixed condition.
Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1084 HH
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Accumulation, 1960-2000. Accumulation of mint material, includes Mexico, Laos, British
Commonwealth, Tonga die cut issues, excellent break up value, please review, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $6,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1085 HH
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Accumulation, 1960-2000. Includes Mexico, Honduras souvenir sheets, Tonga die cut
issues, Poland, excellent break up value, please review, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1086 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1960-2000. Housed in a small box, includes Afghanistan, Mexico, Israel, Honduras, Austria, Hong
Kong, well worth a bid, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1087 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1960-2000. Housed in a small box, includes Afghanistan, Mexico, Israel, Honduras, Libya, Tuvalu,
Cook Islands, Egypt, Sierra Leone, well worth a bid, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1088 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Dealer Stock. Approximately 2,000 to 3,000 dealer cards in six dealer “102" boxes mostly in
the $1 to $10+ range, plus a small black box filled with hundreds of #1 glassines of Algeria and another black box with hundreds of #1
glassines of French Morocco, usual mixed condition, good diversity of areas, a great working stock, ready to go with the difficult work
already completed, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1089 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Litter 1880-2000. Large balance of consignment, includes mint & used in glassines, mint postal
stationery, APS sales booklets, worldwide FDC, US FDC, mint Canada in stockbook, US covers, US face and much more, some
condition issues, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1090 H/m/)
Worldwide, Large Balance Accumulation. A stock card of Bermuda mint ships to 6d, a good old stock book of early
Australia and States, a Lighthouse stock book with some interesting Japan, China and mixed foreign, an old Stanley Gibbons New
Ideal album to 1936 with some better areas including, Barbados mint 2/- George V, some mint higher denominations Canadian
Admirals, a Cape of Good Hope triangle, some higher value Great Britain Victoria’s, and some nice early Newfoundland issues, a
group of black dealer stock cards with better 19th century Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Netherlands, a group of mint partial better
sets on black dealer cards including: Fiji George V up to £1, Netherlands up to 1G, Ceylon up to R5, East Africa Edward up to 10R and
George V up to 2R and Malta George V up to 3/-, U.S. mint 232, 416 and F1, a H.E. Harris plate block album of early plate blocks up to
8¢, some loose scrap postage and a small collection of over 60 early 19th century foreign postal stationary entires, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. This is such a mixed up mish mash lot, that it can only be viewed to fully appreciate.
Estimate $500 - 750
1091 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Mumble Jumble, 1861-2000. Filling four large cartons, includes mint U.S. postal stationery
collection, Austria collection, U.S. plate block collection, Palestine collection, loads of postal history, a wide array of material to sort
through, some mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1092 H/m
Worldwide, Brobdingnagian Holding, Mostly 20th Century. In 43 binders on stockpages, collectors duplicates and
trade books, stamps jammed in everywhere, some 19th century, many thousands if not tens of thousands, you review to decide its
worth, excellent for trader or packetmaker as many are sorted by Country with the majority of the hard work done, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1093 H/m
Worldwide, Plethora of Philatelic Stuff, 1930-2010. Two large boxes filled with U.S. mint sets, Inaugural covers,
Russia used year sets, United Nations collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album, U.S. mint postal stationery, commemorative
panels, Canada postage, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1094 H/m
Worldwide, Balance, 1880-1990. Housed in seven albums and three small boxes, we note a box of Bermuda, small box
of mint Australia, small box of worldwide used, scattered coverage on the albums, please investigate, could be some sleepers,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1095 H/m/)
Worldwide, Jumble, 1870-1990. Seven albums and pages filling a large box, includes worldwide mint & used, album of
mint & used Portuguese Colonies, and three volumes of United Nations first day covers, the Colonies alone should be worth more
than our low estimate, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1096 H/m
Worldwide, Assortment, 1900-50. Mounted on pages and in approval booklets, includes Germany, Memel. Saar,
Danzig, Bavaria, Italy, Great Britain, France, Switzerland, Scandinavia, a delightful little selection for your approval, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1097 H/)
Worldwide, Mishagas, 1936-65. Includes worldwide first day covers, U.S. face, U.S. first day covers, enough present to
be worth several times our low estimate,inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Stamp Boxes
1098

Worldwide, Large Stamp Box Collection. An enormous collection of amazing and various metal, ceramic, wood etc.
stamp boxes, a wide selection depicting many different styles and formats, 115 boxes are being offered, also included are 6 postal
scales to round off the holding, a lifetime collection offered a one lot, well worth the time to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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WORLDWIDE "OFFER" LOTS: Andorra - Greece

Worldwide "Offer" Lots
1099 H
Andorra (Spanish), Group of Better Mint Sets, 1928-53. Comprises Scott #1-12, 13-24, 37-49 & C1, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $930 (photo on web site).
Offer
1100 H/m
Australia, Collection, 1902-1999. Approximately 800 stamps on Minkus and home-made pages. Highlights include:
Kangaroo’s to 2/-, George V to 1/3, a 5/- Kangaroo, some good 1930’s commemoratives, 177-79, decent postage dues, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, a great collection, ideal for expansion of your existing collection or great for breakdown. (photo on web site).
Offer
1101 H
Australia, Counter Printed Weigh and Pay Stamps and Covers. 96 mint stamps, 38 Cacheted covers (most with
pictorial postmarks) and 2 plain covers, colorful pictorial images of Kangaroos and Koalas on pressure sensitive stamps, produced at
post office or automated self service vending station, generally F.-V.F.
Offer
1102 H
Basutoland, Mint Collection, 1938-54. Complete for the period, #1-56, all clean and F-VF (hinged in NH period counted
at 50%). Scott $475 (photo on web site).
Offer
1103 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Collection, 1937-78. Mint sets in Lighthouse stock book, sets appear complete,
consisting of: 1937 Coronation, 1946 Victory, 1951 University, 1953 Coronation, 1963 Red Cross, 1964 Churchill, 1965 International
Co-Operation Year, 1966 Royal Visit, 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973 Princess Anne’s Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee and 1978
Coronation, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $989 (photo on web site).
Offer
1104 H
Canada, Small Consignment Balance. Three K. Bileski albums, two containing KGVI & QEII booklets & booklet panes
and matched sets of plate blocks from the same period including Officials, $1 “Exports”, etc.; the third album contains the off-the-wall
promotions that Bileski was famous for, including the Prince Edward Island set of ten 6d Reprint “Color Proofs”, Canadian tagging
varieties, etc. An interesting lot, but not a whole lot of value. (no photo).
Offer
1105 HH
Canada, Mint Complete Booklet & Pane Collection, 1940-2000. Lots of singles, panes and booklets, total face value
$280.00, values from 1¢ to $2.00, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Offer
1106 H/m
China: Manchukuo, Collection, 1932-45. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, mostly mint. Notable stamps include:
1-18, 19-22, 23-31 used, 32-35, 59 used and 83-100, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
1107 H
France, Collection of Mint Airmails, 1930-71. Comprises C5-13, C18-45 & CB1-3; all clean and F-VF, C6-13 & C16-22
NH (photo on web site).
Offer
1108 HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1945. Over 2,000 stamps in a stock book, material ranges from Scott
1//527a, B42//B169, C1//C5, O6//O77, OL3//OL12, plus a few states, offices, occupations, some useful duplication, with individual
stamps up to $87 in value, inspection is urged, a good beginner’s lot, F.-V.F. Scott $2,300.
Offer
1109 H
German States: Bavaria, Mainly Mint Collection, 1850-1920. A reasonable starter collection in a Lindner “T” hingeless
album with slipcase; nothing rare but a number of $100 stamps including (mint o.g. unless noted) 4-margin #8 & 13 (light stains), 31
(no gum, filled thin) & J1 (regummed). A useful collection, especially with the added value of the album. (photo on web site).
Offer
1110 H/m
German States: Hanover, Small Mint and Used Collection, 1850-61. 15 stamps comprising (used unless noted) #1-6
+ shades, 7 (unused without gum), 11, 12, 18, 19 & 25; all with four good margins. Nice lot. (photo on web site).
Offer
1111 m
Germany: Federal Republic, 1987-2010. In Scott National album of modern used Germany, condition appears mostly
sound, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer
1112 H/)
Great Britain, Strike Mail Collection, 1971. Mounted in a Scott album, with over 125 covers including first days, and
over ninety stamps. includes inland mail, Europa mail, Mayflower Delivery Service, Channel Islands, Japan & Israel air mails, United
Nations and local posts, inspect please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
1113 )
Great Britain, Stampless Cover Correspondence, 1834-36. A lovely group of 6 folded letters, all transcribed, with all
but one London crown circle “FREE” handstamps, all written and signed “LMcD” to a Mr. Horan, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
1114 H/m
Greece, Collection, 1861-1979. Hundreds of stamps on loose pages and black dealer stock cards. Highlights include: a
diverse group of Hermes head printings, 338-43, 490-97, 567 and C71-73, generally F.-V.F. appearance, usual mixed condition, with
better Scott value of sets and singles. Viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Offer
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1115 H/m
Haiti, Collection, 1881-1940. On Palo hingeless pages, with high level of completion, better than usual condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer
1116 HHa
Indonesia, 1954, Riau Archipelago, 25rp High Values, half sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged; few stamps toned,
otherwise F.-V.F., seldom offered. Michel €2,950+ ($3,280) (no photo).
Offer
1117 H/m)
Ireland, Rebellion Picture Post Card Collection, 1916. A clean group of 26 Valentine’s Series picture post cards mostly
unused showing the destruction and various cityscapes during the era, plus 20 other color cards from various makers depicting St.
Patrick’s Day, Slogans, Landscapes, etc., a historic group, Very Good to Excellent.
Offer
1118 H/m/)
Israel, Old Time Collection, 1948-80’s. Housed in three Elbe Springback binders, a few pages of Palestine starts it off
and a few interesting covers, #7-9 singles used, #16 used and FDC, are a highlight, some revenues and plenty in between, often a
stamp/set/souvenir sheet and a first day cover, well worth the estimate and then some, generally F.-V.F.
Offer
1119 H
Israel, Collection, 1948-69. In hingeless album. Containing highlights including: 10-14 with tabs, 15 with tabs, 16, 28-30
with tabs and 55 with partial tab, F.-V.F. Scott $1,664 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer
1120 HH/H
Israel, Mint Stock, 1948-2000. Small box of miscellaneous material, includes booklets like 32a, souvenir sheets includes
1732, 1733, tabs, presentation booklets, a nice little lot with plenty of sale able items, perfect lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Offer
1121 H/)
Japan, Mint Sheet and FDC Collection, 1960’s-70’s. In old New Issue glassines and on stock pages, containing
approximately 30 mint sheets and approximately 55-60 first day covers, F.-V.F.
Offer
1122 HH/H
Korea & Mongolia, Mint Collection, 1956-85. Nice collection in of over 250 Mongolia and 250 Korea stamps, mounted
in a stock book, with dozens of complete mint sets, a great chance to obtain stock in these two countries inexpensively, be sure to
check this one out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
1123 m
Korea (South), Highly Unusual Selection of Items Used on Piece. Comprised mostly of miniature sheets or complete
sheets of 25 used on parts of parcels, etc. We note better such as Scott #433a, 634a, 718-720 and many others. An interesting
holding to be sure, F.-V.F., examine (photo on web site).
Offer
1124 H/m
Netherlands East Indies, Collection, 1864-1949. In Palo hingeless album with slip case, containing 1, 2, 3-16, better
than usual condition, early rare key values and cumulative decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer
1125 H/m
Northern Nigeria, Small Collection, 1900-12. Includes (mint unless noted) #6-7, 10-18 (5d used), 19-26, 28-37, 49-50
(used); all clean and F-VF. Scott $710 (photo on web site).
Offer
1126 H/m
Sudan, Mainly Mint Collection, 1897-1960. Neatly mounted and identified by Scott number on blank pages; highlights
include (all mint) #9-16, 28-50, 63-145, C1-CO8 & MO10; just about all F-VF. Scott $1,050 (photo on web site).
Offer
1127 H)
Switzerland, Postal Card Collection, 1953. 184 different postal cards, each featuring a different Swiss city, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Offer
1128 )
Thailand, Domestic Registered Covers. Over 200 covers, almost all with registered labels, with many different origins,
only 13 out of Bangkok, and only the most limited of duplication. Almost all franked with 75stg in postage. Nice clean group, examine,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Offer
1129 H/m/)
Trucial States, Collection. 34 mostly commercial usage covers with higher denominations because they were sent
overseas (mostly to the U.S.), early British Oman QEII overprint used sets and 300-400 stamps from various Trucial states, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer
1130 )
Worldwide, First Day Cover Collection, 1960’s-2000’s. In 14 cover albums with slip cases, approximately 1,000
different first day covers, mostly United States, Canada, New Zealand and Australia with many modern first days, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Offer
1131 H/m
Worldwide, Collection to 1970’s. Containing of hundreds (if not thousands) of different stamps, in two H.E. Harris
statesman albums, an album of British Commonwealth and two album of Scandinavia on old Lighthouse pages, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Offer
1132 H/m/)
Worldwide, “Hope Springs Eternal” or “Tail-End” of a Formidable Holding. Just about anything goes here: if it didn’t
fit one of the collections or wasn’t a cohesive unit it ended up here, this one you need to look at as it includes covers, stationery sets,
supplies, stamps in glassines, stamps out of glassines, even a couple albums, about as disorganized as it gets.
Offer
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1133 H/m/)
Worldwide, Computer Vended Stamps and Covers. 37 commercial or philatelic covers, a Letter Cassette, an
experimental prepaid audio tape service offered by the United Kingdom postal service, 170 worldwide variable rate vended stamps
and mint U.S. variable rate 33 strips of 3 / 5, generally F.-V.F.
Offer
1134

Worldwide, Vintage Albums. Three Ne Plus Ultra 19th century spring back albums, each album is near mint condition
and pages appear mostly complete, in addition there are a couple beginner albums: Ideal Stamp Album and Coronet DeLuxe Stamp
album, plus a little over $100 worth of U.S. face value postage and some loose worldwide stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer

1135 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Imbroglio, 1900-2000. Everything and anything may be found lurking in this lot, the only way to
resolve it is to dig, dig, something is sure to pop up, a little elbow grease will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Offer
1136 HH/H
Worldwide, Nudes on Stamps. Over 250 nudes on stamps and souvenir sheets, includes stamps from the Trucial
States, Paraguay, Romania, and Hungary, a great collection to serve as a foundation for expansion, you won’t find another like it
anytime soon, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Offer
1137 H/m/)
Worldwide, Baseball Topical Collection. 54 commercial covers featuring baseball stamps or philatelic covers (many
with Baseball cachets) and approximately 60 Baseball theme stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

Philatelic Literature
1138

Worldwide Literature Selection. Box of literature, includes Higgins & Gage world wide postal stationery unmounted,
c1890 Malta view book, Malta Postal History & Postage Stamps, Album Weeds, Sloan’s Column, The Postage Stamps of Denmark
by J.S. Andersen, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1139

Philatelic Library, 1930-2010. Filling five large cartons, includes American Stampless Catalog, Brookman’s “The United
States Postage Stamps of the 19th century”, Ashbrook’s “The United States Ten Cent Stamp of 1855-1857", with run of Siegel
catalogs from the 1990’s to the 2000’s, please take a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1140

American Airmail Catalogue Vol 1-5 & Pricing Supplement. HB, fifth edition, now out of print, the premier source for
airmail postal history, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141

Assorted Philatelic Literature, . In two large boxes, includes Poland Locals by A. Hall, United Nations literature, Scott
U.S. Possessions album with pages, Springer Handbooks 5th-10th editions, plus various auction catalogs, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

End of Sale - Thank You

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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